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PBEFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

T N issuing the 10th thousand in so short a time from the issue of the first thousand, the author feels that he need not say

-"- anything in praise of his endeavours to assist those who are anxious to secure a sound technical, as well as practical,

education in this important branch of labour.

He has spared no pains to make the letterpress and plates as explicit in substance, and neat in appearance as possible in a

book published at so low a price—whilst the knowledge gained, not only from theory and long study, but also from many

years' of practical labour in the subjects of which the book treats, enables him to recommend it with confidence to all who

are endeavouring to become theoretically or practically proficient in the work.

At the examinations in Carpentry and Joinery held under the City and Guilds of Loudon Institute for the whole of the

United Kingdom, the class taught by the Author has taken the first place for the last three years in succession.

The Author regrets the little delay in the issue of this edition, but trusts that his friends will feel themselves compensated

by. its increased size and usefulness ; twenty pages have bi en added. These will be found valuable additions.

The issue of the first book lias loo
i many letters from unseen friends in all parts oi the world, expressing

their thanks and kind wishes : he would take this opportunity of reciprocating their good wishes, and he trusts that his

further endeavours in the interests of sound technical education, may be of still more service to those who have in the past

been able to improve their positions, and to increase their knowledge of the bubject.

He has endeavoured to make what appears to some a dull and dry subject—bright and interesting, and if this should

prove to be the case in the future as it has in the past, the Author will feel amply recompensed for his efforts to increase the

knowledge and usefulness of those, who, like himself, have the cause of technical education at heart.

I hill 'J s, M 'J; Mani Hi STEP.,

July, 1887.



PREFACE.

THE following book has been written to assist students who aro atudying for the examination of the City and Guilds of

London Institute in Carpentry and Joinery, and for such as wish to acquire a knowledge of bevels, enlai

diminishing moulds and developing surfaces, <fcc. Thi
I
ping of surfaces are based upon true

il principles. The reasoning is such that anyone with ordinary intelligence will be able to grasp the why and

i!i u ii." fore t g . whj a lim Irawn ain
]

.1 joini d to a known angle, f 1 yith a cei
'

Bought.

Tho method of obtaining bevels is s imewhai new, but the Author's long experience of applying this system con

that ii only requires to be known to be appreciated.

The scale
(-fa)

at the foot of each plato will bo found serviceable, as it will tako the place of a two-foot rule or ordinary

scale.

The chapters on staircasing and handrailing are written by my able and valued colleague, Mr. J. Mattihson, teacher of

staircasing and handrailing in the Technical School, whose practical knowledge well qualifies him to be an authority" on the

subject.

Tho arrangement of texts and plates opposite each other is an advantage, the worth of which cannot be over-estimated,

both in the point of time and in the feeling of pleasure and satii faction whioh ensues, when thi reader buds that be can

realise the description of the object at a glance, without having bis attention distracted by the neci

referring to plates in another pait of the book. No stronger evidence of its value could bo adduced than the number of

complimentary letters in its favour sent to the Author by Professors of Colleges, Science Teachers, and c 1

his elementary book on building where tlie same arrangement prevails.

A few examples are given at the end of each chapter, ;o that the student may test his knowledge as he proceeds.

JOHN WILSON.
Bi ii.i'i-vo Department,

Technical School, Manchester, June, 1886.
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BC1LE3, fte.

^ig. 1. Shows how to divide a given space into any number of equal

parts. The line given is 3" long, and requires to be divided into live equal

parts The usual method is as shewn. Draw any inclined line from one end

and indefinite in length ; on this line set off the number of equal spaces you

require with the compasses, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and from 5, on this Inclined line

draw back to the opposite end of the line from where you began ; then from

points 4, 3, 2, 1, draw lines parallel to the tirst, and where these cut the

original line they divide it into the necessary number of equal parts. When
divided in this manner it is often dithcult to say where the two lines meet, as

the angle is so sharp or acote.

Fig. 2. Shows a better method, which will be seen at a glance.- It is

as follows : At one end of the line to be divided, erect a perpendicular, then

take an ordinary rule or scale and placing it on the opposite end of the line as

shewn, turn it until the necessary number cuts the vertical line ; then at the

points (which in this case are 1, 2. 3, 4, 5) drop perpendiculars, and these are

parallel to the vertical line, and divide it equally into five parts, and being at

right angles to the first determine the exact points. If the given space had

been to divide into 10, then points each J" would have been taken ; if into 40,

then every £" and so on. This method is used throughout the book for

dividing joists, spars, studs, &c.

Fig. 3. Shows an ordinary scale when 1' — 1', i.e., the scale is one- I

Fig. 6. A drawing ha? r.o scale attached to it, but a spar* measuring 3j
ehown, and rivid^ the lint into i^l equal paits (eee drawing', each >paee will repie

;
for Building Construction (with tka

l are full size), the parts have to be

drawing to scale, each part being

twelfth or 1"=12". In ordinary dra*

exception of some very few details w

reduced, and this process is knowr

reduced in exact proportion.

Fig. 4. Shows a plain scale of feet and inches ; when I" represents 9"

the scale is J.

Fig. 5. Represents a scale 3k, £.«., 1"=2' 4". In order to draw a

scale of this class, first rid the fraction of inches ; to do this, multiply by three,

then a line 3" long will represent 7'. Divide this line into seven parts (by

any of the methods just explained), then each space represents 1'. Next
divide the left-hand space into twelve parts, this can bo managed best by

making twelve equal spaces as shown and drawing the diagonal line. Two
spaces are figured, one showing 3' 7", and the other i' 3".

If £ scale is asked for, then for every 1" on your. drawing, the piece ol

work would be 48" or 4'. A scale of ^ is 5' to 1", A-c.
; §, J. 5, aru used foi

representing complicated pieces of mechanism, as in watches, &c. In these

they are enlarged to show clearly what is wauled, and are read as follows :

First, if a space measures J" say, then the finished part would be j".

" » .. required size „ |"

" » .. ,. „ |".

,
for any similar spaces. The three last scales will not be fur'.hci

this book.

Second,

Third,
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LE&DWORK.
Lead gutters arc required to carry off the water from roots, Ac.; in

general they aro box or V gutters. When gutters are more than 12' long

they require a break. These breaks are called drips, and are about 2" deep

and right across the width of the gutter.

Fig. 1 . Shows an ordinary method. The bearers are about 12" apart,

3" X 2", these are covered by J" or 1" boards ; if a large surface has to be

covered, the boards should be grooved and tongued to keep the edges level.

In Fig. 1 A it is shown where the first piece of lead is turned up against

the drip and into a rebate 1" X J" at the top, rounded at the edge. The
bottom piece being dreesed to its place, the top piece laps over and down to

within |" from the bottom. The rebate in the top is often omitted. (See B
)

Fig. 2. Shows how the lead is dressed over the rolls; they are

2j" X 2", and made egg-shaped. This shape is preferable to the S'/mi-

circular shape often used. These are used on lead flats, at the centre of

long gutters, io.

Fig. 3. Shows a section through a box gutter, with drips, falls, and
cesspool ; the gutter being supported by the iron columns which carry the

principals. When the gutter is shallow, the lead may bo in one width and
turned over the eavos-pole, the usual cap flashings being dispensed with.

The cesspool is formed over the head of a column ; this latter serves

for a down spout.

The length of a cesspool should not be less than 18", the full width of

gutter, and from 3" to 12" deep.

Fig. 4. Shows the construction for a gutter behind a wall, when a
parapet or higher wall rises above the eaves. A small corbel is brought out to

receive a plate, 3" X 2", for the foot of the rafters. An offset of 4J" serves

the same purposo. The width of the gutter should be 9", in order that a
man may be able to walk in it. Small bearers, marked a, rest with one end
on the rafter ; the other end next the wall being carried by an upright,

marked b. The board or gutter bottom is fixed to these bearers, and the lead

dressed into it as shown; the piece of lead let into the wall is called a cap
flashing.

Fig. 5. Shows a V gutter; this gutter and the box gutter are

tormed when two roofs meet in an inside. Pig. 5 is for a very small gutter o!

this class ; the bearers for the gutter bottom are cut to the proper bovol and
nailed on the spars.

Fig. 6. Explains a similar one to the last, but larger, 7" boards being
laid on either side, and known as layer boards. The bearers for the gutter
bottom are nailed against the sides of the spar ; this is not so good a plan as
the last, owing to the fact that three-fourths of the bearers depend on the
nails alone for their support.

Fig. 7. Shows how ridge rolls are covered, and the lead fixed by the
S shaped piece of lead every 4' to G', all nailing being dispensed with on Ihe
outside.

Fig. 8. Shows the construction for a secret gutter, when a roof abuts
against a high wall, and it is desired to keep step and other flashings out of

sight.

The spar next the wall has a \" rib the full length of the spar, and the
same depth as the slate battens ; this forms ono side of the gutter ; the other
side is formed by the wall ; then the slates run over this and against the wall.

Fig. 9. Shows what is known as stop-flashiDg for chimneys, &c. ; the

underflashiDgs are 6" broad, and 2£" longer than the gauge of the slates
;

these are formed into an L, 3" going up against the brickwork and 3" on the

slate ; the last slate covers this lead over. The step or cap flashings are put
in after the slater has finished. They are let \" into tho wall, and run up
against the underflashing ; the next laps \" over the first ; this is repeated
until the whole is finished ; the horizontal joints being filled with cement
after the lead has been wedged in.

Valleys are similar to V gutters, but they require no drips, and the pieces at

the side for tilting are only }" deep, otherwise they twist the slates.

Owing to lead contracting and expanding bo much, it should be left

loose on one side at least.





LEAD'iYOHK.—Conf/ii !«•<!.

Fig. 1. Shows the plan of a lead gu'.ter, and a cross and longitudinal

section through the same. This gutter is for behind a parapet wall, has one

drip, and the cesspool close to one end ; this is marked C P in both plan and

section. Only a few slates are shown in plan, in order to leave space for the

section. This, with Fig. 4 on last page, will enable a student to follow all

the details for a gutter of this class. The drip is formed, as shown in section,

by trimming a piece of board from spar to spar, and then the small pieces

shown in cross-section support the gutter bottom.

Fig. 2. Shows a plan of one corner of a hipped roof, and an enlarged

section through the hip, showing how a secret gutter is formed on the hip

when the slates are mitred. A and A are |" slipa and the depth of slate battens,

and the full length of the Lip to form the sides for the lead gutter. B and

B are short strips nailed in between the spars and against the hip. These are

to prevent the ends of the slate battens or boards from sagging where the end

does not finish on a spar. The letters in plan and section are the same in

order that the construction may be easily followed. The spars are shown in

plan and the battens in section.

The above construct

or lead rolls are required

Fig. 3. This is a

forms a secure and neat finish, as no hip tiles

ih.j

n through a chimney, showing how the rafters

and the small gutter at the back prepared in order to keep out

The apron at the front is turned out upon tho slates for a distance

of C". The lead at tho back is sometimes in one pieco, but is often as shown

;

in fact, if the gutter be wide, then a cap Hashing is indispensable.

This should be worked along with Fig. 9 on the last page.

Fig. 4. Shows a stone coping to a party wall. These rise above tho

roof in fire-proof buildings. A side elevation of coping, spar, &0., is shown,

and a section through A B to the same scale is given.

Fig. 5. This is an enlarged section through a similar wall to Fig. 4,

taken at A B.
*

Two methods are shown ; that on the left shows the slates kept off

the wall and a small gutter at the side, a thin rib being fixed to turn tho

lead over, and at the same time cant the slates and throw the water from

the wall. On the other side the lead is turned out on the slates about C".

In this the section is taken through a lap, hence three thicknesses of slates

are shown, and these are exaggerated to show the bevelled edges.

Fig. 6. Shows a section through a gable wall with a stone coping.

This latter is bevelled to throw the water on the roof (see part not sectioned).

In this the section is not at the lap. The lead is turned under the slates

for at least 4", and then the cap Hashing inserted when the slating is

finished. Any of these methods of keeping out the water may be used, as

they are all practicable. Of the throo the second is the cheapest, but the

last is best. The details are to a large scale, and will be understood by

examining tho drawing.
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Fig. 1. Shows the plan of a common single floor, that is, the joists run
from wall to wall, and support the ceiling as well as carry the floorboards.
In floors of all descriptions what is known as trimming has to be done round
such as fireplaces, trap-doors, well-holes for stairs, 4c.

In this a fireplace is shown, and the trimming executed in the usual way.
The two strong joists that run one on each side of the fireplace are the trim-
ming joists, and the strong one that is trimmed into them is the '

'

These are 7" X 4", and the common or bridging joists are 7" x 3".

On looking at the plan it will be seen that three common joists are tenoned
into the trimmer, the number depending on the width of the chimney breast.

This accounts for the trimming joists having to be stronger than the common
joists, it being usual to add J of an inch for every joist that has to be borne by
the trimmer. The distance of this last from the jamb is about 15".

Around the hearth a strip about 2^" of hard wood is put and mitred at the
angles; see the piece on the trimmer. A nakrd lluor is represented except at

one corner where a few battens are shown with broken joints. In order to

make the floor more rigid, a row of herring-bone bridging is put in near the
middle. No wall-plates are shown, the joists rest on the bricks.

Fig. 2. Shows an enlarged section and plan of one side with trimmer,
trimming joist, &o. In section the trimmer joist is shown 15" from the jamb
and the space filled in with a 4$" brick arch.

The abutments or skewbacks for this arch are formed as follows, a piece

is cut out of the chimney breast, and on the opposite side against the joist, a
bevelled piece of wood is nailed on.

Fig. 3. Shows an enlarged section through three joists next the wall

;

i one baj, herring-bone bridging is given ; in the other bay, pugging is shown.

The pieces forming the struts are 2"xlj", cut as shown, and nailed to the
joists at the top and bottom edges. Allow }" from each edge to keep clear of

both floor and ceiling.

To draw the struts, mark these points on the top and bottom edge \" from
each ; then from one of these as centre, and a radius equal to the depth of a
strut, describe an arc of a circle, as shown, then a line from the other point

and tangent to the arc gives the pitch of strut A {" bolt may be added if

extra rigidity is required. Joists may also be bridged by pieces the depth of

joists and l|" or lj" thick, cut in between the joists and laced with hoop iron.

The pugging is provided fur as follows: Small triangular pieces are nailed

against the joists at the middle of their depth, and the full length from wall to

wall ; on these are put rough boards or slabs, care being taken to keep the joints

i" open. Then the pugging is spread on these 2" to 3" deep, it must not touch
the floor boards ; it is made of coarse mortar, ashes, sawdust, &e.

Fig. 4. Is an enlarged detail, showing the tusk joint between the trim-

mer and trimming joist ; the ordinary tenon J
the thickness not being

applicable. The thickness of tenon is J the depth of joist, its bottom edge

being in the centre of the joist, the necessary strength being obtained by sink-

ing a piece below the tenon for a bearing, and at the top by sloping a piece off,

as shown.

The sinking may be !, of the thickness of the joist, and its depth at least J

the full depth of the joist from the top edge. The reason is this : any ordinary

joist may be reduced .', its depth at the ends and then it will break in the centre

before the ends, aud, by putting a thin tenon in the neutral axis, and the sink-

ing below, the necessary ^ of bearing is obtained ; the trimming joist is not

unnecessarily weakened by the tenon and bearing.

The two are held together by a wedge, care being taken to have a little extra

out of the mortice, as shown, so that the two may be held close together.

The tenon should project 6" through.

Of the three floors to be shown in this book, the single floor is the strongest

and cheapest, but privacy and a good ceiling are against this, as the sound is

transmitted direct through the joists. The first of these is remedied as far us

possible by pugging ; and the \ ibration by the herring-bone struts and bolt, as

they distribute the weight and preserve the ceiling.





FLOORS—continued.

Fig. 1. Is the plan of what is known as a double floor. These are
used for larger spans than the last, or where a good ceiling, Ac., is required.

They consist of three sizes of timber, viz., binders, bridging or common
joists, and ceiling joists. The binders are the largest, and are put in position
tirst ; these are built in as the walls are taken up. In this they are taken
10" x 8", and 16' bearing. The common joists are 7" x2i", and the ceiling

joists 3"x2". In the plan, the joists are shown by single" lines, 12" centre
to centre.

Fig. 2. Is the plan of a framed floor, and consists of girders, binders,
bridging joists, and ceiling joists. The girders in the plan are 15" x 9", and
have a 20' bearing and SI" wall-hold at each end on stone-pads 3'x9"x6".
Binders are 9"x6" with G" wall-hold, on stone-pads 2' 6" long.

Fig. 3. Is an enlarged section through a binder at A B, Fig. 1.

In preparing a floor of this class, care must bo taken that the underside
is not cut for the ceiling joists, or the fibre of the wood in any way tampered
wilh. The ceiling joists are notched to tit on the binder, then the nails that
hold these up are the only piercings made in the edge which is in tension.
The common joists may be notched out half their depth, and let into the
binder 1" on each side ; this is called a cogged joint. If the joist fits the
finking made, no injury is done to the hinder, as the top side is in compression.
The floor boards are treated in the same way as for a single floor.

Fig. 4. Shows a section through C D, Fig. 2. The tusk tenon is the
6ame shape as the one for the single floor. If any extra arrangement is

necessary to secure the girder and binder together, a bolt ought to be put in

the middle of the binder ; being in the neutral axis it is not injurious to the

Cast-iron shoes or wrought iron stirrups for the end of the binders may be
used, as they do away with cutting holes facing each other on opposite sides in
the girder ; at the same time they concentrate the weight to one point, and
not as seen in plan, where the binders are arranged to distribute the weight
as much as possible.

The walls under the girders, for ten or twelve courses, ought to be built in
good cement mortar. The last floor is a very expensive one ; in addition to
the timber and the labour spent on it, an extra depth of wall has to be taken
up all round the building, which is a serious item.

Fig. 5. Shows a partial double floor, three or four common joists and
then a deeper one, to which the ceiling joists are fixed. In fixing the ceiling
joists, care must be taken to keep them clear of the intermediate joists.

Fig. 6
ceiling joists

good ceiling s

Fig. 7. These are some of the common methods of joining floor

boards, a shows a square joint used in common floors, b shows what is

known as ploughed and tongued, having a groove run in the edge of each
board and a loose tongue put in the groove. These grooves in floor coverings
are always nearer the bottom side, because all the wearing is on the top side,

c is a grooved aud tongued joint, d shows a rebated joint, e shows a
rebated and filleted joint ; and f shows a grooved and tongued joint where it

is desirable to have a secret nailed floor.

Fig. 8. Two heading joints are shown. The one at a is bevelled and
only shows two nails at each joint ; b shows a heading joint used in a floor

that has to have secret nailing. The board with the tongue on is fixed, and
then the other is driven on. In a common square heading joint, four naib
are used ; this looks very unsightly.

Battens are 7", and deals U" broad.

A section through a floor is shown, where the bridging and
e in no way connected together. Sound is prevented and a
ured by 1" extra in depth over the common joists.





Partition is the name given to the assemblage ol materials that divideE
one room from another. In the four examples shown, they are known as
self-supporting trussed partitions, i.e., the framework is arranged so as to
transmit the whole of the weight direct to the walls.

Fig. 1. Shows an ordinary 4" partition, generally about 16' long
and 11' high. The sill, door head, door posts, and braces are 4" x 4".

The head or top sill 4" x 3". Studs 4" x 2", nogging pieces 4" x 1$", and
the bolts |" round iron. The doorway in the centre is for an ordinary door,
6' 9" x 2' 9". The sill at the bottom runs the full length across froin wall
to wall. When this is so, it must always go between two joists, as seen
at X in enlarged section at the right hand corner ; the reason for this is

quite apparent- no impediment can be tolerated to interrupt the continua-
tion of the floor.

When partitions have to cross the joists, the sill must be dispensed
with in the doorway, and another form of joint introduced to secure the sill

and door-post together.

The pieco at the top from wall to wall is the head or top sill, and
generally runs into the wall at the ends; this should only be tight at the
sides, and plenty of room at the bottom or undersidofor settling, if necessary.
The two strong pieces 3' apart are door-posts ; the short one 7' high, is the
door head. The narrow vertical pieces are the studs, and are about 12"
centre to centre. The horizontal pieces that run from brace to wall, on each
side of the doorway, are the nogging pieces, and are nailed in between the
studs to make them more rigid. The two inclined pieces from the end of the
sill to the top of the door are braces.

A stone corbel has been thrown out for the sill to rest on at one end, and a
brick corbel at the other. Sometimes one of these is used and sometimes
the other, and in odd cases the sill is built in the wall. •

Fig 2. The post and sill on the right hand side of the doorway are
prepared for a partition that has to cross the joists and the post finishing on
a joist. This is bevelled and secured by a bolt, &c , as shown. The braces
are trimmed at the bottom end into the sill, and at the top into the door-
posts. The foot, in addition to the abutment formed by cutting away

At the top of these, two methods of forming the necessary abutments are
shown. The door head is fixed by a small stump tenon; the ordinary studs
have a stump tenon into the sill, and are nailed against the braces ; and at
the top in section, there is shown a rib nailed along the underside of the top
rail, J the width and 1" deep ; tho Btuds are forked out to fit on this and
nailed, then the small tenon is omitted, as it applies to either top or bottom.
The rib is well nailed opposite where each stud has to be fixed

Fig. 3. Shows how the post and sill may be secured together, when
the post comes between two joists. The sill is housed into the post, this
and the ordinary tenon being sufficient to form a good connection between

Fig. 4. sho
in carrying a floor 0:

Fig. 5. Shows how the framework is arranged when a doorway at

each side has to be provided for; the centre piece in the upper portion U
called a puncheon.

Fig. 6. Shows how the timbers are arranged with a doorway neat
one side, and a floor on both the head and sill. In the last three the piece=

that run from wall to wall (above the doors) are the interties. The Btuds are

to be 12" apart, but are omitted to show the framework clearly.

Bricknogged partitions are those filled in with brickwork between the
studs, which arc arranged three, four, or five bricks apart.

Wooden partitions are used in upper rooms, as they arc more convenient
than brick, and as it very rarely occurs that the tiers of rooms, one floor

above another, are all alike, a wall right up is not practicable.

To prevent sound, the partitions are often filled between the studs with
sawdust or ashes ; this is put in after the laths are on, a small hole being

left near the coiling, or a lath or two left off near the top until they are tilled

In colleges and studies the first studs are lixed, and then coarse fclv

nailed over them, and filled in as before ; after this, pieces H" square ar.

nailed up the studs, and these are lathed and plastered in the usual way.





The wall plate is the piece shown in crosa section at the top of the wall.

It runs the full length of the building and is generally 4 j" x 3", its object being
to distribute the weight of the roof equally, the full length of the wall.

The ridge is a piece parallel to (he wall plate, and is placed at the apex of

the roof ; its object is to prevent the spars from moving to and fro, until the
tlate boards or battens are nailed on.

The common rafters (or spars, as they are called in the North), are the
timbers that run from wall plate to ridge, Ax., and as a rule are from 35" x 2"

to 5" x 2*;", according to length of bearing.

Fig. 1. Shows a section and side elevation of a couple roof ; they are

called couple roofs when the rafters run from wall plate to ridge, and no cross

pieces between. These can only be used for small spans, say up to 12 feet

;

the wall plates require to be well tied in at frequent cross walls, or an iron rod

will be required to go through the wall plates to prevent them spreadiug.

If a succession of these roofs is used, as over workshops, then the two
outside roofs only require tying in.

The pitch of a roof is its inclination to the horizontal plane. In Fig. I the
wall plates, &c. are in position (the centre of the wall being the best), the eaves

to project as shown. Take in your compasses j of the depth of spar, and with
the top outer edge of the wall plate as centre, describe an arc of a circle.

Draw any horizontal line and bisect it between the wall plates, and erect a per-

pendicular that will pass through the ridge ; on the first line at o, set off any two
equal spaces, o a, a b, and on the vertical line a space, o c, equal to one of

these, then join c and b , and draw a line parallel to it, to be tangent to the

circle drawn from the corner ot the wall plate. This gives the top edge of the

spar ; a line parallel at the depth of spar completes" the roof to pitch as

required.

Fig. 2. This is the collar roof, the pitch is taken at J. The walls,

wall plate, horizontal and vertical lines being given as in the first, set off three
equal spaces, as shown, o a, a b, and b c ; then two equal spaces on the
vertical line, o d, d e, join e c, and this gives the pitch required ; draw the
top and bottom edge of the spar at the proper place and parallel to e c, and
you have a rise of ^ the span.

The collar and rafter are generally fastened as shown by enlarged detail

and section ; this joint being known as the carpenter's boast. The collar roof

is used for spans from 12' to 18'.

Fig. 3. Shows an ordinary king-post truss. These are used for spans
from 16' to 30'.

The large piece across the bottom is the tie-beam ; the two inclined heavy
pieces are the backs ; the centre vertical piece, the king-post ; and the two
small ones branching out one at each side 'above the tie-team are the struts.

The roof is drawn to an angle of 30", being a common and convenient angle.

The tie-beam rests on stone templates, as a great amount of weight has to be
borne at these points.

It will be noticed that the length of the spar is too long from wall plate to

ridge, and this is provided for, as shown, by a large piece, called a purlin,

running from principal to wall, &c, parallel to the ridge, and resting on the

principal back near the strut. This is notched out and cogged on the back,

and gives an equal bearing to the spar, above and below.

Fig. 4. The head and foot of the principal rafter are trimmed into

the king-post and tie-beam, as shown, and the strut is also prepared as seen

in detail.

At the head of the king-post the backs are shown differently, but both are

good and practical. The foot of the rafter is secured by a bolt
;
good plates being

used to keep the bolt and nut from eating into the wood when screwing up.

The king-post is cut short, and the tie-beam held up by the bolt ; this

bends the beam and fives it what is known as camber. It makes the tiuss risi'J

and firm, and should be J" for every 10' of length in the beam.
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ROOF TRUSSES—ro/Kfiwrf.

In the previous chapter having described roof trusses up to 30' span, it

remains now to touch lightly on one or two for larger spans.

Fig. 1. Shows a common queen-post truss as used for spans up to 45'

The tie-beam, principal backs, struts, wall plates, purlins, spars, and ridgeB are

exactly similar, and arranged like the last.

When there are two vertical pieces the truss is known as a queen-post

truss, these vertical pieces beijg the queens ; and the piece between them at

the top, marked 9" x4", is the straining beam ; and the piece between them at

the bottom and on the tie-beam, is ihe straining sill or piece, generally 4" deep

and the width same as the thickness of the queens.

Fig. 2. Is a front view of the stirrup iron, gibs, cotters, &c, for securing

*ne tie-beam and queen-post together; the queen post is left short as shown,

ihis is tightened up after the slates are put on.

Fig. 3. Shows an enlarged section through the gibs, cotters, &c, J full

' The necessary clearance at the top side of the gib in the queen post is

marked "space," and the required amount of opening in the strap below the

*Tc- is shown at O, O. Without this be attended to, the wedges are likely to be fast,

nnd the joint at the foot of the queen-post cannot be tightened up.

This has been drawn to a large scale in order to show the construction or

is.-rs>ns»ment clearly.

Fig. 4. Shows a queen-bolt truss, the queen being a wrought iron

bolt 1J" in diameter. A east iron box is shown at the junction between the

head of the principal rafter and the straining beam, this box receives the two

pieces and makes an excellent finish ; it will be seen that the top end of the

rafter back and the end of the straining beam are both square. This should

always bo the case if possible.

The joint for the foot of the rafter and the top end of the strut may be

socnred in the usual way.

Fig. 5. This is an enlarged detail for the joints of Fig. 4 If a strain-

ing sill be used then the joint B would answer for the foot of the strut. Should

the strut be trimmed into the tie beam, then the joint A would be used.

Fig. 6. Shows a king-bolt, with cast iron head for the top end of principal

rafters, and a notch for the ridge. From the detail it will be seen that the box

at the head is so formed that the top ends of the principal rafters are square.

A short piece may be fixed on the tie beam to receive the bottom end of

each strut.

Fig. 7. Shows a strap and part bolt for securing a tie-beam and the foot

of a principal rafter together. This is an excellent fixing but rather expensive.

The details are large and clear, and only require to

understood.





ROOF TRUSS AND D3TAILS OP JOINTS.

Fig. 1. Shows a side elevation ol ft truss for a maximum span of 45'. A
queen post truss would answer for a span of this dimension ; as it will be seen

from the drawing that the common rafters are supported at two places, in

addition to the ends.

The 8' bearing allowed for common rafters has not been exceeded, as the

total length of bearing for these rafters, when the roof has a pitch of 30 3
, is

24' 9-112"; and when the two purlins, each 0", have been deducted, the length

of bearing is 7' 11-702", or a fraction less than 7' 11:]".

The following sizes are used : Tie beam, 11" xG"; backs, 7" XG"; purlins,

9"x5"; ridge, 7"xlJ"; wall-plates, 4i/'x3"; struts (two longest), C" x 4",

two 6"x3"; king-bolt, 1J" diameter; next two (the queens), J", and the two

short ones (princesses), §". The heel bolts are \" diameter.

Fig. 2. The details of the main joints are shown to a large scale, which

is given on the sheet.

The tie beam has a wall hold of 9", the stone pad is 3' long, 9"x4". The

foot of the rafter is forked to fit the web in the iron plate, see elevation

section at C D, and plan The two nibs, one at each end of the plate, which

are let into the beam are 4" broad ; this prevents cutting right across the beam.

When the end of a piece of timber is forked out in this manner it forms a

bridle joint.

The purlins have cleats at the underside to prevent them from canting

over. These are shown 3£" deep, and a stump tenon, \\" deep at the bottom,

and tapered out to the purlin. These cleats are 6" broad, and the stump

tenon is 2" broad. When the purlins are let down into the backs—say two-

thirds of their depth—the cleats are not required.

The joints at the top ends of the struts will be understood by eiamining

the drawings.

The top ends of the backs are secured in a cast-iron box or head ; the

metal is j" thick, and is pierced to keep it light, and, at the same time, leaves

sufficient metal where strength is required. The head is prolonged and

prepared for the ridge. See side elvation.

The foot of the lower strut is secured by a cast-iron shoe. The vertical

bolt, the two g" coach, and the two nibs (one at each end) prevent any moving

of the strut. See elevation and plan of the shoe.

The two centre struts are secured in a double shoe ; the elevation, plan

and section being shown.

Fig. 3. Shows how the spars are to be cut and secured to a heavy

ridge, and in this case the ridge is 12" x 3".

For sizes of any parts of details not figured the scale must be u- kL





ROOF TRUSSES. -CuHli/iHfrf.

In this, the purlins are arranged so that the bearing distance shall not

exceed »'. In order to do this, the 6econd or centre purlin is placed below

the queen post ; and the top purlin is so placed that it gives an equal bearing

for the common rafter, from the ridge to the next purlin. The distance

between the queens is 20', and the small king post prevents any sagging.

The sizes being figured on the various parts, and the joints and fastenings

of the ordinary type and explained before, these need not be repeated. The only

exception being the joint of the head of the queen.

Fig. 2. Shows the detail to the same scale as the details for the last

plate. The straining beam end is cut square, and assisted by a cleat 10"

deep, the width of the queen and 3" projection. This is stump tenoned and
secured to the queen by two J" coach screws.

Fig. 3. Shows how the tie beam is to be seoured to the queen, if a

room is to be formed between the queen posts. The strap secures the whole
together ; the lower back and straining beam may be increased in strength, as

extra strain is thrown on those by the weight of floor. In the present case

a room, 8' £" high, may be arranged, except at the beams, where the head
room would be 7' 9".

The breaking weight of such a beam as this tie beam, when used as a

girder, would be about 21^ tons.

Fig. 4. Shows how the principal backs are to be secured to the king

pOBt when the head of the king post is cut in a line with the top side of

principal rafters.

Fig. 5. Shows part elevation of roof truss suitable for a span of 65'

between the walls. The construction for the joints is similar to the last ; but
for very large spans a second back is often used in the lower part : this is

known as a cushion rafter, or back. It is difficult to get these two backs to

bear equally. The queen posts are the same distance apart as those in Fig. 1

,

and the tie beam is suspended at a second point by the f" bolt. A wooden
post may be used if necessary. These next tiro queens are oalled princesses.

Fig. 6. Shows the details for the head of the queen, and the foot of

the rafters with the end of the tie beam ; the latter joint is seoured with a

stirrup iron, gibs and cotters : see section of these. The cotters are J" thick,

and a strip of iron, J" thick and 1J" broad, is placed under the gibs to give

a broader bearing surface. Straps are often used for the other joints, i.e., for

top of the queen straining beam and back ; but, this part being in compression

they are not necessary.

Fig. 7. Shows a side elevation for a curb or mansard roof. These

roofs are used when a room is required in the roof ; or where the law as to

right of light is in force, or for architectural effect.

There are two distinct pitches. A common rule for determining these is

shown : draw the semi circle and divide half of this into five equal parts, as

shown ; from the base take the second point as the top side of the upper tie

beam, and the centre as the bottom side of the lower beam. The small king

post truss at the top is formed by joining the highest or centre point to the

second from the base. The details for this small truss are of the usual kind.

Fig. 8. Shows the details for the main joints ; the upper plate is

arranged to receive the head of the lower rafters and the foot of the upper

rafters. Straps or bolts may be used at the discretion of the designer.

The finish at the eaves is also a matter of opinion ; but the arrangement
shown prevents the possibility of water from the gutter finding its way inside

to the same extent as it would if a parapet wall bad been used.

The names of the various parts are not marked on the members, as the

student at this stage will know each without.

In all these the main details are large and the principal scantlings

figured, at the same time these are capable of considerable modifications

without exceeding the limits of praotioability.

The students are advised to look over the rules given showing how to

find the length of rafters, king posts, &c. ; also the formula for determining
the scantlings for various parts of roof trusses ; and when any doubt exists,

it is better to err on the side of excess than reduce to a minimum. Remem-
ber that a well-constructed roof is one of the best ties for a building, whereas
a faulty-constructed or too light a roof is one of the surest methods of push-
ing a building asunder.





SKYLIGHTS.

Fig. 1. Shows a section plan and elevation of a small Bkylight on a

elate roof. Scale 1" to 3'.

the

such a height that it would lie flat on the slates when opened. The casings

are deep and have a slight sinking in the centre to break the plain surface.

The elevation and plan show part of the rafters and the trimming for the

skylight.

Fig. 2. Shows a section through one side. Scale l'—l'. The sky-

light is 3" thick and prepared for the glass as shown, with a mould on the

inside. The stile and top rail have each a |" groove into which a hardwood

fillet 3" deep is tilted. 1 his forms a good, cheap, and secure joint to prevent

the water from finding its way into the inside.

The slates are shown 2" from the frame forming a gutter at the side
;

sometimes they are taken close up against the frame ; both are practicable

and right.

The lead flashing it will be seen passes under the slates (not less than a

couple of inches) turned up against and over the top edge of the casing.

Fig. 3. Shows a section through the full length of the skylight, the

hinge is fixed to the top rail and casing, the knuckle is let into the hardwood

fillet. The centre of the hinge must not be too near the lead on the

casing, otherwise the skylight will not open. The minimum distance from the

frame being half the projection over the lead.

The bottom rail is thinner, which allows of the glass passing right over,

and at the same time leaves a place for the exit of any condensed water.

A is a Bection through the top rail minus the hinge ; this shows the

2" x I" fillet referred to before. The roof boarding is 7" x 1". The details are

large and will be understood by examining the drawings.

Fig. 4. Is a section through the top and bottom rails of a skylight

which is fixed ; these are much cheaper than the last, but are only for light,

and cannot be used for access on to the roof, or for ventilation.

Fig. 5. Shows a section through one side of the skylight, showing how
the lead is arranged to keep out the wet. At the side the lead is in short

lengths and kept in line with the tails of the shites. The top end of each

piece is covered 3" by the next above it. The scale for these details is 1"=1'.

B is part plan of such a skylight (scale 1"=3') showing the lead, trim-

ming, &c.

Iron skylights are the cheapest and answer very well where they are

not much exposed ; the objection is the iron stain on the slate. No lead

flashings are required.

F ig. 7. Is an enlarged section through the top aud bottom rails. The
bottom end is kept up so that the slates pass under the flange at the bottom

;

this flange and the one at the top are about A" broad and ^" thick. At the

head and sides a small bead is shown : this prevents the water finding its way
inside. The inside may be covered with an inch casing.

Fig. 8. Shows a section through a side of the same light. The slates

are shown over the bead both in this and at the top of the light in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Shows the plan of the bottom flange and part of the side. This
illustrates the method of arranging the slates to keep out the wet. A section

through the side is repeated to show how the plan is projected. ^
The cheapest method for lighting common buildings is to have large

squares of strong glass inserted with the slates ; no frames being required.

Another method, skylight bars, tapered off at the top end and nailed on the

common rafters, form a very cheap and secure provision against wet, without
frame or lead flashing, and may be any length and width.

For skylights to staircases, billiard rooms, and similar places, having
moulded hips, ridges. See 8pecial Chapter*.





Centres are the temporary structures tor turning brick, stone, or other
arches over. They are usually made of slabs about 1" thick, except where thoy

very large, then they are made out of scantlings, the size ot which
depends upon the weight they ha

Fig. 1. Shows an elevation ot a ce: for a segmental arch when the
"

; of one slab as shown.e may be i

quired curve, less the thickness of the
the under side by the two cross pieces

ps, and marked A. The top edges of the

,re generally lj"xl" and filed about \"

ri6e is such that each side of the centi

The two sides are cut to the n
laggings, these are fixed together on
shown above the wedges over the pro
sides are secured by laggings, which i

apart for brick arches.

In this figure only a few of the laggings are shown.

Fig. 2 is a section through Fig. 1, the wall being 14" it will be seen that
the lags are about 13" long, this allows a line to be stretched on cither side of
the wall; at the same time the lags are long enough to turn the arch over.

Fig. 3. Shows how a centre for a semi-circular arch may be built up
for a span of 12' or so. In this the laggings are shown a good distance apart

;

they are used in this manner when the arch is in large stones. If for a brick
arch the construction is the same, except that the lags are close together as in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. is a vertical section through Fig. 3. and would require props,
wedges, &c. similar to the one just explained.

Fig. 5. Shows how a centre for a large span may be constructed by
forming it into triangles.

In these the joints are generally secured by iron dogs, as shown.

Props, kc, would be stronger in proportion to the extra size.

Fig. 6. Shows how to prepare for an inverted arch. These are used

ondtr pillari .ind where 6hop fn

In the present case a bed of concrete is put ia, the soil having previously
been removed to a depth of not less than 9", a rough scantling (marked A)
is propped up to the centre from which the invert is struck, and a trammel in

the shape of a X square is fixed and worked backwards and forwards until the
concrete is a true segment as required. A portion next the brickwork is finished

with finer stuff (see drawing). Only the outline of the inverted arch is shown.

Fig. 7. Shows a section through Fig. 6 with trammel, cross section ol

the scantling with the pin on which the trammel works, concrete, &c. The
wall is shown 9" thick, and the depth of the inverted arch is figured 9".

Fig. 8. Shows how the foundation for the bottom half of a circular

arch is prepared for. The bottom half is built up and a plank laid across the

opening, this is kept so that the centre of the trammel will work in it ; in this

case the trammel is shown at one side.

The length of the trammel must equal the radius ol the opening; add
depth of arch and mortar joint.

The bricklayer having built up to where the arch has to begin, he lays his

brick in position allowing for the bed and vertical joints, then taking hold of

the trammel, he marks the brick, then lifts it out and cuts it to the required

and then beds it properly and finishes it. This is repeated until he
e, when his trammel and scantling are removed.

The arch is built from the bottom ; two or three arch bricks are shown-
The arch is built to the springing line, and then a centre is fixed as shown, the

bottom of this is a fraction above the springing line, so that the centre may be

easily got out when the wedges are slackened.

For centres to ordinary brick arches, the wedges ihould be slackened as

soon as the arch is finished, and then it allows the bricks in the arches to find

their bearings.

The arch should not be set in quick-setting mortar, or it cannot accommo-
date itself to any little irregularity caused by slackening the wedges. The
centres must not be finally removed until the mortar is thoroughly set.

X'





The doors in this book are of the very commonest description, and in

fact it is only by a stretch of courtesy that the first receives the name.

Fig. 1. Consists of two different parts, the vertical boards known as

battens, and the horizontal pieces known as backs or ledges. The boards are

sometimes left square and no beads, V's, or grooves and tongues. In others

they are grooved and tongucd, beaded, or V jointed, as the case may bo.

The ledges are generally three in number, as shown, from 4" to 7" broad

and 1" to 1|" thick; these frequently have a bead or chamfer taken off to

remove the sharp arrises.

Fig. 2. Shows four similar

ledges being 0" x 1", the braces 4"xl'

In hingeing a door cf this class, (

the sidef Ehcwn.

of a ledged and braced door, the

just be taken to put the hinges on

In putting these doors together, the boards are nailed to the ledges with

wrought nails and clenched, three nails in the outside boards and two in

each of the others.

These doors are used for yards, W.Cs., cellars, &c. If for a yard door they

are often hinged with bands and hooks, the hook being run into a stone built

into the wall ; these stones are at the proper heights, so that, when a band is

screwed on each ledge, top and bottom, they are right for the hooks that are

run into the stones. At the opposite side, near the centre, another stone is

built in, to which a staple, and sometime a staple and catch combined, are run

in with lead, and answers for the catch if a latch be used, and for the bolt to

slide into, it being usual to have a flat bolt on the middle ledge.

When a wooden frame is used, then the frame is generally a solid one,

4J"x3" or so, and rebated out J" on and the thickness of the door, or, as

shown at Fig. 1, to the thickness of both board and ledge, and hinged with

ordinary T* hinges.

A front and bank elevatu and plan of this door, are shown.



Head of Frame.



DOORS continued.—

In Fig. 1. is shown front and back elevationB, with plan, and an

enlarged detail of the joints, for a framed, ledged and braced door. This door

is shown for a yard, and is not rebated into the frame. If for an internal or

better class door, then the frame must be rebated for the door.

The stiles, which are the vertical pieces up each side, and the top and

bottom rails are 2" thick, the first three being 6" and the last 10" broad ; the

lock rail being 9" x 1", and the braces i" x 1" ; sometimes the braces are

omitted.

In order to give a neater and lighter appearance, the framework is cham-

fered and stopped, both above and below the look rail; the top edge of both

lock and bottom rails are chamfered right through to prevent a ledge for dust,

&c. ; this is often done when all the other parts are stopped.

T)r3 boards are grooved into the stiles, head and bottom rail, as shown in

enlarged detail ; the boards are V jointed, ploughed and tongued, as seen in

cross section.

It will be observed that a portion of the stile at the top and bottom, is left

on ; this is as the door would be finished at the bench, and this piece, along

wiu. :to hannching shown, prevents tha stile ends from splitting. The

haunching is the piece of tenon cut off on the top side of the top rail, and the

bottom side of the bottom rail, see drawing ; its object is to leave sufficient

strength in the stile ends when the door is taken to the proper length.

Fig. 2. Shows an enlarged detail of a stile, and part of the top,

middle, and bottom rails, with a horizontal section showing a stile and part of

the boards.

The haunchings in all the rails are shown, and marked H ; and also the

wedges.

Fig. 3. Shows a vertical section to the same soale.

Fig. 4. Shows the edge of the door when finished.

n through a bottom rail when rebated andFig. 5. Shows a sec

bevelled to throw off the watei

Fig. 6. Shows a Beo

rail, similar to the lock rail.

Fig. 7. An enlarged £

being in dotted lines.

when the boards run right over the bottom

on through the top rail is shown, the mortica





DOORS continued.—
Fig 1. Shows aD ordinary tour-panelled door. They are made of

various thicknesses from 1" to 2i", this door being taken at 2".

In order to save room, six different methods are represented on one door,

four on the first view and two on the second. The outside vertical pieces are

the stiles, the centre (narrow ones) muntins, and the thin pieces between the

muntins and stile are the panels.

For very ordinary doors no moulds or chamfers are used ; they are known
as square and flat, shown at the top left-hand panel. The next one is cham-
Jtred and stopped, in some cases they are moulded in addition to the chamfer.

In the bottom panel, on the left is shown an ordinary sunk mould, and that to

the- right a raised or bolection mould; these are shown in the enlarged

horizontal section.

In fitting these into the door, they are carefully mitred at the angles, and
then all driven in tight, and, at the same time, a slight bevel is given to the back
edges, in order that they may tighten as they go down. Then they are sprigged

to the frame, care being taken that no sprigs get into the panel, as they tend to

split the same if any shrinking takes place.

The other view of the door shows that a t>eai is run up the full length
each side of the top panels ; this is known as bead butt. The two bottom
panels have the bead run all round, and is known as bead flush ; the first is

much the cheapest and often used in common work ; the other has to have a

piece rebated out at the top and bottom of the panel where it run* across the
grain, and then a small bead mitred and planted in this rebate, so that the
bead may intersect with the one on the panel. In some cases a similar appear-
ance is obtained by running the bead on the frame work, and mitreing it at the
angles. In tliis, as seen in section, the panels are 1" thick, and flush on one side.

The doors are generally hinged with two hinRes, one just below the top
rail, and the other just above the bottom rail, to a frame or casing 1 J" thick,

rebated out as shown, these casings are often fixed to plugs in brick walls ; but
a better plan is to build in hardwood fillets, or pallets.

A common finish is shown to this door. First, a ground is fixed round the
opening, both sides and head ; this is fixed to the wooden pallets j their ends
project slightly out beyond the brickwork and are cut off to a plumb line, then
the ground is fixed to these, which plan is shown in the horizontal section. It

is 2}" broad and J" thick : this gives J" for plaster ; the reason is that brick
walls are not perfectly straight, and this allows a little for the uneven surface of

the wall. The outside edge of the ground is bevelled and kept just within the
edge of the architrave, so that whilst it makes a good key and level surface for

the plaster to work to, the architrave covers the joint between the plaster and
ground.

These grounds are sometimes grooved for the key on the back edge. If

not fixed plumb and true they are useless and misleading. In works more
elaborate and expensive, these are often framed. A small block is fixed at the
foot of the architrave, scribed to fit the floor, and as high as the square on the
skirting ; the skirting tits against this and the hack of the architrave if it be
not housed in.

Fig. 2. Shows enlarged details for the joints between the rails and stile.

The names are on the rails, haunchings, tenons, &o., and are clearly shown,
both side and edge view being given.

Fig. 3. Shows a Bix panel door. The names are on the various pieces ;

these are put together in a similar way to the four panel doors. The lock rail

is the usual height to the centre 2' 8" to 2' 9".
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DOUBLE MARGIN DOOR.

Fig. 1. Shows a plan and elevation of a double margin door. Doors
of this class are made wide, and in such a manner as to match with ordinary
folding doors.

The door is first framed in two separate pieces, and secured together
afterwards by three pair of hard wood fox wedges, as seen in elevation.
These are put in, the first pair 3" from the top rail, and then a pair 3" from
the bottom rail, and a third pair just above the lock rail in the middle. They
require to be at these distances, so that there may be sufficient timber be-

tween them and the, ordinary mortices to resist the pressure when these
wedges are tightened up.

The tenons are the usual thickness, | to J of the stiles, and the hard-
wood wedges are the same. Having prepared the stiles and rails in the usual
way, and the two centre stiles being morticed for the extra keys, proceed to
glue up the doors minus the panels, care being taken that you only glue the
centre stile and the rail ends that go into this ; then put on your cramps
and wedge this stile on.

Having served the other half in the same way, dress off the ends of the
tenons and prepare the joint for the contro ; next, gluo your joint and wedges,
and cramp the two up, and drive the hardwood wedges as tight as necessary

;

remove your cramps and the outer stiles ; dress off any surplus length of
hardwood wedges in the grooves, and put in your panels and wedge on the
outside stiles as for an ordinary door. Moulds, &c, may be used to suit the
class of work.

Fig. 2. Shows a section J full size through the joint between the
centre stiles, when the joint is rebated as in this case, the beads are Btuek

Fig. 2a. Shows a groove and cross tongue, with a small piece re-

Fig. 3. It will be noticed that the oasings are rebated on both sides

of the wall ; this is usual in good work, and where framed casings are put
in, it gives a neat and uniform finish.

The casings are trenched together at the head, that is, the soffit is trenched

the same depth as the rebate, and the head of the jambs prepared for it and
then nailed together.

When against an outside 9" wall in an exposed situation, the walls are

often battened as shown, vertical pieces like studs are used 2" broad and
from |" to 1|" thick, 12" apart and secured to plugs. On these the laths are

fixed and then plastered.

Tho architraves are shown, that on the nearer sido being a double-faced

one and that on the further sido single-faced. These are fixed to grounds (as

before described), ar.-d mitred at the top ; in very good and massive work,
cross tongues are used and handrail bolts to give extra security to the joint.

The block for the foot of the architrave is shown, the blocks are usually the

same height as the square on the skirting.

Fig. 4. An enlarged section of the skirting with ground to fix the

same to, is shown ; the portion under the grounds has upright blocks every
18" or so, down to tho floor ; these are to keep the skirting from twisting.

The space between these blocks should be filled in with rough mortar.

The skirting is shown grooved into the floor ; when this is done, then it

only requires nailing at the top edge. Tho skirting is housed into the blocks

and back of architrave as shown, and at internal corners it is trenched, anr;

the moulds soribed one on the other ; far external corners they are mitrej
and nailed.





This chapter is devoted to a common sash and frame, and a few enlarged
details.

Fig. 1. Shows an elevation (half inside and half outside), a horizontal
section or plan, and a vertical section.

In the present case the window is fixed in an ordinary 14" wall, 4£" reveal,

4J" recess, and 9" jamb, the last being finished with 1" linings, grooved into the
casing and nailed to pallets built in the jambs (as explained before) and a mould
or architrave runs round and is mitred at the top.

These window frames are bedded in good hair mortar, or oil putty, the last
is often used for the sills only. The frames are fixed with fox wedges at the
ends of the sill and at the top, right over each pulley stile, a piece being packed
on the top, so that the wedges may act direct on the pulley stiles, and not on
the inside and outside casings only, no nailing being required.

Linings similar to those shown may bo used, or plaster, finished wiih an

Fig. 2. Shows an enlarged vertical section with broken lines to show the
details as fully as possible.

Fig. 3. Shows a horizontal section through one side of the frame and
cashes, to the same scale as Fig 2. The frames and sashes are made of all

Eorts of timber, from oak to white deal.

The pulley stiles are trenched into both head and sill, and frequently
wedged in the latter and then nailed ; the inside and outside casings are
nailed to both sill, head, pulley stiles and back-lining, this last is often nailed

i tin the outside edge. The parting slip, to keep the weights apart, passes

through the head of the pulley stile, and is suspended by a nail through it,

on the head of the last-named piece ; this parting slip is cut off 3" above the

nit. sill i

little deeper; the meeting rails are IV' thick. The side pieces are called
stiles. The top and bottom rails are tenoned into the stiles and dovetailed at
the meeting rails. If horns are left on the stiles these last may be tenoned
and morticed together. The meeting rails are rebated as shown in vertical
section, and prepared for the glass by a groove in the lower and a rebate in the

Double-hung sashes are suspended by cords which pass over pulleys, one
end of the cord being fixed to the weight and the other into a groove in the
stile ; the weight of the sashes being obtained wben the glass is in. In
order that the top sash may be held up against the top, and the bottom sash

Fig. 4. Shows an enlarged vertical sectic

place in the pulley stile below the meeting rails h
weights i

of length
bevelled a

aperture
) suit the weight, it is rebated
the top, as shown in detail

through the pocket;
>o be prepared to get t

the pocket, and is about 2" wide a

prepared

the bottom, and rebated and

Fig. 5. Shows an enlarged section through the sill of a frame prepared
as the last, for window board or bottom ; and metal tongue ; and double sunk
for the sash with an extra groove for a deep bead on the sill as shown.
This is to allow the bottom sash to be raised, and admit fresh air at the
meeting rails, without causing a draught at the bottom. They are usually
secured by spring catches on the inside, to prevent them being opened from
the outside.





DOUBLE SASHES, &c.

It will be seen at a glance that the double sashes are made up ol two

bottom and two top sashes.

This class of window is used for offices, bants, So., as they prevent the

noise from the street being heard. They also keep a room warmer in

winter and cooler in summer, in addition to these advantages they keep the

room much cleaner, as the principal part of the dust settles between the two

bottom sashes and may be collected from there instead of having to dust it up

in the room from chairs, desks, &c.

The above qualities are in favour of such windows, but they are expensive.

Fig. 1. Shows a vertical section through the sill of such a window, the

width being limited, the sill may be in one piece as shown.

Fig. 2. Shows a horizontal section through one side of the same

The staff bead E is sometimes rebated in as shown.

The details are clear and need no further explanation.

Fig. 3. Shows a vertical section through a similar window where more

room is available, and an improvement may be made by placing the sashes

further apart.

When very wide sashes are used and no vertical bars put in, the meeting

rails are liable to be sprung off the glass, these may be stitfened by screwing

pieces of brass on as shown between the meeting bars, these strips of brass are

equal in length to the distance between the parting beads.

Fig. 4. Shows how a casement may be fitted and hinged to an ordinary

window, which would answer the same purpose as the double saBhes.

The above windows may be finished in the usual way with moulds,

architraves, &s.

Fig. 5. Shows two methods of finishing ordinary sills, the object being

to keep out the wet. The first has a deep bead grooved into the sill, and shows

the method of finishing the joint between the window bottom and sill, when

the two are to be level on the top side.

The second Bhows how the wet may be kept out by an extra rebate in the

sill and bead as shown.
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TTINDOW SHUTTERS.

These are almost out of date now ; they were originally used for protecting

the house from burglars, and also for keeping the rooms warm in the winter.

The examples given are taken from actual measurements.

Fig. 1. Shows the plan of a three-light window, the 14" pier being used

to carry the revealed portion outside.

In this case it will be seen that provision had to be made inside the pier to

receive the shutters when they were folded back, this is obtained by framing the

front and on the opposite side to the shutter, this is known as the boxing, and is

arranged, as shown, to match the shutters. The one that is hinged to the sash

frame is known as the front shutter, the others are called back-flaps; these

are rebated and hinged as shown. The principal part to attend to is to see that

the shutters will cover the window opening, and that they are arranged so as to

be easily got in and out of the boxing.

It will be seen that the centre light has shutters hinged to each side, whilst

the shutters to the two side lights are hinged to one side only.

Id each of these they are folded back in the boxing, and shown in faint

lines as they would be when closed at night.

They are usually fixed by a flat iron bar hung on a centre to the back of

one of the flaps, and when the shutters are folded in the boxing, this bar hang:

behind the shutter.

It will be seen that Fig. 1 shows the shutters at right angles to the face of

the frame, this is the case when sufficient space can be obtained without bevel-

ling the sides.

Fig. 2. Shows a case when the sides are bevelled in order to let the lighi

penetrate into a corner, and also to prevent it being dark behind a broad pillar

between two windows, &c.

In this case sufficient room is obtained by bevelling, together with the

small piece at the back of the architrave, to admit of the window being covered

by the shutter and one back-flap.

In this it will be seen that a broad architrave is used, and a framed ground

is fixed to receive the back-lining and plaster.

The back-lining is framed, but they are often plain as shown at Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Shows an enlarged detail for the angle A Fig. 1.

through the window, shut teas, windowFig. 4. Shows a vertical
i

back, tic. This is to a reduced &

The details are clear and the

of the plate.

will be understood by a i





CASEMENT WINDOWS.

Fig. 1. Shows a vertical section through a casement hinged to the

stilo and prepared to open outside. The frames for these are as a rule solid,

made of oak, pitch-pice, red-deal, Aa. The wooden sill of this is rebated to

fit a stone bill, sunk, weathered and throated. In the inside they may be

finished with moulds, casings, &c, like an ordinary sash-fr irae.

The frame itself is put together at the corners with tenons and mortices,

and fixed as a sash-frame by fox wedging. They may be left square, cham-
fered, or rroulded to any pattern. The casements are morticed and tenon-

jointed, and the moulds scribed or mitred at the angles.

In these the great difficulty is to keep out the wet. In the sill this is met
by a rebate and double si nk ni;-', the sinkings being very deep, and the lower

one throited ; at the head and sides a deep rebate id formed and a small

The casements are fixed by any ordinary fastening ou the inside.

Fig. 2. Shows a horizontal section through Fig. 1. The jamb or

stile of the frame is rebated and moulded similar to the head. The stile of the

casement is shown, and the hinge in its proper position.

The details are large and clear, and will be easily understood by a perusal

of the plates.

Fig. 3. Shows a vertical section, when a transome is used and a

fanlight formed above, and a casement below. The transome is the heavy-

piece the full thickness of the frame, and runs from side to side, or from side

to mullion; a mullion being a vertical piece from sill to head, Ac, una1 may be

stone, brick, wood, &o.

These are hinged to the side as shown at Fig. 2, but in this they open

inwards. Any wet getting in at the fanlight is caught at .he transome, and

lasses out through a hole bored in the samr> about the c- rtre of its length.

Vl c>-1» is shown by dotted lines. For the casement a similar provision is made

N- tc.—In eaefi of these example-, the \

in the sill ; fully shown in detail. The sill of the fanlight has an extra width to
form a uvath.ii ;-. a;vl may be t.:i.d fur the sill of the casement, if it be not too
expensive. The fanlights are sometimes hinged to the traasomes.

Fig. 4. Sluws a vertical section through a casement hung on centres,

the casement is shown open by dot! . tin - These are often used where
ordinary casern* its i

- .

! an (Ulrica t to get at. as the former can be
opened and eU> . ,t . v .. . i. It will Iih - . ._- *_-

1 1 that the top lmm
room, and the bottom be I \

: ai an angle similai io

the one at which it is shown. Geneially this is managed by a light eord
fixed to the frame and the head of the casement. 'J hen any raiu beating on
it, when open, will run ouls-ide. The centres on which it works are fixed a
little above the middle so that it tends to keep shut.

It will be stan th d at the head, in addition to the rebate, a head is planted
on the outside of the head, and one on the inside of the sill. These are. fixed

to the frame and the small pieces mitred to them, and cat, as shown ; then
ou the outside a piece is nailed on the stile of the casement, and opens with it.

This is in dotted lines. On the inside the bead is run all round, and cut to

allow the casement to open. The bead at the head and the parts on the sides

are fixed to the casement, and the one at the bottom is fixed to the sill; and the
remaining pieces on the frame. When the window is closed it appears one
continuous bead.

To determine the necessary bevel at the head, for the casement to open,
draw a line from the centre to x, then lav your square on this line and it will

show the necessary amount of splay required from x to y ; make the rebate in

the head to this bevel and the casement to fit, and it will clear.

To cut the beads, draw the casement open with the headlines on, then
from the centre to a draw a line, and muke this line and the line a o at right

angles, i.e., square; b o is the same, and a' o' and b' o' show the points

Fig. 5. Shows

dth oftfo hod, nil and;,

frame, casement,
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WINDOWS-cantimud.

F'g- »! bhows a plan or horizontal sc
and a section at A B. These are used when
for ordinary srishes ani framaSi or wner3 a c0
or outside woijd be inconvenient. It will be seen that the fran

2?e -
and b!

?
r3 are let into one half, the two sides being rebated for the glass.

Jne other ha ]f ; s a ]003e framei which slides along a tongue at the bottom, and
between the rebate and bead at the top (see section at A B). A groove is run
up one sti.e , and there is one to correspond with it in theframe; a tongue is fixed
in the la.ter and then the other slides on this, and with the bead planted on
the fr?me makes a secure joint.

,
The best method for these sliding sheets is to have a metal tongue and two

Peces of brass grooved out to fit the metal tongue ; then they are let in to the
tottom rail, the wood being clear. Brass 1" x }", fixed one at each end close
to the stiles.

The frame is put together with tenon and mortice joints, in some cases the
head and sill run through, and the stiles are tenoned into them. The sash is
secured at the corners in the usual way.

Fig. 2. Shows a section through a French casement, or glass door,
these are hinged to the side and as a rule are made folding. They are used
for access to balconies, conservatories, lc, the sills being close to the floor.
In addition to the hanging Btjles being rebated into the frame, a semi circular
projection is left on, to assist in keeping out the wet. At the meeting stiles a
eecuie but expensive joint is shown. The head and sill are piw i hose for the casements that open inside.

Fig. 3. Shows the usual method of mitreing sash bars together. When
both horizontal and vertical bars are used, then they have to be jointed and
either scribed or mitred. In chamfered window bars, and a few common
moulded ones, it is possible to let both run through. The bar that has to resist

the greater strain ought to be left whole when one only can be put through.

The joint on the top-side of the bar shown in cross section is the one in com-
mon use when cut, the tenon being the size of the square and the mould
scribed to fit. When extra strength is required a dowel is used as well as the

tenon. The one on the bottom side has a small tenon let into the square on
the bar, and a piece haunched out between the tenon and rebate for glass to

fit on the piece left on the other bar. This is known as franking, a good but
costly joint.

Fig. 4. Shows how to secure a circular frame, or a semi-circular head
to the stiles, die. These joints are held together by keys and wedges, that

being the key with the large ends on, as seen in plan at b, or in elevation at a.

Care must be taken that they are not too long, but allow the joints to bear on
the shoulders. A loose key is used for the crown, and a solid key, worked on
the jamb or stile, for the joint at the springing. This latter has a loose key

The above joints may be secured by a joint bolt as seen at c ; this bolt has

one as seen in enlarged pi

tightened up by an iron c

this end to keep the nut fi

screwed up. The hole bei

the nuts are then let in fr

lrin
i

ill tune it is being
; and to the righl depth,
to keep the joint Bosh,
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SCARFED JOINTS.

This plate, with tha exception of the last three figures, illustrates what are
known as scarfed joints, i.e., the timber requires to be lengthened. A few of
the methods adopted in practice are shown.

Fig. l.> Shows at a and b a side elevation and plan, of a plain half-
lapped joint for a wall plate.

Fig. 2. Shows at a and b a dovetail shape. The first is the one that
is invariably carried out in practice, the leDgth being about 6".

Fig. 3. Shows a lapped joint where two beams are laid side by side,

or edge to edge, and held by bolts or straps; a side elevation and section being
shown. In all cases where bolts are used care must be taken to have good
square washers, to prevent the head and nut coming in contact with the wood.

Fig. 4. Shows a fished joint, the beams butt end to end, and are
secured by wooden pieces. The one at the top being let in, and the one at the
bottom having keys to prevent one sliding over the other ; the whole being
held together by bolts.

Fig. 5. Shows a similar joint to the last, in this case the fishplates

are not let into the beams ; when this is the case, extra bolts must be put in as

shown.

In rough temporary work a fish piece may bo put on each of the four sides.

The last three joints are clumsy, but strong.

Fig. 6. Shows a joint where the fishing pieces are of iron ; this makes
a neater joint than wood plates. The top plate may bo let in, as seen, to keep

it from sliding, but care must be taken that the pieces so let in fit tight, other-

wise they weaken the beam, as that edge is taken to be in compression. The
plate on the bottom side is not let in, as the fibres are stretched and must not

Fig. 7. Shows a scarfed joint to resist a cr

Being left square, the bottom side being assisted by an i

r lg. a. Shows a soarf often used as a joint to resist a tensile strain.
This is the worst form of scarf that can be made and ought to be avoided ; a
very little strain will slide the piece off from a to b.

Fig. 9. Shows one to resist either tension or compression, and ought
always to be used in preference to the last.

Fig. 10. Shows plan and side view of a joint to prevent the ends of

the scarf from lipping, either sideways or up and down, the ends being bevelled
as shown in plan and elevation.

Fig. 11. Shows two views, which explain how the same object may be
obtained by having all corners square.

Figs. 10 and 11. Are ingenious ind good, but their expense will

prevent them from being much used.

Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11. Have fox wedges to draw the heading joints

together.

The methods of scarfing are innumerable, but a simple joint is to be pre-

ferred. The nature, &c, of your pieces to be scarfed, and the amount and
direction of the pressure to be provided for must determine the scarf that will

be most suitable.

Tha remaining three figures show what are known as built-up beams, used
for girders, do.,

Fig. 12. ShowB how pieces are put in to prevent the beams from
sliding one over the other. The whole being held together by bolts, which are

placed near the keys.

Fig. 13. Shows a similar method to the last, except that straps are

used instead of bolts.

Fig. 14. Shows a triangular, circular, and double V piece to pre.

vent sliding, the beams being held together by bolts ; the bolts are in the centre

between the hardwood pieces, and are not so effective as the last two.

The first two are English methods, and the last a French method.





JOINTS IN ROOFS, ftc.

Fig. 1. Shows a joint between a tie-beam and a principal rafter, having

a sharp corner at a, where ic should have a square abutment, a joint like this

must be avoided.

Fig. 2. Can only be tolerated when the back is unavoidably near the

end of the tie beam.

Fig. 3. On the left side of the king-poet the joint runs underneath and

is bad ; one like that on the right side of the king-post ought to be preferred.

Fig. 4. Shows four joints, all bad and to be rejected.

Fig. 5. The strut on tho left is correct, that on the other side of the

king-post requires an undercut joint, which of course, is objectionable. The

haunched joint at the foot of the king-post, and the forked joint Figs. 4 and 5

give the carpenter a good chance of scamping his work.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8. Show circular joints, bad in construction, and

very expensive.

All the above joints except 7 are in roof trusses, the exception being a

fclory post under a beam.

Figs. 9 to 17. Show how dadoB, lavatories, W. C's., &c, may be

joined at the external angles. The last three are Bomewhat complicated and

not often used. These joints may be strengthened by triangular blocks as seen

in the corner, Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. By omitting the returned bead this becomes a good strong

joint for internal angles such as skirting boards, as well as for dados, lavatories,

W.C's., &c.

Fig. 18. Shows how two boards of equal thickness are dovetailed

together, such as the corners of boxes, &c.

Fig. 19. Shows how two pieces are to be dovetailed together where it

is desirable to keep the end or cross grain out of sight on one face, as a drawer

front, Ac, where the side is dovetailed as shown on the drawing.

Fig. 20. Shows an enlarged view of Fig. 2, the dotted lines show how

the joints would be after the timber has shrunk, or dried, the whole of the

weight would be thrown on the sharp point a. At the top end, though the end

of the back is cut square, the king-post or queen-post must be bevelled as

shown, hence a sharp angle is formed at b.

Fig. 21. Has a heel strap with gibs and cotters, the bolt through the

beam is square, this should be used when a suflicient length of the tie-beam

end cannot be left on to resist the pressure, length must not be gained by cutting

back as shown at Fig. 20. At the head of the rafter the king-post is cut in square,

this prevents the rafter from rising up, but when the timber has become dry

then a bad joint is the result as seen by the dotted lines from b. In cutting or

forming joints for roof trusses let them be as near a right angle as possible.





ARITHMETIC.

In order that a student may thoroughly grasp the meaning, and understand

the principle of determining results by figures, he should be conversant with the

following somewhat elementary principles in arithmetic. For instanoe, in such

as determining the length of a line ; when the base and perpendicular are given

to determine the hypothenuse ; or given the hypothenuse and base, to deter-

mine the perpendicular, &c. Given the sides of a square, or the sides of a

rectangle, triangle, &c, to determine the area, and a second one similar to the

given one, but double the area. Given the diameter of a circle, to determine its

area, and a second one double the area of the first, &c. Given two concentric

circles to determine the area between them.

Questions similar to these may easily be solved if the student has a little

knowledge of mensuration, square and cube root, &<s.

One or two examples are worked out to show the application of this impor-

)ant subject to the Building trade.

The square root of a number is that number which when multiplied by itself

will equal the given number, and is usually expressed by the symbol •/.

The cube root of a number is that number which when multiplied by itself

three times will equal the given number, and is usually expressed by this

symbol^'. The cube root o£ 27 is 3. Proof 3x3x3= 27.

Exercise 1. Let it be required to find the square root of 529.

1. Divide the given number into periods of two figures

529 ( 23 Ana. each, pointing from right to left. If decimals occur, then

4 point from left to right, beginning at the decimal point

In the example put a dash two figures from the right hand

43) 129 end, which is between the 2 and 5.

!29 2. Find the greatest square number in the left-hand

1 figure or figures, place its root (2) on the right. 3. Sub-

tract this square number from the first period (5) and to

the remainder annex the next period for a dividend. 4. Double the figure (2)

of the root found for a divisor ; find how often it is contained in the dividend,

omitting the right hand figure, and annex the quotient both to the root and to

the divisor. The first 2 when doubled = 4, and 3 the new quotient; then 43,

which is the complete divisor ; multiply 43 by 3 — 129, which giveB no re-

mainder.

Exercise 2. To find the square root o

7 ) 5-0 ( -714235 -7U285 ( -845 Ans.

,
say V?-

Reduce the fraction to a decimal

by dividing the numerator by the

denominator (as shown), and then

find the square root of the result.

Exercise 3. Find the cube root of a gV

!.-.l'.i'j293 (357 Ans.

30-' x 3=270U
0x5x3= 450

5"= 25

3175

37is'.i

Take any three figures as 357 and
raise them to the third power which
equals 45499293, and prove that the
cube root is 357.

15875

I 1S499 c

To extract the cube root. 1. Divide
the given number into periods of

three figures as shown by the dashes
beginning at the right-hand end. 2.

Find the grefltest cube number in the
first period (45). and place its root on
the right as the first figure. 3. Sub-
tract this cube number from the
first period, and to tho remainder 13

annex the second period 499=13499. 4. Place the first figure found (3) in the
front and add a cipher making this 30, then square this and multiply it by 3
which in this case = 2700. This number is the trial divisor, sec how often

this will go in the 18499, in this it will be found to be 5. 5. Then multiply the

30x5x3= 450, place this under the trial divisor. 6. Square the last figure

2iv:i >::',



found (3») = 25, Ihil result is to bo ridded to tho two linos above, which gives
(3175) tho completo divisor. Having multiplied this by the 6, subtract from
tho abovo, nn.l to tho r.inuiii.l. r annex tin, next period, thus -.;6-.M2:i3. 6. To
the 85 add a cipher 850, square this and multiply it by 3 which equals B67500.
This is the trial divisor, in this it will givo 7, next multiply 350 by this last
root Boon found, and this by S. Thus 850x7x8=7850, which place under
the trial divisor. 7. Square tho last root figure found (7), add this product to
tho two lines above, which equals 874899, this being the completo divisor, with
which proceed as before.

Exercise 4. To find toe cube root of a mixed number, that is one con-
taining decimals aa 688-216974.

To find tho cube root of a

fraction reduce it to a decimal,

and proceed as in Exercise 4.

Instead of having to determine the squire aud cube root

another, a table of these roots for the following numbers is give

No. Square Boot. Cube Root. No. Sqmro

80" k 3=19-201

80x8>:3= 720
8'= S

71216

69787

E!0«X8=20GG70t
}Uxox3=: 1245'

6 a= 25

11489974

10896875

" u-S.- •5000 | -6300 || 2-76" 1-6583 1-4010

0-5" •7071 7937
II

3" 1-7321 |
1-4422

0-75" •M-,1-,11 9086
II

3-25" 1-8028
1

1-4812

1" 1-0000 1 u.,.n
i!

3-5" 1-8708
|

1-6183

1-25" 1-0772
II

3-75" 1-9865 | 15536
1-5" 1-2247 11117

II

4" 2-0000
| 1.5874

1 7:." I-3229 t-2063
II

5" 2-2361 1-7100

2" 1-4142 1 J.V.l'.l
II

0" 2-4495
i

1-8171

2-25" 1-5000 1 ::im
II

7" 3-64KB 1-9129

2 5" 1-6811 i-:;e7-J
||

8" 2 8284 |
ii> in)

When the two sides of a righi

may bo found by squaring the bios and extracting the
When the hypotbenuse and one ride are given the third ride maf be found as
follows

:
from the. Fquare of the former subtract tho pquaro of the latter and

extract the square root of tho difference.

Exorcise 5. Determine the area of a square room. 1
'

Before multiplying, reduce the inches to the deoimal of u foot, 12' 3" = 12A= 12j= 12-25. Area= 12-25 X 12 25 = 160-0626 square feet.

Exercise 6. If the room given in the last question has to bo boarded,
what would be the nett area of boarding after deducting the hearth-Hag whioh
is 4' 6" X I/O"?

Area of hearth-flag 4' 0"X1' 0" = 4-5x1-5 = 0-75 square feet.

Nett area = 160-0626 — 6-75 = 143-3125 square feet.

Exercise 7. A room is in the form of a rectangle 18' 8" x 12> 8J".
What is its area, and the length of the sides of a similar room double the
area of the first? What is the area ol the Booting for the second room,
allowing for an isosceles triangle in one corner, the sides of the triangle
measured along each wall being 5' ?

First method by duodecimal :

12' 8" 6'" Note the term in tho second column must bo rnulti-

18' 3" 0'" plied by 12 to bring it into square inches.

228' 0" 0'"

231' 11" 1'" 6""= 231 sq. ft. 133} eq. in?.

Second method by fractions :

Arca= 18' 3"xl2' 8}"= 18} x 12} J =yx3^ = i%tf4= 231H sq.ft. = 231
sq. ft., 133^ sq. ins. Length of siueo containing double the area of the first,
Long side = 18' 3" x V2 = 18-25 x 1-4142 = 25-80915 ft. = 25' 9-7". Short
side = 12'8}"x V2 = 12-7083x1-4142 = 17-972 ft. = 17' 11-7", therefore
sides of second room are respectively, 25' 9-7" and 17' 11-7".

Area of the triangle = 5x5 -r- 2 = 12J sq. ft. = 12 sq. ft. 72 sq.ins. Nett
area of flooring after deducting hearth = 231 sq. ft. 133; sq. ins. + 231 sq. ft.

133) sq. ins. — 12 sq ft. 72 sq. ins. = 463 sq ft. 123 sq. ins. — 12 sq. ft. 72 sq.
ins. = 451 sq. ft., 51 sq. ins.



AREAS OF PLANE FIGURES, &c.

The following is a list of the ordinary plane figures that a carpenter and
joiner has to deal with :— (See small block at the bottom.)

Ex. 1. To find the area of a triangle when the base a b and
Ihe perpendicular c d are given. Rule.—Multiply 'he base by the perpen-

d-cular li-'ijiit, hall the product will be the area.

In Fig. 1, let a b = 9', and c d=5 125', find the area.

Area= 9 x 5-125 -f- 2 = 230625 superficial feet.

Ex. 2. To find the perpenlicular when the base and area are
given.

Bale.—Divide twice the area by the base, and the result will be the

perpendicular. If the perpendicular and area be given, divide twice the area

by th' perpendicular, and the result will be the base.

When the base a b is 9', and the area 23 0625'.

Area X 2 = 46-1230'. 46 1250 + 9 = 5123' perpendicular.

Ex. 3. Find the base, when the perpendicular cd = 5125'.

Area x 2 = 46-1250'. 461250 -i-
5-125 = 9'. The base a b is 9'.

Ex.4. What is the area of the trianjle a b c. ab9'; ac6';bc8'?

Role.—From half the sum of the three sides subtract each side separately ;

multiply the half sum and the three remainders together, and the square root of

the product will be the area. See rules for determining square and cube root.

The sum of the three sides= 23; 23-=- 2 = 11*; 11J-9=2J; 11J-8
= 3J; 11J-6= 5J; 111 X 5.J X 3J x 2J =553-4375'.

^553-4375=23-52 superficial feet.

Ex. 5. What would be the length of base of a triangle similar

,t > Fig. 1, to contain doable the area ?

Length of given base is 9' ; length of required base = </ 9 a + 9 a
;

= V 81 + 81= v' 162= 12-727'.

Ex. 6. To find the side of a square to contain double the area

of a squire 5' side.

ATea Tjf given square =5 X 5 = 25 superficial feet. Side of required

-square = v'So -+- 25= ,'50= 7071'. See oilier method of working a similar
problem, Page 55 ; Ex. 7.

Rule —MaltipUj the length by the perpendicular breadth, and the product
will be the area. For the rhombus, the proluct of the two diagonals divided
by 2 will give the area.

Ex. 7. The plan of a school is in the form of a rectangle,
30' X 20'. What would be the size of a similar one double the area?

Length of the required long s
: de = t

'30 a + 30 2 = ^000 + 900 =
,1-1111 — 42-426'.

Length of the required short side = v'20
2 + 20a : '400 + 41.0= v'SUO= 28-284'. See other methods of working a similar example.

To find the area of a circle. Multiply the square of the diameter
by -7854.

To find the circumference when ths diam3ter is given. Multiply
the diameter by 3-1416.

Ex. 8. The diameter of a circle is 2-5'; what is the area?

Area = 2-5 x 2-5 x -7854 = 6-25 x -7854 = 4-90375 feet.

Ex. 9. What is the circum'erince of the last circle?

Circumference = 2 5 x 3-1416 = 7 854 feet.

Diameter = 7 851 -f 31416 = 2 5 feet.

To find the length of an arc of a circle as a c b Fig. 9.

Rule.—From eight limes the chord of half the arc subtract the chord of the
whole arc ; i of the remainder will be the approximate length of the arc.



To find the chord ol i. ill tin- quant of half
lit.- chord at the are and at' the hctnld <<i the s, .intent, d extract the square
raal af the product /nr the length of the chord of half the are.

Ex. 11. To find the length la c) of the chord of half the arc of
the segment, Fig. 9. Let a b = 11/ and c d 8'.

Length of a c \ > il
i
o d" ; /64 + 9 = 8 544 feet,

Ex. 12. Find the length of the arc a c h, in the last example.

Length of nro = 6-544 X 8 - (the ohord) 1G ~ 3 ; Cs 8S2 1G = S2 362 ;

8 = 17-461 bet.

Ex. 13. Find the length of the radius, Ex. 11.

Rule.—Divide the square of half the chord by the height of the segment,

the product will be the distance d e (Fig. .9), then the gieen height and tins

added together will be the diameter of the circle ; and its half the railius.

Chord of given arc, 1G'; rise, 3'. s- = Gi; 64 •* 8 = 21-83 ; diameter
= 21-33 + 8=24-333, half of this is the radius = 12' 2" = e fore h, Fig. 10.

Z7m above is. ttfrd CO determine the length of radius for segmental arches

ichen the opening and rUt are gieeu.

Ex. 14. ^Find the area of the sector fclii, Fig. 10.

The same dimensions may be taken for this as in the last example.

Rule.

—

Multiply the length of the arc by the radius; half the product is

the,

by radius 12-1GG -.

AriM of triangle = 16 x by height of triangle 9-166 * 2 = 73-33 feet.

Area of segment = 106-16 - 73-33 = 32-82 superficial feet.

Rule.

—

bind the area of each circle ; the difference is the i

L<
X -7854 :

Area of small circle = 4-5 x 4-5 X -7854 = 20-25 x -7854 = 15-9043.

Required area = 2S-2744 - 16-9048 = 12-37 superficial inches.

To find the area of an Ellipse.

Rule.

—

Multiply the product of the two axes by '7854.

Ex. 16. Let a b Fig. 12 be 12', and c d 6'. Find the area.

Area = 12 x 6 x -7854
i
72 x 7864= 66-6488 superficial feet

To find the area of a Trapezoid. Multiply the sum of the parallel sides

by the perpendicular distance between them, and half the product will be the

To find the area of a Trapezium, make it into tiro triangles by the line

b d, then find the area of the triangles a b d and bed, and add them
together.

Ex. 17. What is the superficial areaof a square of glass 24 7V'x 182"

Area = 38S + 16 X 147 -r 8 = 442-148. This divided by 144 = 3-07

superficial feet.

2. s Vio:» J2}
Square. Rectangle.



APPLIED MENSURATION.
Exercise 1. What is the length of spars for a common roof, the

distance across from point to point being 14', and the rise 5' G" ?

Required length — V(7 2 + 5-5=) = ,/(49 + 30-25) = y7lF25 = 8-9022 ft,

i', and half tie width of the

/(15= - 12=) : /(225 - 144) :
. bl :9 ft.

Exercise 3. If a roof 20' long similar to Ex. 1 has to be boarded, (a)

What is the area of the boarding for one side after deducting an opening made
by a vertical Bquare trunk 2' 6" side, passing through the roof, when two of

its sides are parallel to the eaves and ridge? (b) When a diagonal is parallel

to the ridge ?

Area of roof before cutting = 89022 x 20= 178-045 sq. ft. To find the sides

of opening, 7 : 8-9022 : : 2-5 : Bide; side = 31794 ft. Area of opening =
3-1794x2 5 = 7-9485 sq. ft. Required area= 178046 - 7-9485= 170-097 sq.ft.

Second, when a diagonal is parallel to the ridge, the shorter diagonal of

opening is equal to the diagonal of the square trunk, = V(2J) 2 + (24J
= =

i/Sf = v/IiTS"= 3-5355 ft.

To find longer diagonal, 7 : 8-9022 : : 3-5355 : longer diagonal. Longer
3-5355 X 4-4962

diagonal = 4-1962 ft. Area of opening = „ = 7-948 sq. ft.

This proves that the openings are equal, the turning the trunk with a
diagonal parallel to the ridge does not alter the size of the aperture.

Exercise 4. Let the same roof be pierced by a vertical circular shaft.

Determine the area of the aperture, the diameter of the 6haft being 2' 6". To
determine the area of an ellipse multiply the two diameters together, and mul-
tiply the result by -7854. The elliptical opening will have one diameter 2'G".

The longer diameter is found the same as the lon^ diagonal in the last question,

and = 3-1794. Area of ellipse = (3-1794 x 2-5) x -7854= 7-9485 X -7854 =
6-2427 sq. ft.

Exercise 5. A square building 20' side, into be covered with a hipped
roof, the sides are all equally inclined at 27J°, and meet in a point. Determine
the length of a hip.

FirBt find the distance from the eaves to the apex (see table) = 10 x 1-1274

= 11-274 ft. Length of hip equals the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle

sides 10 ft. and 11-274 ft. Length of hip = V(10 2 + 11-274=) = V(100 +
127-103) = v'227-103 = 15-07 ft.

To find the cubical content of a rectangular solid. Multiply the

length, breadth, and thickness together.

Ex. 6. What is the cubical content of 100 common rafters, each
15' 2i" long, 3&" deep and 2J" broad ?

Cubical content of one rafter= 182$ x 3^ x 2} =• 1728 = $55 X f J X f
305x19 6935 _ . . , , 6935x100

x "^b = 128x64 = 8l92
Ke1u 'red content=

8192 = 84-G5 cu. ft.

Ex. 7. A Tank is in the form of a hollow cylinder, 3' diameter,
6' 6" deep. How many gallons of water will it hold? Note.—There are

277-274 cubic inches in a gallon.

Cubical content = 33 x -7854 X GJ = *
' „ — : 45-916 c

„ . . . , „ 45-946 X 1728
Required number of gallons = 077.074

— =

Ex. 8. A water cistern is in the form of

286-34.

rectangle, 4' 6" long,

and 2' 8" deep. How many gallons will it hold, and what will

ght of the water when full ?

i of cistern = 54 x 39 X 32 = G7392 cubio inches.

67392
Required number of gallons= ^ff^i

67392
: 3728 X 62}Weight :

Note.—A cubic foot <

2437-5 lbs.

water weighs 6.?} lbs.



FLOOR TIMBERS.
Tho following rules arc given by Tredgold for determining tho sizes

of FLOOR TIMBERS:
L Length in feet. B = Breadth in inches. D = Depth in inches.

Bridging or Common Jois'.s (12" from cntro to centre) tho timber to

beotfir. D=V=- X 2-2. Trimmer joists should be calculated by tho simo

Binding Joists (0 feot apart) D=V=- x 3-42. B= ^ X 40.

Girders. D=V g-" X 42. B = ^ x 71.

Ce'Ilng Joists. D=rX 064. Tluse to bo 2" tlrck anil 12" centre

to centre

Uao tho formula and work an example in each.

Ex. 1—Determinethedept i of a Common Joist length H', and the breadth 3".

D=V^ X 2-2= \/'.^ X 22= V^P X 2-2= v"G.33J X 2 2=

4-03 x 2-2= 8-86". In practice this would be mule 9".

Ex. 2 —Determine the depth of a Binding Joist, leni

D _y'19G x g.4a_ p^TTx 3-42= 2 904 x 3 42 = 9-93, say IP".

Ex. 3—Determine tho breadth of the above Binder.

B=j^ X 40 = -196 x 40= 784". This would be 6".

Ex. 4—Determine the depth of a Girder, 2)' long and 9" broad.

D=V^ X 4-2= V'i^ x4'2= v
/4T4Tx4-2 = 3-51x4-2=14-87".

Ex. 5._Determino the breadth of the above Girder.

B =^ x 74 =~ X 74 = '1185 X 74 = 8 709". This would be 0".

Ex. 6—Determine the depth of a Ceiling Joist, length 7', breadth 2".

7D= ?7r x0-64=
f
-__

1
.2599

I
8-66".

) G4 = 5-55G X G4

.V.I

The constants for deflection are from Professor Barlow's riles.
Deflection as defined by Professor Barlow -

Whena be m orjnist i, tupportedat each <„
I i >, , h, middu

Hon by the load U :,-rm„t Ut i

iri't at th'
cube of the depth multiplied by the breadth and

Constants for

Deflection.

Teak 6598
Engli 1. in!. B899 c _

tx. /.—Let it be required to find the deflection of
I the deflection = the

cube of tho length in feet x by weight on the centre of
"'"

J
"'' '" lo

1

lv ' l.v the depth

Aih 8807
Pitob Pine.. 2 137

Red Pine .. 4259
KigaFir .. 8079
•' D 'I

I

.in

CTlT

It is generally understood that a beam, joist. &c,

inch to the foot.

inches cubed x by constant. B breadth!
D depth in inches

; L length in feet ; C constant : W ~
ib . on the centra

D = V^-B x Ds x d' d'xD'xC
Ex. 8. -Determine the deflection of a beam of red nine. L 2)' D 12" R h"

- 8 x 12^ x 42 .5 ,,
— 8 X 1728 X 4259

_ '3C4 "' aboul I"

[i i/(7/ be seen from this that one tenth of the breaking might is <ts much at
tho tld beput upon a long beam.

Ex. 9—Determine the <le|it !

i of a beam similar lo Ex. 8. L 20". B 8" W
2680 lbs. d' ,'." to a foot = -5"

D _y
;

Hnqp x 2Ga _ A3/1000 X 20S0~X~2 _ J/V
-5 x 8 x 4259

V ^59 V "4259 " ~~ * A
= 10-80"

Ex. 10. -Determine the breadth of the above beam, L 20', D ]j" d' ' "

to one foot. W 2G30 lbs. C 4259.

B _ 20' x 20*0 _ SOOO x 2G80 _ BTfnOf) _
•5 X 123 x 4269 801 x 4269 114993

—
-



SIZE OF ROOF TIMBERS.
Before commencing to determine the sizes of various members in a roof

truss, it is advisable that the lengths of each piece should be clearly defined.

Let it be required to find the lengths of a c • d e, and c f.

Fig. 1. Let a b equal 20', and the pitch 30°. Length of principal

r;iiter a o — a f X by (the number in the column) 1-1547 = 10 x 1-1547 =
11-547 feet.

the column =

Length of strut d e. Note.—e is taken 6" above the tie beam.

To determine the length of d e, the king post may be taken as the base,

and the length found in the same way as the principal rafter. Thus, length

of o e =: 6-27 feet. 5 27 -r- 2 =: 2635 feet. Multiply this by the number in

the column opposite 60°. 2-635 x 2000 =: 5-27 feet. In this example, i.e.,

when the angles are 60°, the length of the strut d e is equal to c e.

Fig. 2. Determine the length of rafter m o, strut p q, and queen n o.

Span 45', pitch 27J°, queens 15' centre to centre. Length of rafter m o r=

m n x by 1-1274 (this number is taken from the column opposite 27i°).

m o = 15 x 1-1274 = 16 911 feet.

Length of queen n o — m n x -5206 = 15 x -5206 = 7-800 feet.

Length of strut p q, this may be found similar to the strut for Fig. 1 ; or,

find the length of base q r, and treat it as a rafter.

To find the new base q r. If the base m n of the right angle triangle be

15', and the perpendicular n o be 7-809'. wh-it length will the base of a

similar triangle be, when the perpendicular q o is7'309' 1

As 7-809' : 15' : : 7-309' : q r, the new base.

q r = 16' X 7-309' -=- 7-809' = 14-0394'
; q s = 14-0394' -=- 2 = 7-0197' i

pq = qs X 1-1274 = 7-914'. Note, q is 6" above the tie beam.

When the stmt and rafter are at 'he same inclination the length of strut it

eqaal to half the principal rafter after deducting the length m r taken off by

shortening tht base.

This may be stated as follows :— If the base m n of the right angled triangle

be 15', and the hypothenuse m o 10*911', what length will the hypothenuse be

when the base q r is 14-0394 ?

As 15' : 16-911' : : 14-0394' : o r; o r = 16-911' X 14 0394' + 15' =
15-82'; p q = 15-82'+ 2 = 7-91'.

The following are the rules given by Tredgold for determining

the sizes et roof timbers :—

The pitoh may be taken at 30°, the timber of red deal, and the covering

B =; Breadth in inches. D = Depth in inches. A— Area of Bection of
ce in inches= B x O. L= Length of piece in feet. S = Span of roof
feet. Tie beam.—u = Length of longest unsupported part in feet.

When the tie beam has to support a ceiling only.

When there are rooms the tie beam must be calculated as a girder.

Tie beam.—D= ,

"
-X 147.

y' B

King post.—A = L x S x 12.

King Bolt.—Diameter in inches— v' S X 0-2.

Queen post.—t= Length in feet of part of tie-l suspended by queen

Queen bolt.—Diameter in inches= J t X 29.

Struts and Braces.—r — Length in feet of part of prinoipal

apported by the strut. D = V Lx V Y~ x 0-8. B-=/5 D.

Principal Rafters.—Supported by struts over which the purlins rest.

In King post rcof.—D : •096

In Queen-post roof.—D = —„— x 0-

Purlins.—C =-: Distance in feet that the purlins are apart,

D = v" L'XCx 10 B = A D.

Common rafters.—D =z , X 0-72.

'he thickness is gener-
ally the same as that

of the tie beam aai
king or queen post.

Breadth and depth to ba



Use the given rules and determine the following:—

Ex. 1. Find the depth of tie beom for a king-poBt truss, span 20 feet.

Let the broadth be 4". D=j, - = X l«7=
1 .8B

-
4

X 117 = 63 x 1-17

= 9-261". This may be made 9J".

Ex.2. Find the aroa of the kingpost, Fig. 1. A = 677 X 20 x 012 =
116-1 x 012 = 13-818 square inches. Let the thickness bo 4", then tho
breadth will bo 13-8-18 -:- 4 = 3-4(i2 inches. This may be mado 3*".

Ex. 3. Find the sectional area of the qucon-post, Fig. 2.

A = 7-809' x 15 X 0-27 = 31-620 square inches. Let the depth bo G",

then the breadth s= 81-626+ 6= 6-264". In this the queen would be
6" X 5*".

Ex. 4. Find depth of strut, for length soo Fig. 1.

D = V6-27 X V&WX °'8 = V5-27 X 2-4 x 0-8 = V12-648 X 0-8=
3-5 X 0-8 = 2-31"

This would be 4" x 3".

Ex. 5. Find depth of principal rafter in Fig. 1. Tho breadth may be 1".

p= 11-647^x20
^ .096 = 2GGG_6 ^ ^ =^ ^ ^ =^ ^

would bo 4".

EX. 6. Find D for principal rafter in Fig. 2. B = G".

D= 1^1PXJ5
x .U5 = S86W19

x0 .165 = 59 .57x0 .155=9 .23 ,.

Ex. 7. Find depth of purlin when L = 10 ; C = 7.

I = v*10T~xT X 1-0 = ^7000 X 1-0 = 9-14".

B = A D = 9-11 X A = 5-48". This may be 9" x SJ".

Note.— V means that the squar to be extracted twice, i.e.,

square root oj 7000 is taken, and then the square root of the result again

thta y70U0 = 83-66. V8T66"=9-11".

Ex. 8. Find the depth of a spar or common rafter. L = 8'. 6=2*'

°=Wi x w=i^ * ° 12 = 5
'89 x °'72 = 4

'21""

This would be 4*" deep.

the

EX. 9. Find depth of straining beam in Fig. 2.

D = y-16 X V46 X 0-9= ^15 x 6-708 x 09 = 100.51 x 0-9= 903".

B = J, of D = 9 03" X ,'„ = 6-32, about 6-J".

Ex. 10. If ajiing.bolt bo used instead of a king-post for Fig. 1, find the
diameter. D = V20 x 0-2 = 4-472 x 0-2 = 0894, or a fraction over J".

Ex. 11. If queen bolts bo used instead of queen posts for Fig. 2, find the
diameter. D = yi s x 0-29 = 3-S73 x 0-29 = 1123, or 1J" diameter.

When the baBO of a right-anglod triangle, as a f, Fig. 1, is given, and the

angle at the baso, the length of the hypothenuse a c may be found by multl-
('l)mp; the base a f by the number given in the column opposite 30°,

To find the length of tho perpendicular, as c f. Fig. 1, when the length
of the base a f is given ; multiply the base a f by the number opposite the

angle given, and the product will be the length c f.

Multiplier for Hypothenuse.
AnRle. Angle.

Multiplier for Perpendicular.
Am:lr. Angle.

20°
1

1-0642
II

35°
|

1-2208 80« 0-8610 || B6° ' 0-7002

22* 1-0824 || 37*
|

1-2005 22* |
0-4142 || 37*

i
0-7673

25 1-1034 || 40 |
1-3054 25 |

0-4663 || 40 |
0-8391

27 i

SO

32*

1-1274 || 45 |
1'il-12

1-1547 || 50 1
1-5.557

1-1857 || 60 |
2-0000

0-5206 || 45 | 1-0000

30 | 0-5774 || 50 | 1-1918

32* |
0-0371 || GO | 1-7321



TRANSVERSE STRENGTH OF RECTANGULAR BEAMS.
Beam* supported at the ends and loaded in the middle.
For ordinary beams the best proportion is as 5 : 7 (i.e.) the breadth 5 and

the depth 7. In such as common floor joists, &c, they are often as 5 : 18 and
even more, and are prevented from buckling by bridging, or other lateral

support.

A well-known formula for determining the breaking weight of wooden

follows: W: L ; W is the weight i the c

b is the breadth in inches, d depth in inches, c a constant found by experi-

ment, L length in feet between the supports.

From the above it will be seen that the breaking weight of a rectangular

beam varies as the breadth and the square of the depth and inversely as the

length.

The constant may be found by taking a bar one inch square, twelv e

inches between the supports, and weight it in the centre until it breaks. The
weight that breaks it is the constant. Oak, Pitch Pine, and good Memel, c

equals 5 cwts. Red Pine or Red Deal c is 4. Yellow Pine and White Deal c

is 3. The constant beiDg in cwts., the answer or breaking weight ia in cwts.

According to the above formula, the breaking weight of a Pitch Pine beam
2o' long, 12" deep, and 9" broad would be as follows:

0) w _b x d* x o = 9_x 141 x 5 =-3a4 cwt3i Letthe£W-

ita side, then the breaking weight would =
i beam be placed

12x*l:<5 - 243

against 324 cwts.

It is a well-known fact that the weight may be doubled if it be equally dis-

tributed over the full length.

If the beam be fixed at both ends, fifty per cent, of the weight (found by
the above rule) may be added. If fixed at one end and supported at the other

then twenty-live per cent, of the original weight may be added.

When all the terms except one are known the other may be found as follows.

[In the case just gone through the untmm-tt term or quantity was W.)

(2) Let it be required to find the length L, multiply the breadth by the

square of the depth, and this product by the constant, and divide this result by

the weight, and the product will be the length in ket.

(3) To find the breadth, multiply the length by the breaking weight, and

divide this by the square of the depth multiplied by the constant ; the result

will be the breadth in inches.

(4) To find the constant, multiply the length by the breaking weight, and

divide this by the square of the depth multiplied by the breadth ; the answer

will be the constant.

(5) To find the depth, multiply the length by the breaking weight, and

divide this by the breadth multiplied by the oonstant ; the square root of lhi«

result will be the depth in inches.

The above terms oan be expressed in a legible and condensed form as follow*.

0)w=bxd»xo (2) , _ bXd'XC (3) h
_LxW (4) Q _LxWW

(5)

bxd»

tnrb
(2) Let it be required to find the length of a beam when W =

:
10" and o = 5.

(3) T,

.LxW

111
4.

W 327*
et L = 16' i = 9", W = 125, = 5;

m-

nL= 20', d = 12' ,b= 5" andW= 144owts.

= 13 , b = C", c = «, andW = 150.(5) To find the depth, let L :

d = v^ = v 5U = ^ = ld.

At the commencement it was stated that the best form of rectangular beam
was when the breadth and depth was as 5 to 7.

In the examples just worked out all the terms were known except one. Let
it be required to find the breadth and depth of a rectangular beam when the
length, breaking weight, and the constant are given, and the breaJlh and deplh
to be as 5 to 7.

Let L = 18', o = 5, W = 68i>5 cwts.

Ey general formula, breaking weight = x ," x0

Substitute fd in place of b, then breaking weight :

from which d 3 = txWxL and d = a/ £xWxL
o v o

V 343 = 7" /. d = 7" and 7"x$:

When a beam rests

uniform load ; or if the

support will be equal to

and placed

" the breadth.

each support will be in the inverse proportion to i

no at each end, and has a
reight be on ttie centre, then the reaction at each
half the weight. If the weight be moved from the

of the supports, then the weipht transmitted to
i from each end.



Example. Fig. 1.

action or

WxAE 10x10

Let A B = 20', W — 10 tons, and 10' from each

. WxB E 10x10
supf ort, then tilt motion or might at A = —rs— = ,.„ = 5 tons.

; each end is equal to

Roaction at B

In a case like this it is well known that the weight t

half the total weight, and the above calculation is not nooded.

Fig. 2. Let tho weight bo placed at C, 4 from A, the reaotion at

. WxBC 10x10 „ _ WxAC 10x4
AB 20

!.'< :ii'IU'M I AB 20
It will bo seen that the sum ol tho two, equals the original weight, 10 ton?.
Theso must always cquaUhe original weight ; further, the reaotion at A (Fig.

A C = reaotion ( C.

Fig. 3. Is an example when three weights are placed on a similar beam,
A B = 20', A C 4', A D 12', A E lb'. W at C, 7 tons, W at D, 18 tons,

W at E, 5 tons.

The reaotion at A and B may bo found by taking each weight separately,

and worked out tho same as Fig. 2, and add the results together.

Instead of this collect the terms as follows : reaction at Ax AB = W at C
XBC + WatDxBD+WatExBE;=7x 16 + 18x3+ 5 x 2 = 112

+ 144+ 10:

= WatC
: Reaction at A = 266 ; jq-= 13,:

AC + WatDxAD + WatE
!16 +• 90 = Reaction at B = 334

j

9. Reaotion at B X A B

16,';, tons. In this the

be added to eaoh of the weights determined by the above ralo.

Let it be required to find tho strain at E, Fig. 1, that is the bending
moment. The strain at any point is equal to the reaction at the support
multiplied by its distance from the point selected.

Thus reaotion at A = 5 tons, then 5 x 10 = 50 ft. tons strain at E.

To find the strain at C, Fig. 1, let A C = 4', then 5 X 4 = 20 ft. tons
Btrain at C.

To find tho strain at D, when B D = 3', then 5 x 3 = 15 ft. tons strain at D.
It will be seen from this that the weight was not intercepted between the

TCfTons. 1
DT3ZTJ

ZLTc

B 4 -^-^j^-
fl

68
support and point selected. Should this not be applicable, and a weight is inter-
cepted, aBfor oxamplo in Fig. 1, work from the end B, and prove thot tho strain
at C is 20 ft. tons, when tho reaction at B was S tons, and B C 16'. Strain at C
= reaction at B x B C - W at E x C E — .-, x 16 - 10 X 6 = 80 - 60= 20 ft. tons.
Tho 10 tons placed on tho centre produced a strain of CO ft. tons. In Fig. 2,

when the weight is 4' from ono end, the btrain at the centre is only 20 ft. tons.

Thus reaction at B = 2 tons, then 2 x 10 = 20 ft. tons strain.

Tho strain at C is equal to rea

From tho above it will bo £

possible from the centre.

Tho Btrain at any point maybe determined without finding the reaction
at the supports.

o. • . * t,. . WxAExBE 10,10x10
Strain at E, Fig. 1 = „ = m = 50 ft. tons. Strain at

in at A xAC=8x4= 32 tons strain at C.
that tho weight should bo kept as far as

C= WxACxBE in < I (10 = 20 ft. tons. Strain at D :

20
= 15 ft. tons.

Rule for determining the bending moment at any section.

When there are a number of weights on the beam as Fig. 3, multiply
each force on one side of the point selected, by its distance from that section,

and adding together all those moments ; first thoso going or poshing up, and
second those pushing down. (The former are positive and the latter negative.)

To determine the strains or bending moments at C, D, and E, Fig. 3.

Strain at C = reaction at A x A C = 13,^ tonB x 4 = 53J ft. tons.

D = „ AxAD-WatCxC D = (13A X 12) - (7x8)=
103J ft. tons.

StrainatE= „ Ax A E - W at Cx C E - W at D x D E = 13A
Xl8-7xll- 18x6 = 239-4-98- 108 = 33-4 ft. tons.

Proof. The strain at E = reaction at B x B E = 16,7, x2= 33-4 ft. tons.

To determine the strain or bending moment at any other point as at F.

Bending moment at F = reaction atAxAF-WatCxCF = 13^ x 7 - 7 x3
= 931 -21 = 721 ft. tons.

may be proved by taking moments
tin,

on the other side of the
IxBF-WatDxDF-
90 - 55 = 72-

18tTons



STRENGTH OF BEAMS.— Continued.

Fig 1. What will the breaking weight be, when L 14'
;

b 10",

d 12", c 5, V 4' and I" 10'. Note I' and I" are the two segments into which

the beam is divided by the weight.

:d'xc:
W=' 4xl'x

10 X 144

This is on the principle of the cantilever.

5 X 14= 630

The above formula may be proved by taking the weight at the centre.

b x d* XCXL 10X144X5X14 25 *UA_
cwtsw— ixl'al" " 4x7x7 7

Take the formula for the breaking weight of abeam loaded at the centre.

bxd*xc _ 10X144X5 25X144 ^"—
L

—
14 7

T

Fig. 2. Let it be required to find the breaking weight of a girder 13'

long, and loaded at two points, say 0' from each end, d 14", b 9", and o 5.

Let W= one of the weights; then (1,= R, these are the :

_ W + W _w . greatest B , M,_ Rl Xy=—3—

;

These bending moments must be equal

point, total load = 735 cwts.

The breaking weight of such a beam loaded at the centre would equal

9 x 14* x 5 _ ?g 5 _ i0Q cwt against 735 cwts.

18

The bending moment in foot cwts. when loaded at the centre = Reaction

at the support X-^= 245 x 9 = 2205 ft. cwts.

The bending moment at either point when loade.l with the two weights
= Reaction at the support X A C, or BD = 307£ X 6 = 2205 ft. cwts.

This proves that the bending moments are equal ; when the breaking weight
is ascertained for the centre or any other point. In this the bending moment
is the same at any point between the two weights. Thus, bending moment at

the centre = Reaction X -5- - W at C x by distance of C from the centre =
367* x 9—367J X 3 =: 3307* - 1102J = 2205 ft. cwts.

F ig. 3. A beam 20' bearing, 15" deep, 9" broad, c 5, is loaded at tw<

points C and El C being 4' from A, and the weight 300 cwts. ; E is 3' fron
B. and the weight 240 cwts. What extra weight may be placed at the centre
so that it may be on the point of breaking.

Let W"= the additional weight placed at D, 11' from A.

Breaking weight of the beam loaded at the centre is W :

b x- d =

w r.un;

Bending moment at the centre = R

= 253J X 10 = 2531J ft. cwts.

In the given example taking moments about A, and let W" = the weight

required at D, 11' from A.

R x A B=W xAC + W" x A D + W'"X A E; R 3 X 20 = 300 x 4

+ W" X 11 + 240 X 17.

5280
20 x R 3 = 1200 + W" x 11 + 4080; R, = W" x ij + -^-= W^-55

Greatest bending moment (which is at D) = R„ X B D - W" x E D =
(W" x '55 + 264) x 9 - 240 X 6 = W" X 4-95 + 2376 - 1440 = W" x 4-95

+ 936.

These bending moments must be equal.

.-. W" x 4-95 + 936 = 2531J ; W" X 495 = 1595-S5 ; W" = 3222727

cwts.

(S)
<® 2. ® -# ® B.

311



STRENGTH OP BEAMB.-Conffautd.
In tho previous oxaniples tho beams were to bo used for floors and similar

purposes
;

i.e., they worn to bo horizontal. Ha beam ling to he inolintil then
the rulo given requires to be modified, as tho breaking weight varies with tlie
nnglo of inclination,

Pot inolinod beanin us Fig. 1, it is convenient to find tho breaking weight of
tho beam when laid horizontal, and multiply this hy tho numbor in tho
column opposite tho angle of inclination. Tho result will bo the breaking
weight.

Fig. 1. Ex. 1. Lot it be required to find tho breaking weight of a boom
10' long, 4" broad, 8" deep and c 5, when inolined say (a) 80° (b) 45° and (c)

Tho breaking weight when plm-.-.l horizontal wniild ho:
W= (b x d> KO)t L = (4 x 64 x 6) 4- 16 = 80 cwts.
Breaking weight when inclined at 30° = 80 x 1-1647= 92-370 cwti.

Ex. 2, If the inclination bo 1',°, tho breaking wciglit wil
X 1-11-12 = 113136 owts.

5 b

The number is takai from the column opposite 45°,

60° the breaking weight willEx. 3. If the inclination be increased I

be SO x 20000 = 160 cwts.

If the beam be loaded at a point near one end, the breaking weight must be

found in the same manner as Fig, 1, page til, and the result multiplied by the
necessary number.

If the beam be loaded at a few points the breaking weight must be found
similar to Fig. 3. page Ct, and for the final breaking weight multiply the result

by the number opposite the angle.

When the breaking weight of a horizontal beam lias been determined, its

breaking weight when inclined may be found graphically.

Fig. 2, Ex. 4. Let the line A B represent to any convenient scale,

the breaking weight of the beam when horizontal ; let it be required to find

its breaking weight when the end B has been lifted up to B 1
. Erect a per-

pendicular from B and produce A B 1 to meet the perpendicular, the point

where theso meet is marked C ; then A C represents to the same soale the

breaking weight of the beam when inclined as shown. If necessary, C may
be constructed into A B, produced to C 1

.

It will be found on measuring the lines that A B is 4 and A C 6J.
The above may be expressed as follows, as A B : A C : : the breaking

weight of the horizontal beam, to the beam when inclined.

As A B : 80 : : A C or A C to the breaking weight when inclined as A B'

;

breaking weight = (80 x 5J) 4- 4 = 105 owts.

Ex. 5. The bending moment at the centre of a wooden girder 20' long,

is 100 ft. owti. What weight placed at the centre will produce this bending

W = Reaction at one end x 2 ; B. M. =: Reaction X £

Reaction = B. M. 4- = =: 100 4- 10 = 10 owts ; W = 18 x 2 = 20 owts.

Ex. 6. Tho bending mon
vts ; the weight being placed at

ft. cwts. be, V from ono end ?

B. M. = Reaction x j ; Reaotion = B. M.

B. M. 3' from ono end = 3J x 3 = 11} ft. cw

mt at the centre of a joist 14' long is 20 ft.

tho oentre. What will the bending moment

Ex. 7. Tho bonding
! of a wooden girder 20' long i

At the square of half the span : the product of the two distances ( /, )

the lection ; : the bending moment at the centre : the bending moment a

[r,j : 1, x l„ : : B.M. at centre : required B.M.

In several examples tho bending moment was determined and ex
follows: Say B. M. = 36 ft. cwts. The meaning of this phrase is that the
unit of length used is one foot, and the unit of weight one hundredweight.

If it had been say B. M. = 3578 in. lbs., then the unit of length had been
1" and the unit of weight 1 lb.

Any unit of length may be used and any
moment must bo expressed in terms of the l



STRENGTH OF BEAMS.—Confmurf.
The following Examples are from previous Examination Papers :—

Exercise 1. Give the rule for comparing tbe strength of rectangular
wooden beams. Let BW represent the breaking weight. Th;n (E WNo, 1.) : (BW

xd
a Substitute the numbeis iu the question for the

L~ letters, and reduce the ratio to its lowest terms.
No. 2.)=^

Exercise 2. A contractor put up a beam 9" xlO" over a 10' opening instead

of a 6" x 12", as specified and maintained that it was the stronger section of the

two. Compare the relative strength of the two beams,
r Breaking weight! 9xl0f „„ (Breaking weight I _ 6 X 12" _
\ of beam put up} io

' (of beam specified/ jo
'

Their breaking weights are as 90 : 86-4= 900 : 864= 25 : 24. Hence the con-

tractor was right as regards strength but wrong as to economy.

Exercise 3. A beam rests on two supports A and B, 16' apart, carries a
load of 1£ tons at a point 4' from A, and a uniform load of 2 cwts. per foot run
from B up to the centre. Determine the proportion of the loads transmitted to
A and B.

Reactions due te the distributed load are the same as if the load was con-
eentrated at a point one-fourth the length of beam from B.
Distributed load =112x2x8= 1792 lbs.

Taking moments about B
;
(Reaction at A) x 16 = (3360 x 12) + (1792 x 4)

;

40320 + 7168 47488
Reaction at A = jg = -jg- = 2968 lbs.

Reaction at B = 3360 + 1792 - 2968 = 2184 lba.

Exercise 4. A Beam has safely carried a centre load of 4 tons over a 6

span, what uniformly distributed load would you consider it safe to put over a

12' span ?

Centre load for a 12' span= half centre load for a 6' span= j tcus=2 tons.

Distributed load for 12' span= twice centre load.

.•. Required load= (2 x 2) tons =4 tons.

Exercise 5. Supposing the sectional area of a timber girder to be 90

square inches, give the dimensions of depth and width which in your opinion

will produce the strongest section.

Theoretically the strongest section would be when the depth was very great

and the breadth narrow ; still the same sectional area; because the strength

increases as the square of the depth, and directly as the breadth. In practice,

for ordinary rectangular beams, such as girders, &c, the breadth and depth

Let 5x and 7x be the required dimensions, then 5x X 7x = 90 ;
35z a = 90 j

«»=«=«= 2-6714; i= V25714= 1-6036; 5:t = 8-018; 7x= ll-225.

Proof :—8018 x 11-225 = 90-002 square inches.

Exercise 6. What would be the breadth of a fir girder according to

feet =15 feet, d = depththe following dimensions

:

in inches = 12 inches, b :

: 9C4 inches.

-gj-=b. L= length i

= breadth in inches.

74 U»_ 74X15° 74 x 225 _ 37X25D—
d s — 12s — 172s — 96 =

Exercise 7. A Girder 20' span rests on two supports at its ends A
and B, carries a weight of 3 cwts. o' from A, at the centre a load of 5 cwts.,
and 5' from B, a load of 7 cwts. Give the reactions at A and B and the shear-
ing stress to which the girder is exposed between the centre and the load of

Taking moments about A ; Reaction at B X 20 = (3 x 5) + (5 X 10) +
, „ . 15+50 + 105 170

(7 X 15) ; Reaction at B = 55
= -^ = 8-5 tons.

Reaction at A = (3 + 5 + 7) - 80 = 6-5 tons.

Shearing stress = 8-5 - 7 = 1-5 tons.

Or taking the other end. Shearing stress = 3 + 5-6-5 = 1-5 tons.

For fuller information on the reaction at each support see chapters on the
strength of rectangular beams.

For shearing stress at various points see Graphic Statics.

Fig. 1. The strongest rectangular beam that can be cut out of a circular
log is obtained as follows : Draw any diameter as A B and divide it into three
equal parts in the points c d, erect perpendiculars from c and d to cut the
circumference in C and D ; then the log A C B D will have the strongest

d a will be 1

Fig. 2. For the stiffest, divide. the diameter AB into four equal parts
at c e d, from c and d erect perpendiculars to cut the circumference in points
C and D. The rectangle A C B D will be tbe stiffest section that can be cut
out of the log, i.e., b ;< d-1 will be a



CANTILEVERS.

Cantilevers are beams fixed at one end, the other end being unsupported,

eee Figs. 1 to 5.

Fig. 1. Find the breaking woight of the givon eantilover when L ia 9'

depth 9", breadth 4", and S, tho weight to be applied at the extreme end as

shown. W = b x d' xCv(lxL)=4x81x5-r36 = 9 x5=45owts.

It will be aeon from this that a beam fixed in this way is only one-fourth

the strength of a similar beam supportod at oaoh end.

Find the depth of a similar cantile ver when W = 45 cwts.

d»=W X 4 x L -7- (b X c) ;
d = v'lo X 36 + 20 r= y-9 x 9 =: ^81= 9".

Find tho length ; W = 45 owls, d 9", b 4", and o 5.

4 x L= b-*-^_° = 4-^|^-5 = 36, L = f = 9'.

Tho breadth and constant may be found in a similar manner.

Fig. 2. Shows a cantilever similar to Fig. 1, but in this case the weight
is equally distributed. When the weight is spread out in this manner it

would take 'JO owts. to produce the same strain that the 45 owts. did in the
first example. It takes double the weight when distributed to a concentrated
weight at tho extreme end.

Fig. 3. What would be tho strain at the wall produced by W" which is

9 owts. and 12' from the wall, and W', which is 6 owts. and 8' from the wall.

B. M. at the wall due to the 9 cwts. V" from the wall = I"' x W = 9 x
12=108 ft. owts. B. M. at the wall due to the 6 cwts. J" from the wall
= 1" x G = 8 X 6 = 48 ft. owts. 108 + 48 = 156 ft. cwts.

What weight placed at a distance V from the wall would produce the
same strain. This weight is shown 3' from the wall and by the dottod circle,

W required = 156 - V = 156 + 3 = 52 cwts.

Fig. 4. Shows the side elevation of a wooden cantilever of uniform

07

strength taken it any point. In order to determine the depth at a few points,
Bay x and y, loaded as Fig. 1.

Rule.—To find depth at any section, tquaro the depth at tho wall, and
multiply by tho distance selected from the unsupported end, divide this prodnct
by the total length ; tho square root of tho last result is the depth at the
sootion selected.

Find depth at X, 2' from A, i.e., 7' from the end. Total length, 9'.

Dapth at X = / 12' x 7 + 9= /lltx7*9= • lHT= 10 53".

Find depth at Y, 6' from tho wall, i.e., 3' from tho end.

Depth at Y = v* 12
a x 3 ~ 9= V 144 x 3 -: a= V 48= 6 93".

The abovo may be expressed as follows :

Find depth at X. 9 X W : 7 X W : : 12* : d>

Find depth at Y. 9 X W : 3 x W : : 12* : d 3

Or lot x =s the depth at the wall, and I the distance of X from the end
end L the total length. Then depth at X = x 2 x ( -r L.

The drawing is out of proportion in order to 3how the curve and tho
depths at X and Y.

Fig. 5. Shows a side view of a cantilever similar in principle to tho
last, instead of curving the bottom side make the depth at the end half tho
depth that the cantilever is at the wall, and draw a straight line as shown.

Ex. A cantilever, 8' long, is fixed into a wall and loaded at its unsup-
ported end to its limit of safety. If the load was moved to a point G' from the
fixed end, what additional weight in the shape of a uniform load could be
added to the beam without exceeding the bruit of safety. Let X represent
the required weight.

B. M. of the original load =;W x 8; B. M. of removed and added load =
WX6 + XX4. 2W = 4X. X =— = —

4 2
Proof.—Let W = 5 tons, then B. M.io the first case = 8x5 = 40 ft. tons.

B. M. in second case = 6x5 + 2} x 4, X = 30 + 10
therefore the required additional load is half the orie



CUTTING UP TIMBER,

Or what 13 termed the

to planks, deals, battens, &o.

Fig. 1. Represents a <

to get as many 3" planks

timber, is the reducing of logs, Ac.,

1 of an ordinary tree, let it be required

oat of this as shown, and marked

A, B, C, id D.

Fig. 2. Shows what those planks would be like when they have been

seasoned. The centre plank A will remain full width and full thiokness in

the centre. B will be reduced in width and the edges will be thinner than

the centre, and worse still the side next the heart will shrink less than the

outride, this causes the plank to be of the shape shown. C and D follow

the same rules, and will be similar to sketches. This is most marked in oak,

ash, and some of the British grown timber.

Fig. 3. Shows how a tree should be cut up when quality is to be

preferred to quantity. In oak, for instance, there are radial lines from the

centre towards the circumference, and when a Bide of a board is parallel to

one of these lines a beautiful figured surface is shown. This is known as the

silver grain or felt. If only one side has to be seen, thon it should be cut as

shown on the top half, the side A would be the richest in figure and far

superior to the side B, though the board might only be 1" thick.

If first-class flooring boards, framing panels, Ac.,

to be level and not shrink in width or curl up, then the log would have to be

cut as shown at C and D, the space between them being cut into narrower

boards. It will be seen in this method of cutting up that there is great waste

of timber and extra labour ; this is only carried out in exceptional oases.

For fair average doors the boards are cut as shown at E, and are called

quarter cut. The board at F would curl up in the usual way, but would be

stronger on edge than any of the threo as A B, C. or D.

Fig. 4. Shows what the boards would be like after seasoning. F is

the usual curved shape, being parallel to an axis and a good distanoe from

that axis. G and H show what the boards would be like, see E, Fig. 3, they

would shrink a little in width, and tend to be thinner at one edge ; on the

whole these boards lie fairly level and are much cheaper than suoh as C and

D, Pig. 3.

Fig. 5. Shows a tree with a wandering heart, these though crooked

when young, fill up or become nearly straight. If a board be cut out of such

a tree it appears as shown at F, a board like this would be sure to twist,

because at X and X it is through the centre and would remain flat ; at Y it is

away from the pith and would turn up at the edges the side nest the heart

would be round. J Bhows what a board would be like if cut from the outside

of a straight tree, as T in Fig. 3. K Bhows what one like A, Fig. 2, would be

after being seasoned.





NOTES ON TIMBER.

In treating this branch of the subject, it is the author's intention only
to give a brief description of a few o! those in general use by the builder;
leaving specialities and rare varieties to more extensive books.

White Fir or Spruce.

Is the product of a tree found in this country, North America, Norway,
and in many parts of North Europe.

The Spruce tree grows to a good height, but tends to a conical shape, if

.not restrained by other trees in close proximity. It is at its best from 70 to
80 years of age

; has a large number of branches, hence the wood is full of
knots. The Spruce tree in this country is generally found in parks, &c,
and is not cultivated for the value of its timber.
The colour of the timber is a brownish white, the darker portion of the

annual rings when sawn or planed forms light brown streaks on the surface.
The sap wood is not easily distinguished from the heart wood until seasoned,
when it becomes blue, and sometimes brown.

The knots are distinct and hard, shrink very much in seasoning, and
many fall out. The timber contains resin, which is generally found in
blisters, between the annual rings. A cross section shows the annual
rings to be very distinct.

There are two kinds in America ; but the timber is the same, the colour
does not go further than the bark.

The timber is wanting in strength and durability.
The American Spruce comes chiefly from Canada and New BrunBwick.
The foreign Spruce that arrives in our markets is chiefly in planks,

deals, or battens, a white deal log being a rare thing.
BALTIC SPRUCE. This is chiefly from Norway, and arrives in our

markets similar to the above, also a large quantity of cheap match, or
matched boards grooved and tongued, and a large quantity of boards which
are generally used for common flooring and temporary purposes. The best
white deal flooring boards come from Christiania; these are cut from the
best trees.

The best Russian white deal is shipped from Onega.

ing and expanding according a6 the weather is dry or wet. Of
the white deal this is the finest and closest grained. The Riga white being
from a tree that grows quickly, the wood is open grained, easier to work, but
not so strong as that from Petersburg!!.

The surface of white deal, when planed, is firm, clean and bright, and
well adapted for table and dresser tops, shelves for cupboards, and any place
where bread, meat, or eatables are likely to be stored, as it does not give off

any resinous smell.

It is not adapted for framing such as doors, &c, owing to its liability to
warp, a small quantity is used for panels, and where free from knots it

may be used for common moulds ; though the black knots will spoil any
machine irons. It is often used for stairs, ledge doors, and as glue adheres
well to it, foundations or backs of parquetry are often made of it, also pack-
ing cases, &c. In joinery the extra cost in working it (compared with red
deal) prevents its general use, as well as the other objections.

In carpentry it is used for common roofs such as small trusses, purlins,
common rafters, 6late battens, &c. It is also used for quarterings in par-
titions, for bridging joists and ceiling joists. It is not adapted for external

The planks of Riga white have a woolly surfaoe. The white from
Petersburgh is smooth, and the American is a medium between the other

Spruce or white deal planks may be easily distinguished from the red,

or yellow pine planks, as the former are much lighter coloured than the
latter.

Red or Yellow Fir.

This is known as red deal, rod pine, or red wood. The term yellow pine
is used to distinguish the lighter and less resinous from those containing
more turpentine, and of stronger marked annual rings. The timber is cut
from the Scotch fir or Northern pine. The difference in the timber is due
to the soil in which the tree grows, and also the altitude at which it ia

grown.
The tree is found in Scotland, America, Denmark, Norway, 8weden,

Lapland, Russia, Prussia, and Poland.
The red pine from foreign ports arrives in our markets, in masts, spars,

balks, planks, &c.

The colour of the wood varies from a reddish yellow to almost as light as
white deal. A cross section of one of the stronger grown trees shows it to con-
sist of alternate dark and light rings ; the dark part is harder than the light.

The best balks in our markets are from Prussia, and are shipped from
Dantzic and Memel. (Riga is from Russia.)

Dantzic averages 30 to 4.5 feet in length, 13" to 16" square1. This is the
strongest. It is, however, subjeot to cup shakes, and often has a great
number of large knots. If cut into deals they run from 18' to 60" long, and
from 2" to 5" thick ; they may be got longer, but are liable to be knotty
towards the top end.



Tho timber lasts well whon thoroughly soasonod, it ia Btrong,

!i, rule it is good to work compared with whito deal.

In tho smaller troos thoro is a great deal of sap wood, and this, when fresh

oat, is very like tho heart wood. As tho timber gets older, or the plank or

boards aro soasonod, tho sap wood turns bluo. At tho same time tho heart

wood turns somewhat brown.
(If the above three, Dantzlc is tho strongest and largest. Memel is very

like tho above, but liner Is the grain. Riga is less than tho others, the

annual rings being very oloso. Tho balks avorago 12" square, and are as

long as 40', has vory little sap, is straight and free from knots; if only free

i
: excellent timber.

SWEDISH timber (i.e.) rod deal. This is similar to tho Prussian, but
not so large or good. Tho troes tapor very much, and tho balks are not moro
than 10" square. In general the heart wood is of a yellowish whito colour,

and tho sapwood is of a blue shade, and easily distinguished from the hoart-
i- so are small. The timber is cheap, but

it is only lit for common carpentry ; being cheap, it is often used for

purposes in which a superior class only should have been allowed.
In the Prussian and Swedish timber tho knots aie of a red colour, and

Grmly imbedded, and often merge gradually into the ordinary timber.

Russian Timber.

Tho rod deals imported from Pctcrsburgh, Onega, Archangel, etc., are

similar in appearance to those from Prussia and Sweden. The timber from
tho northern ports being close-grained, hard, and good wearing, whilst those

from the more southern ports aro open-grained. Tho knots aro a distinctive

feature, and, in general, are encased by a ring of bark, as if the branch had
penetrated the trunk of the tree. The knots soon get loose, and are liable to

heart, is excellent, and fit for ar

the heart is in a plank tho timber is sure to be shaken when dry. The
timber is liable to drj-rot, and is not suitable for damp situations.

American Timber.

RED DEAL, OR RED PINE. This timber is similar to that from the

Baltic ; but it is not so strong as tho Dantzic and the other Prussian red deal.

It grows in Canada, and is known as red pine ; it has large knots, and though
tho bark is red, the timber, when new cut, is a reddish-white, clean, fine

grained, and easily worked. In strength it is not equal to Dantzic, though
it is stifler as a post. Being easily worked, and the knots not too hard, it is

valuable for joiner'£ work; especially whero a strongor timber than yellow

From the foregoing descriptions on red deal, it will bo obvious that tho

most suitable timber for good buildings, such as churches, public buildings,

and tho heavier timber for principals, purlins, Ac., should bo of Crown

tra quality, length, &0„ are required, then an extra

price must bo paid ; and the Grown Memel rarely gots further than the

specification. For outsido work this timber lasts well, when thoroughly

seasoned and protceted by paint. The commoner descriptions, such as Swedish,

ry roofs, partitions, common or bridging joists, coiling

For gii 1 irs, binders, and such like, these should be of good

Dantzic, Mcmel, or Riga. .

The Russian red deal makes good flooring boards. For dressed timbers,

such as skylights, inside roof boarding, and such as match boards which are

H adapted, as tho grain of tho wood shows through ;

the darker and lighter parts appear moro distinct after it is varnished.

Tho American red, as previously stated, is not so strong as thoso just

namod, but it is easier to work, and very suitable for any internal joinery, as

doors, door-frames, architraves, skirting-boards, moulds, dado boarding, or

framing, and even for sashes and frames.

The first cost of red is a little more than whito, but the former is easier

to work and much more reliable, and when first cost and labour have beeu

added, it will compare favourably as regards tho ultimate cost.

It agrees well with gluo ; that is to be preferred which is free from knots

and bright. Inferior descriptions choke tho saw, have thick annual rings, and

a good deal of resinous matter. Swedish timber, though tough, is liable to

Some authorities assert that good red deal is as durable as oak, this the

author thinks is an exaggeration. The lasting properties of good red deal

are not to be despised, « = it has been found in roofs 300 years old apparently

in as good condition as if it had been just imported.

Yellow Pine.

This timber is imported from the Baltic and America. The American
i-l large tree found in New Brunswick.

Lord Weymouth is said to have been the first to introduce tho timber into

this country, and many know it as Weymouth pine. Some of the finest

trees are 250 feet high; there is no difficulty in getting logs TO' long

and L'l" square. Tho annual rings aro not distinct, the colour is a

brownish yellow and gets darker with age. It is the finest, softest,

and easily worked timber wo have, being soft and not much resin, it



agrees well with glue. It is well adapted for panels, framing, moulds, &c,

it is not liable to twist, and lasts well when seasoned, but must not be

used in the log, as it soon decays unless cut up. It is not so strong as red

deal. The knots are red, and in some of the commoner descriptions they

are almost black and liable to be loose.

The yellow pine, or yellow deal, from the Baltic, is similar to the common
American, the former has more knots and is generally considered stronger.

American yellow pine can be distinguished by Bhort dark hair-like lines

running in the direction of the grain.

Pitch Pine.

This timber is very like red deal, only the grain of the wood is more dis-

tinct, contains more resin or pitch, and is much heavier. The pitch pine

grows in the United States, that from the Southern States of North

America being the best. It is shipped from the pcrts of Savannah, Darien,

and Pensacola. The annual rings are very distinct and wide, and owing to

the resin it is bad to work, as it has a greasy surface ; neither glue nor paint

adhere well to it. When good it is much used by the engineer, as it can

be got in logs, 16" square and 70' long. It is treacherous r.nd bad to judge in

the log, as it may appear quite sound and when cut up it is often full of

heart and cup shakes. It is best to get it in flitches or planks if small

scantlings are required, in this way the shakes may be detected. The logs

as a rule, are roughly hewn to an octagonal shape ; the balks are sawn square,

and may be had from 30 to 70 feet in length. The timber is free from knots,

but it contains a large amount of sapwood ; this is easily distinguished from

the heart, as the sapwood is of a bluish colour, whilst the heart wood is of

red colour. If the timber lies in a damp situation before it is cut up, the

sapwood begins to decay. The timber is used by builders for all classes of

work, as the heavier roof timber
;

girders and binders for floors, treads for

stairs, newels and handrails. Owing to its rich colour, it is extensively used

for varnished work, as roof boarding, dado, and all kinds of framing, even

the very best doors. In doors and framed work an excellent eflect may be

obtained by making the framing of plain straight grained wood, and the panels

o.' the fine curled.

The richest kinds aro scarcely surpassed by any timber ; it takes a good

polish, and looks well when new ; but owing to the hard and soft rings, they

do not remain alike, the lighter and soft parts shrink and the surface soon

becomes unovon, as the darker or hard part remains firm. It is cheap, but

as stated before, it is bad to work, and this keeps it out of more general use.

It is strong, and vory durable when kept free from damp. It is heavy, hard,

and liable to be split by nailing, and when extra dry or aged it is very buttle.

HARD WOOD. Ash.

The ash tree grows in Asia, Great Britain, Hungary, and America.
The wood is very tough, elastic, and easily worked. The colour is of

a light or brownish white whilst young, but turns brown with age, espe-

cially the heart wood. When the timber is young it does not appear to have
any sapwood. The annual rings are distinct and separated from one another
by a ring full of pores ; the pores are very small, though otherwise they
resemble the pores in a cane. It is not much'used by the builder, though ash
joists are said to bear a greater weight than any other English wood. It is

used by the cabinet-maker for furniture. It is clean, hard, and beautifully

marked, and takes a good polish. The Hungarian ash is one of the richest

figured timbers we have, and is only used for ornamental purposes. The
English ash is used by the wheelwright and agricultural implement maker
for cart shafts, fellows for wheels, wheelbarrow shafts, &c, &o. O.ving to its

great elasticity it is well adapted for resisting sudden shocks. It is durable
when well seasoned and kept dry, but cannot stand alternate wet and dry.

Alder,

The English alder is close and fine grained, the colour is of a reddish-

yellow, it is soft and easily worked, lasts well if buried in wet ground. The
timber has no odour, and is used for bowls, turning, and cabinet work,
being light and tough ; it is used for common floors, doors, and sides of carts

for rough work.

Poplar
This is found in most parts of England. The wojd id of a light colour,

close graiu, and smooth when planed. It has no medullary rays, but the
annual rings aro distinct, as one 6ide of each ring is a little darkur than the

other. Ot all timber this is the neatest fiieproof. It is only used lu the
iiimiL it i'e neighbourhood where it grows. Being light, tough, .uid not
easily split, it is used for floors, very common or light doors, light barrow
sides, and for sides and bottoms of common carts. It does not give oil auy
odour, and is used for butter boxes, packing cases, &a.

Baywood.
kind of mahogany, and is found about the Bay of

Honduras in Central America. The timber grows to a large si

a fine, red-brown colour ; and if well seasoned and kept dry the timber is

very durable. Tlio seasoning requires to be carried on gradually, jthcrwise

it is liable to split. No timber takes glue hotter and it is not liable to twist.

The builder uses it for counter and desk tops, best doors, newels and hand-



rails for stair*
; where cobI Lb not an objeotiou it Ei used as a foundation for

veneer, for such as Span h mahogany, and the m »r« costly and ornamental
wood. Tho wood is good to work, and the commonest is nearly as whito as
yellow pino. The grain is fine and ovon, tho best is of a dork rod, tending to

trance
(
and the colour is brought out by oil, varnish, or polish.

It is well adapted for polishing. Logs may be had ~J.it' long and 9' G"
square, and shorter logs may bo had 6' or 7' square

Mahogany.
Spanish Mahogany is from the West Indies, tho principal or best

comoa from tho Island of Cuba. It is a i'mo rich colour, darker, heavier,

hardor, and more wavy or fostoonod than tho Baywood (or Honduras ma-
hogany.) Tho Spanish or Cuba mahogany may always bo known by tho
whito chalk-liko substance in tho pores. It is one of the richest woods we
have, but its cost provonts its uso for any but ornamental purposes. The
logs as a rulo are 10 or 12 feet long and about '2 foot square.

Greenheart.
This is found in the N.E. portion of South America. The heart of tho

wood is of a dark groen colour ; when tho timber gets old it turns black. A
cross section shows that it is full of pores liko a cone. Ab a pillar or post it

is the strongest timber we have, but when it gives way it goes liko a pieco of

cast-iron- that is, it gives no warning. The timbor is clean fine grained,

and very heavy ; owing to an oily substance it burns well. It is bad to work,
and tho builder only uses it for such as treads for stairs, sills, and jambs for

loading ways, or where any extraordinary wear is likely to oocur.

Teak.
This comes from India, Barman, &c, it is sometimos called Indian

Oak. Tho dark timher is tho strongest and hoariest. Tho wood has a fine

straight grain, and if it had only medullary rays it might be passed for oak
;

but it does not corrode iron fastenings.

Tho colour is of a darkish brown ; its texture uniform but porous ; tho

annual rings narrow and regular. Tho timber is both strong and stiff. In
working it no timber dulls the tools sooner; its expense prevents its

general uso. It is principally used for fitting up stables of the first class

—

owing to a strong odour tho horses do not gnaw at it. A small quantity is

usod for fitting up shops.

Oak.

uedullary rays.

groenhoart stand hi h«-i, lmt t..ii -.,, throngh the
li : of I imbi i

i Mill.- mliur, or stalk-

fruited oak
,

i oi cluster-fruited oak. The I

in mo t of the temperate parts of Europe; that from Sussex in considered
tho best in England.

A cro«n i.
|) of timber) Shi that the annual rings

ire ' di billot bul small, with Btrong radial lines from tho centre ; these

are known as medullar] ire ool obligm ly across it shows
beautiful marks which avi: known an the silver grain or felt. The colour of

the w l ia quite light when new eat, but tarns to a brownish yellow when
es "i i. The sarnies is hard, firm, and glossy, the timber is hard, tough,
and Btrong, and used for all purposes where Btrengtfa and durability are

requisite. It is also used for the very highest class of joinery, and is als<

extensively used by the cabinet maker.

The Cluster-Fruited or Bay Oak is generally found more towardi
the North, mar Durham; the timber is similar to the other, but of a reddei
tinge. The timber is more liable t> warp tha.i that from the stalk-fruited
oak. The medullary rays are further apart, and the glossy i

the grain eauses it to resemble chestnut. This last
*

American Oak.

This is from Canada. Tho wood is of a palo, rich brown colour ; it is

similar to English oak, but not so strong or durable, the silvor grain is not so
fine as in our oak, and the timbor is said to be wanting
trees grow more rapidly than tho English oaks, and though straighter in
grain; tho wood is much more open and coarse.

Selection of Timber.

How to judgo timber, either in the log, or when out up, cannot
bo learned from books; though much valuable information may be

timber
is fit for tho work under consideration or not.

In general if a log or tree has little sapwood on it, such a tret I

maturity ; as a tree ages it has leas sapwood. If a tree has not attained to
maturity the strongest and best wood is next the heart. Timber cat from a,

tree which has passod maturity will be the b Bt next the sapwood, or furthest
away from tho pith, as timber when left standing too long begin
tho heart. If two trees of tho same age and other conditions equal, be felled

one in the spring, when tho sap has begun to rise, and tho other in winter,
the timber from tho latter will be superior in every respect.

iil always be



Seasoning.
This is a branch that receives far too little attention, and the evils

resulting therefrom are not discovered until it is too late. Bad fitting sashes,
doors, open joints in the floors, skirting boards twisted and shrunk, screech-
ing stairs, &c, all proolaim the fraud.

as a rule expense is the great bugbear, people think it will do, and as A
is ten per cent, cheaper than B, A gets the contract. In order to keep a
good stock of well-seasoned timber for a firm of only moderate size, it

requires a great amount of capital ; the interest of which adds to

the cost of the timber. Instead of allowing plenty of time for natural
and gradual seasoning, first by stacking in the open air, and then finishing

off in the drying shod ; it is put in a stove and dried far too rapidly. The
result is that when the work is sent to the building it first swells, then after

the house gets occupied and gradually dried, the wood shrinks and the evils

named above be>in to be found out ; though this takes some time, they are
always diecovered too soon.

The seasoning should be carried on where all vegetable matter has been
excluded, if am doubt exists then the ground shouM have a layer of asphalt
spread over its surface. The foundation must be level, straight, and not in

winding, or, true, as it is called in the workshop; if this part be not
attended to the boards will get a permanent twist. For 1" boards the
bearers Bhould be about 4' apart, after the first is laid then strips of wood
U" by 1" thick are placed right over the bearers, and the succeeding strips

are kept plumb right up to the top; this is necessary in order to secure a
solid bearing. If the stacks are to be carried a great height the width
of the strips should be increased, otherwise the boards in the bottom where
the strips are will be crushed. The time required for seasoniog varies with
different kinds of wood. 1" boards of red or yellow pine should be in the open
air twelve months and a like period in the drying shed. Oak and similar
hard woods two yt-ais in 1.1 k- sdwk and one in ihe shed. The sheds, as a rule,

are slated, the ends being built up and sides open, except where the
pillars are, which, as a rule, are 10' centre to centre, these carry the roof
trusses. In general the boards are set on edge and prevented from twisting
by vertical pieces. For framing, such as doors, &c, it should be tenoned
and morticed together, and then left for six months to dry before it is glued
up.

Felling Timber.

The trees should be felled in November, when free from sap, and after they
are cut down they should lie for six or twelve months before being cut up.
This improves the quality of the wood, and at the same time allows anyjuico
cr sap to escape in a gradual and natural way. Timber cut from a tree that

has been treated in this manner is not so liable to split or shrink as when
it has been cut up full of sap. When timber is newly cut it should
not be exposed at once to either keen spring winds or a hot sun, as the
sudden change is likely to produce shakes.

How to detect Sap.

In case any doubt exists as to whether a board has any sap on or not,

proceed as follows :—Cut a short piece off the board, and let it be the full

width
; put it in the oven and dry it. After drying it take a piece off the

side and an equal pioce out of the centre, soak them in water for six hours,

and then dry them again ; if the outside contain sap it will have absorbed
more water, and will be longer in drying.

Or take two pieces equal in size, one from the centre and the other
from the side; dry them well, and weigh them ; then steep them in water
for twelve hours ; take them out and weigh again, if they each absorb the
same weight, it may be inferred that they arc both heartwood ; if one absorbs
more than the other, the one that has increased most in weight is the sap-

wood. The above applies to good sound timber.

The following terms should be familiar to all.

Log. This is the name given to the trunk of a tree when the branches
are lopped off. Balk. This is the name given to the log after it is roughly
squared. Flitch. If a log be cut up the centre, or if the pieces be more
than 6" thick, they are called Hitches. Plank. A piece of sawn timber not
less than 11" broad and from 2" to 6" thick. Deal. 9" broad, but not more
than 4" thick. Batten. 7" broad, and not more than 4" thick. Board is

the name given to any piece of wood any width and length, not less than
-§" and not more than 2" thick. Quartering is the term given to any small
scantling as 4" x 2", 4" x 3". The term does not apply if one of the
dimensions exceeds U" Stuff is the name given to any cut timber.

In closing this brief description of a few of the principal varieties in

general use, it will be noticed that nothing is said about the leaves, brands,

and suchlike. In the author's opinion such would have been out of place in

a book for joiners, as he has to judge the timber when these have been
removed. Brands are all very well in their way, for instance when a
merchant has once examined a log, Ac, and put the brand or mark on it, he
can tell as soon as he sees the mark what class it belongs to. ' I'.raiuls are

purely arbitrary, and may bo used by any ono. If a builder has been accus-

tomed to deal with a merchant who uses brands, and he has had ample
proof that tho brands are a bona fide indication of tho quality they represent,

then the order may be given by naming the brands required.



SYLLABUS FROM THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE PROGRAMME.

CARPENTRY & JOINERY.

Tho Examination in the Ordinary Grado will consist ol a paper ol

1. Nature nnd properties of the various l.nnt.-t ,.i wood u .1 in Carpentry and
Joinery, with the ports or places from which .hey are obtained. Methods of

seasoning and preservation of timber. Strength of timber. Mode of planning
and converting materials, so as to avoid wast" and shrinkage, and obtain the
maximum strength or stiffness.

2. Tools, their names, shape?, uses. ic. Labour-saving machinery.

,
. 1, Ml8. Mechanical drawing as app'.ied to Carpentry and Joinery,

tions and sections of simple solids. Drawings (full size), showing shoulder-
lines, Ac, on the material before it is cut; and the various joints in Carpentry
and Joinery. Setting out rods. Working drawings of panelled and framed
and braced doors, door frames and casings, double hung sashes, sliding and
hanging shutters, French casements, folding shutters, and boxings, rebates or
linings for swing doors, ko.

4. A general knowledge of the proportion of stiles, rails, muntins, Ac, in

doors and windows, heights of rails in door- to suit kn..lis or latches, tho usual
size9 of doors, windows, Ac, and of the kind of material and strength to be
used.

5. Mouldings, yheir forms and names. Intersection of mouldings at
different angles, also of straight and circular mouldings. Enlarging and
diminishing mouldings. Lines f,.r determining the sections of moulded bars
ami hip-rafters in skylights and lanterns. M thai of determining the true
section of raking mouldings over square or oblique p'.ans, also when the given
moulding is on the rake.

0. Bevels. Findiug bevels for hip-rafters, jack -rafters, purlins, splayed

linings, raking mouldings, and oblique work generally. Also a knowledge of

the method employed to place bevel lino3 direct upon the work, without
making a drawing of the same.

7. Newel and geometrioal stair I, Proportion of ri let and tread. General
planning ol stairs to clear windows, and other obstacles, and to obtain proper
head room. Method of finding tho proper position of winders and diminished
fliers. General construction, and methods of support.

8. Mechanical principles. The prinoipl . in framing roof trusses,

timber partitions, trussed girders, bracing large doors, gates, Ac. Drawings to

soale of the sains, showing the com.arative strain in different; parts, by
means of parallelogram of forces. Fixing and striking large centres, Ac.

9. Methods of strengthening beani3 and girders by " Hitching" and
" trussing " Ao. How wood roof trusses are acted upon by cambering the tie

beam, and the motive for cambering.

10. Joints. Mortice and tenon, the proportion tenons should bear to the
thickness and width of material. The proportion of the parts of the tusk
tenon, the position of mortices with regard to the neutral axis. Joints for

oblique timbers, position of the shoulder with regard to the direction of the
strain. Different methods of scarfing. Proper position, and kind of straps
and bolts used to Becure joints.

11. Hinges, various kinds of, and modes of applying them. Centre-pin
joint, back-flap, rule-joints, Ac. Working drawings, showing the path ol

different parts of the work so as to obtain clearance, Ac.

12. A general knowledge of the use of weather boards, water bars, throating,

Ac, for external work. Particular attention should be paid to the form ol
joints and manner of hanging French casements and Bkylights.

13. Tlumbing and slating. Preparing and fixing flashing*, tilting pieces,
forming drips, rolls, cistern heads, Ac, for plumber and slater, construction of
flats for lead and zinc,—also, preparing and fixing ao3le beads, grounds &c,
for plasterer.



PROJECTIONS OF A STRAIGHT LINE, &c.

This chapter is devoted to the projection of a straight lino in different

positions; a couple of regular solids, and a development.

Figs. 1 to 6. Show a straight line in plan and elevation. The
elevation is supposed to be project d upon a vertical plane, whilst the plan is

projected upon a level or horizontal plane. For convenience this is all drawn
on a level surface, the line x y, dividing the plan from the elevation.

Fig. 1. Shows a straight line in plan and elevation, the line being
perpendicular ; its plan is a point.

Fig. 2. Is the same line when horizontal, and Bquare or at right
angles to the vertical plane ; its elevation is a point.

Fig. 3. Represents the same line when level, and parallel to the
vertical plane.

Fig. 4. Shows the projections,
same line, when parallel to the plane on
inolinod 30° to the ground or horizontal plane.

Fig. 5. Represents the same line horizontal but inclined to the

vertical plane. In each of the five examples the plan or elevation showB the
true length of the line, this is always the case when the line is parallel to tbe
plane on which it is projected. In Fig. 3 the line is shown full length both
plan and elevation, as it is represented parallel to both planes of projection.

Fig. 6. Is the same line inclined to both planes of projection, and of

course the plan and elevation are shorter than the real length of the line.

This is the case with hip rafters. In the present instanco the line is 2£"
long and makes an angle of 30° with the horizontal, and an angle of 45° with
the vertical plane.

Draw an elevation of the line inclined 30o with the ground as seen at

a' b\ then the distance a b' measured along x y is the length in plan
of a line ty" and making an angle of 30° with the ground. Nest set off a b
inclined at 45° to the vertical piano, and from b drop a perpendicular to x y,
meeting it in n ; then a n is the length in elevation of all Hues 2,\" long,

and inclined at 45° to the vortical plane. Take the distanco a n in your

' in m', then a' m' is the required

a', and from the point a in plan as

>'m. (which miy bo considered as

l' b' ;) then dmp a perpendicular

i determines the plan o m', join a

compasses and with a' as centre cu

elevation. For the plan, a is the pla

centre and radius a b', draw in the

the base of a cone, the goneratix bei

from m' and where this cuts the arc

to m and the plan and elevation are i

Let it be borne in mind that the plan of an object is obtained by dropping

perpendiculars from all its corners in elevation to th

joining these points, and vice versa for the elevation.

The principle upon which this pioblem depends cannot be too well

understood, as it is the key to nearly all the bevels that follow.

Fig 7. Shows the projections of a rectangular block, the ends being

squares.

Fig, 8. Represents the same block when the perpendicular sides

are at angles of 45° with x y. These are given to show how the plan and

elevation are projected, one from another.

Fig. 9. Is a solid made up of four equal equilateral triangles, called

a tetrahedron. Having drawn its plan and found the intersection of jts

sloping sides, by bisecting each side and joining that point to the opposite

antde, project the points to x y, let tho one through the vertex be indefinit
-

Then with a as centre, and a' c' as radius cut the vertical line i

determines the height of the tetrahedron.

Fig. 10. Is the plan of the same, the dotted lines showing the three

sides of the tetrahedron developed upon the horizontal plane.

Exercises.

1. Show the true length and inclination of the longest straight line

that can be drawn in Fige. 7 or 8.

2. Draw a tetrnh-dron side 2"
; a line bisects the plan of a slant edge

and is at right angles to it in plan, let this line represent a vertical plane

cutting the solid. Show the real section.

3. Draw two lines parallel H" apart and square to x y and parsing

above and below it. Draw a line 2" long below x y one end on each line;

above x y draw a line 3" long being the elevation of the lino just drawn.

Show four ditlerent ways of determining tho true length of lino.

i horizontal plane, and
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ORDINARY SOLIDS.

Fig. 1. A and B, shows a plan and elevation of a rectangular blook

or prism, the ends being sqnares of f" Bide ; and the long edges are inclined

30° to the h p, and 45" to the v p. Having determined the inclination as intue

previous chapter, draw an auxiliary elevation a b o d shown at C. And from

this, project the plan as shown at B; the plan is completo, as it never varies in

shape when kept on one edge and at the same inclination to the horizontal

To draw the elevation, take projectors from each of the pointsinplan, and
set up the heights upon them fromx y, e'a.f b.c h'; that d and g it will be seen

are in the horizontal plane, i.e., on the ground, join the joints b" f" &c, and

the elevation is complete. The dotted lines show the position of edges that

are not seen when in this spocial position.

These require tobe studied by the student, and it may be remarked that all

outside lines are full. In the present instance it will be observed that the edge

from a" cannot be seen, therefore lines from a" to their respective corners,

cannot be seen, as a" b", a" e", and a" d"; further—the end towards you
in plan is shown full in elevation.

Fig. 2. a, b, c, d. v, shows the plan of a square pyramid before being

cut, the axis being verticil ; the prism is cut by a plane y z, and its plan pro-

jected from it ; b, c, a", d" ; these points are determined by projectors from

the points on y z. The apex in this first or auxiliary elevation is cutoff to allow

room for the next figure. Project the elevation V a"'d'"b"o". These heights

are taken from the original elevation, b" and c" being taken as a line of level,

then all the other heights are measured from this The side v d" c is doveloped

and seen on the right at v' m o. the linem o lit ing dotted. Having determined

the length of the lines cv, d"v, by the method already explained, m n is

made equal to b c, then the triangle v' m n is true the shape of one side ; to

determine the dotted line m o, which is shown in plan by c'd"andin ele-

vation by c"d'". turn one of these parallel to the horizontal plane, and its

true length will be obtained.

Fig. 3- Shows a similar pyramid out by a plane w x, which is

parallel to y z, the difference being that the cutting plane is at right angles to

a diagonal of the base. Having projected the plan as in the last, draw in the

elevation, i.e, erect perpendiculars and on these set off the respective heights,

and join the points v", a', b', c', and d'; these, being joined, complete the

elevation. To determine the plan of the diagonal b d when cut, draw the

horizontal line d o, this gives half the diameter or half the required diagonal,

which being set off each way from v, determines the length of diagonal in

plan, join the points and plan is complete. See etched patt.

The triangle v"'c"d" shows the development of one side, obtained as

before described, i.e., by finding the length of each side and forming the
triangle.

Figs. 2 and 3. Show how square turrets are projected upon oommon

Fig. 2 Has its sides parallel and at right-angles to the ridge.

Fig. 3. Has its diagonals one parallel to the ridge, the other square.

Exercises.

1. Let the prism in Fig. 1 stand perpendicularly upon the horizontal
plane, its sides being parallel and at right angles to x y, or the vertical plane

;

if cut byaplane passing through three of itsoorners at heights of 1", l$"ond
2^" above the ground. Determine the true shape of the section.

Determii
f the hass

Pet-rinin

the true shape of the least Fig. 2, also the true

4. Show the inclination to the ground, the line g", ©" Fig. 1.





CIRCLE and ELLIPSES.

Fig. 1. Plan and elevation of a cirole are shown, the surface of the
oirole beiDg parallel to the plane on which its elovation is drawn ; the plan is

represented by a straight line equal to the diameter, and its elevation shows
the true oirole.

When a circle is given to find the centre from which it has been drawn,
draw a cord as a b, and bisect it by a line n o perpendioular to a b, draw a
Beoond cord c d and bisect it by the line m o, if n o and m o be produced
they will meet in a point, the point whero they meet is the centre. This rule

applies when the opening and rise of a door, or window are given, to deter-
mine the length of radius.

Fig. 2. Shows the same cirole when perpendioular, and inclined to

the vertical plane ; divide the circumference into any number of equal parts

;

in this it is divided into eight. The extremities of the diameters making
four, then the spaces between are bisected, from the circle in elevation projeot
horizontal lines, and from the corresponding points in plan erect perpen-
diculars, where these meet determines points in the elevation, draw the curve
passing through the points and the elevation is complete. The figure is an
ellipse.

Fig. 3. Three points, a, b, d are given, required the centre of a oirole

to pass through them. Join a b and bisect it by a line c d, join a d, and
bisect it by a line p q, then produce these, and whero thoy meet in o is the
centre. This has been made to appear as an opening for a door, &o.

When the oponing a b and tho rise c d are given, to determine the length
of radius by figures, multiply half the opening by itself, and divide it by the
given rise (c d), to the result thus obtained add tho given height, then this

last divided by two gives the necessary radius. Care must be taken to multiply
feet by feet, &c, i e.

t
to have both in the same name.

Fig. 4. Shows how to determine points in the circumferenoe of a
oirole, when the cord or opening a b and the rise c d are given ; the latter

being so small compared with the former that it cannot be described with an
ordinary rod, owing to the length of radius. Join a b and a d, and make the

angle d a e,a ri^ht-angle, draw d e parallel to a c, divide ac and d e into the

same number of equal parts, and join tho points 1 to 1 &c. Next divide a o
into the same number of equal parts, and from points 1 and 2 join to d, where
theBe cut the fir&t lines 1 1, &c, determine points in the arc. Having

found a few points in this manner draw the curve through them ; any
number of points may be taken according to the sizo or accuracy required.

Fig. 5. Shows a semi-ellipse, a b being the major and c d the minor
axis. The method shown is as follows, take any straight edge and mark from
one end a distance equal to half the major axis, a c, and a second one c d
equal to half the minor axiB, plaoe these two points one on each diameter and
move the staff along, first one side and then the other, marking points at the
end of the rod as it is being shifted, these are points in the curve of the
ellipse. Observe, the two points on the rod must be kept one on each
diameter whilst the rod is moved from side to side.

Fig. 6. Shows how points may bo found by arcs of circles. Given
a b the major axis, and c d theminor axis, determine the foci f and f, with
half the major axis as radius, and from c and d as centres describe area
cutting the line a b in points f f ; that is to say the distance from c to f
or d to f, is equal to half the major axis. From f towards the centre mark
a few spaces as 1, 2, &c. Then take the distance from a to 1 in your com-
passes, and from f and fas centres describe arcs of oiroles, take b to 1 in

your compasses and from f and f as centres desoribe arcs outting those
already drawn in points 1. 1. 1. and 1 which determine four points in the
curve, repeat the prooess and any number of points may bo determined in

the curve of the ollipse. These last two methods apply when tho axes are
at right angles.

Fig. 7. Shows how points may be determined in the curve of the
ellipse when the axes are not at right angles to each other. Divide the semi-
major axis into any number of equal parts as 1, 2 and 3, join these points to

p, and make tho line at the end equal and parallel to the axis, and divide this

line at tho end into the same number of spaces as the other, join those to the
opposite end of the minor axis from p, and where they cut the lines from p
through 1, 2 and 3 determine points in the curve of the .ellipse.

Exercises.

1. Determine points in the aro of a semi-oirclo by intersecting lines.

2. The opening of a segmental arch is 8' the rise 12", Determine the
length of radiuB (a) by figures (b), geometrically.

3. Draw the plan and elevation of a square 2'' side, whon its surface is

inclined 30° to the h p and 40 tt to tho vertical plane.

4. Given n rhomboid its long sides -1", and its short pides 2|", the acute
angles being 45v . Draw the insoribed ollipse.





ELLIPSE AND CONE.

Fig. 1 . Given an ellipse, to draw a normal, tangent, and a line

parallel to the ourve.

Let the two conjugate diameters be at right angles to eaoh other, and the

curve of the ellipse drawn, from any point as a, to draw a normal, i.e., a line

perpendicular to the curve at the given point. Determine the foci of the

ellipse as desoribed in the last chapter, then from the point a draw lines to

f and f, and bisect the angles so formed ; the line that bisects the angle is

at right-aDgles to the curve at the point a. At the point b a normal is

shown which is obtained as described.

To draw a tangent asm n to the ourve of an ellipse shown at o, determine

the normal at o as already desoribed, and draw m n at right-angles to it.

To draw a line parallel to the ourve of an ellipse, shown at c d ; produce
the normals, and set off along them a o, b d, the required distances, and
draw in the curve through the points.

The normals represent the joint-lines in semi-elliptioal arohes, &o.

;

any amount of points may be taken aocording to the number of joints

required. The line parallel to the curve is necessary to show the different

members in moulds for elliptical panels, &c.

Fig. 2. Shows a plan and elovation of a cone standing upon an in-

olined plane seen at x y. (Pig. 2a.) To draw this, having given the pitoh

x y, the base and height of the oone, draw in the plan, i.e., the full oirole,

also a full elevation shown passing through x y. Draw horizontal seotions

at any points beginning at 2 (because 1 is the finish on x y) , draw this line and
where it outs x y, find the real length through the oone at that point, by

assuming it to be out by a plane. With the centre of the cone on that line

and a radius equal to half the diameter, draw the semi-oirole, as shown by

the dotted lineB, and where a perpendioular from x y outB the aro, it is half the

distanoe through at that point. Then in plan set off the distanoe on eaoh

aide of the axis, and the points so marked show two points in the ourve of

the plan. The points are shown projected into plan and elevation one from
another. Take seotions 3, 4, and 5, treat these in exaotly the same way,

the lengths to be Bet off on eaoh side of the axis in plan, are shown by thiok

lines from x y to the semi-oiroles and marked 2, 3, 4, and a ; having obtained

a few points in plan, sketch in the ourve through them.

To draw the elevation ; ereot a perpendioular through the axis, and equal
in length to the axis ; set off on any vertical line Bpaoea equal to those on
the Bection 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, draw the horizontal lines from these points,

and ereot perpendioulars from the corresponding points in plan ; where these

meet, the points in the ourve of the elevation are shown.

This is the case, when oonical turrets are shown on ordinary roofs.

Fig. 3. Shows the development of half the oone when cut.

Divide the base into a number of parts 1, 2, 3, &o. (explained for Fig.

la) then find the lengths of these lines and set them along their respeotive
lines as 1, 2, 3, 4, &c, the longest line being equal to the slant edge or genera-

trix of the oone, and the short one from where the other outs x y to the apex.

To find the length of the other lines, draw from the plan into the section, to

out the line x y, and draw a horizontal line to out the side, then measure
from this point to the apex, and set it on the development, treat the points

from 1 to 9 in this way and the development is complete.

Fig. la. Is the elevation, la' the plan, and la" the development
of a oone. Having drawn a plan and elevation from any point with a radius

equal to the slant side or generatrix of the cone, desoribe an aro of a circle

la", and along this aro set off the Bame number of equal spaces to those

in la' from 1 to 8, then from the oentre to the points in the aro draw the

line 1, 1, and the development is oomplete.

This may easily be proved by taking a piece of paper and cutting it to

1. If a oone be out by a vertioal plane parallel to the axis, the seotion
is an hyperbola, draw Buoh a section, axis of oone 3" base 2J" diameter

;

when out -25" from the oentre.

2. If a cone be out by a plane parallel to a slant side or generatrix,

the seotion is a parabola, draw such a section '5" from one side. Size of

oone as in Pig. 1.

3. Given a rootangle 3"x 2" draw the oircumscribing ellipse.

4. Show the true shape of the base of the oono after being ont, see





INTERSECTION OF BOTH STRAIGHT AND CURVED SURFACES.

Fig. 1. a b c v. Represents the plan of a triangular pyramid, its

sides forming equilateral triangles ; the special name for this solid is

tetrahedron. < This has been repeated to show the true angle between two
sides, which angle is shown by the triangle x o' y, to determine the height of
the vertex, produce a v to n, draw v v' parallel to b c, with n as centre and
n a as radius draw the arc a v', then v v' is the height.

To determine the true angle, it is necessary to take a section at right
angles to the plan of one edge and at right angles to the same edge in eleva-
tion, x y is the line square to the edge, b v" is the true length of the same
edge, V o is square to the edge in elevation, or at right angles to the slant
edge ; from v as centre and with v o as radius, determine o' on b v, then
join o' to x and y and the profile, dihedral, or true angle between the two
planes is shown. This angle is known in the workshops as the backing of

It must be clearly understood that b v" is the true length of the edgo
b v (seen in plan), and that v v" is equal in height to v V.

Fig. 2. Shows the plan and elevation of an irregular triangular
pyiamid, when its sides are inclined at various angles.

Fig. 3. Let the sides be inclined at 30°, 45°, and 60°, draw two
parallel lines, and from o set off a line at 30°, cutting the other line at o,

then o c' is the plan of the line or side at 30°. From o draw the line o b at

45°, then o b' is the plan of the side at 45°. From o draw o a at 00", the
line o a' is the plan of the side at 60°. From the sides a b c, Fig. 2, draw
arcs of circles with radius equal to the lines o a', o b', and o c', draw the

dotted lines tangental to these and parallel to the sides, and from where they
meet to the angular points is the plan of the intersection of two sides, produce
these intersecting lines towards the centre, and where they meet in v is the

apex of the solid.

To determine its height, draw the line v o at right angles to b, then v o
is the plan of a line at 30°. Project the elevation as shown, and the plan
and elevation are complete.

Fig. 4. abed, Represents the plan of a semi-cylinder, e f g h is

the plan of a second at right angles to the first.

Fig. 5. Shows the end elevation or section of a d and b c.

Fig. 6. Shows the end elevation or section of e f anfl g h. The
diagonals W X and Y Z are the plans of the intersections. It will be seen

that the end of the first cylinder is a semicircle, and the section or end view

of the second an ellipse, which has been projected from the first. To draw
this section, take any number of perpendiculars through the first

section, and let these be projected into the plan to the intersection ; from
those points and from the springing line m n, set up the same heights as

those from k I, onlv one point a 3, a' 3', a" 3", beiDg marked in its various

positions. The other points follow exactly the same order, and having
obtained a few heights, marking them off upon their various perpendiculars,

the curve is traced through the points from m to n.

Fig. 7. Is the elevation of the intersection Y Z, and is projected

upon a plane parallel to the line of intersection. The various heights being

the same as in the first elevation ; the only one marked being 3 a.

The profile angle in Fig. 1 is necessary when hips or vnlleys of a roof

have to be backed, i.e., when half of the thickness may lie in the planes of

the roof, one half lying in the side, and the other in the end.

The section being taken at nght-angles to both the edge and side of the

Fig. 2. Shows how to determine the plans of the hips in a roof when
the sides and ends are sloped at various angles, this method applies when
the plan is a triangle, square, rectangle, rhomboid, &c.

Fig. 3. The plan, section, Ac, of this would be required for the vaults

of groined arches. The end views and Fig. 7 would represent the 6hape of

the various centres required.

Exercises.

Let Fig. 1 be cut by a plane x y which is perpendicular, show the true

shape of the section.

2. Show the real angle between the two planes a and b, Fig. 2.

3. Let the intersection of the cylinders, Fig. 3, represent the plan of

the valleys of roofs, one inclined 30°, determine the true shape of the valley

4. Show the shape of the covering for one of the surfaces Fig. 3, as

b o, W o Z.

Hint for Fig. 3. Take a line square to the plan of the valley you select,

and determine the true length of the intersection, then a line perpendicular
to the intersection will show the height of the triangle, turn this into the

plan upon the line of intersection, and join to the two points where the line

at right-angles cuts the sides of the roof (on the wall plate) or at its base ; if

the cut be where it does not intersect the necessary sides, then produce the

sidee until they are cut, and join to the first-Doints on the intersection.





BEVELS FOR OBLIQUE WORK.

Having in previous chapters explained the projections of a straight line

when inclined to both planes o! projection, likewise some of the ordinary

solids, those who have mastered the foregoing will find no difficulty in apply-

ing these principles to practice, in the determining of bevels for oblique work

The present chapter is devoted to a few cuts or bevels, showing that

(he principle of sound projection applies to a complex as well as a simple

Fig. 1. Shows a vertical post and a stay or strut, in each of these a

right section is a square, the post having its sides at right-angles and parallel

to the vertical plane. The stay is inclined to the ground or x y, at an angle

of 60°, having its sides parallel to the plane on which its elevation is drawn ;

the true length, and correct bevels are shown in elevation. The bevel for the

top is marked a a, and the bottom is marked b b.

Fig. 2. Shows what the result will be when a similar post has a stay

cut against it, the Eides or faces of the stay being at 45°, to the vertical plane.

Draw in the line a b to the inclination required, and upon this line draw

a section of the stay as m n o p, to get the necessary angular points ;
draw

lines through these points parallel to the first and the elevation is complete.

The last edges are shown by the lines c d and e f.

Project the plan fro1n the elevation and make the width equal to that

shown in elevation, project b f, and join to their respective projections a b,

c d, e f, and the other aide parallel and equal to c d, and the plan and eleva-

tion are complete. To determine the necessary bevels, the stay being projected

upon a plane parallel to its edges, those edges are shown full length upon the

elevation. The line a b represents the full length of the longest or top edge,

d c represents the full length of the two centre edges, and e f shows the true

length of the shortest edge.

Having the true length of the edges, develope the sides ; turn out the side

m n as shown, and project it to the points marked y and x, from a draw a y at

right-angles to a b, then draw from y to d and the necessary bevel is obtained.

The bevel for the undersides is the same, anil if nco nary may be obtained in

thj same way. For the bottom bevel, draw a line from b perpendicular to a b,

and where this cuts the developed edge x y in x, draw from c to x and the

required bevel is obtained. The bevel from to f is the same, and obtained
in the same manner.

Fig. 3. Shows the same post and stay, both the sides of the stay and
post making angles other than 90° with the vertical plane. In this it is most
convenient to draw the plan, and leave points o and 4 to be determined from
the elevation ; draw in the two lines 12,5 0, in elevation, to determine where
the line 3 4 finishes in elevation, from the point 3 in plan, erect a line perpen-
dicular, and where this perpendicular and the centre line 3 4 meet in point 3,

is the elevation of that point, join 1 to 3 and 3 to 5, and the elevation of

the post and stay is finished. All the edges are seen full length in elevation.

To finish the plan, the points o 2 and 4 are determined from the elevation and
joined, which completes the plan.

To determine the bevels for tiie top, develope the side and draw the line

from 1 to 7 square to the edge 1, 2 draw from 3 to 7 and the bevel for the top
sides is obtained, for the bevel on the bottom side, develope the underside, and
draw a line from point 5 a line to cut the developed edge in 8, join 3 and 8 and
the necessary bevel is shown. The bevel for the bottom end is obtained as
described in Fig. 2, and need not be repeated. Both post and stay are exag-

gerated to show the bevels.

When an edge is not seen full length in plan or elevation, then a plan or

elevation must be drawn showing the true length by projecting or turning it

upon a plane parallel to itself.

3. In Fig. 3, develope the two sides of the post, showing the portion
covered by the stay.

4. Arrange a triangular post and stay, similar to Fig. 3, i.e., the true

section of each heinp an equilateral triangle. The stay to be at an angle of

45° and shown in plan by three straight lines, forming two equal spaces, and
cutting against an angle of the post, scale, &0., at pleasure.





SPLAYED WINDOW LININGS.

The object ol splayed jambs to a window, is to allow the light to be thrown
more to the sides or up against the ceiling, when it is not possible to get the
window wide enough, or as close to the ceiling as necessary; and in base-
ments it may even be necessary to bevel the window bottom, in order to throw
the light as near the wall as possible.

In these cases the best thing to do is to cut oS the angle, this is known as
splaying the jamb, Ac.-? When the jamb is finished in plaster or cement
no bevels are necessary, as the plasterer runs the jambs and soffit to meet,
forming the necessary angles ; if wood has to be used then they may be framed
and moulded, or plain as shown in the figures.

Fig. 1. Shows a plan and front elevation of a pair of plain splayed
window linings, the frame is a solid one, no moulds or chamfers are shown,
in order that the bevels may be shown as clearly as possible.

Fig. 2. Is a vertical section through the same.

Draw the plan, and project the elevation from the same. Next draw the
vertical section and complete the front elevation. On examining the
drawing it will be clear that the full length of the linings are shown in
elevation at a d, on the left, and b c on tne right, because those edges are
projected upon a plane parallel to the front and back edge respectively.

The full length of each edge being known, the short edge from a to the
window bottom, and the front edge to the same level, also the width of the
splay m n, set off the true width of m n, see plan, shown developed by the
lines a n, and d' m, draw a horizontal line from d to cut m d' produced, then
from d' to a shows the required bevel.

The casing at the top, shown in elevation a b c d is the soffit, and this like

the jamb on the slope or cant, does not show the full width, but the true
length of the front edge is seen from d to c, and the full length of the short
side where it is grooved into the frame at a b, then it only requires to be
developed as shown, make o p equal to the full width of the soffit, (see the
section from o' to the frame)and produce the line both ways, from c and d erect
perpendiculars to cut the last line, then from a and b draw the lines a d", b c"
and the true shape of the soffit is determined.

When the jamb and soffit are both splayed at the same angle, it is not
necessary to find bevels separately, as they have the same bevels if they are
canted alike. The above construction is necessary when soffit and jambs are
not Bplayed alike.

The window bottom projects to receive an architrave or mould.

Fig. 3. Shows a plan of one corner, 3a shows part section through the
top edge of one of the pieces to be mitred. Draw the plan as seen at a b e f

;

e f being the mitre line in plan.
To find the true mitre, let the points e f be the long and short corners on

the edge, then make o d equal to e' f Fig. 3a. Draw e e" perpendicular to a e
join e' to f, and the mitre line is determined. This applies when the edge is

square to the side, if the edge had been bevelled off as shown at Pig. 1 on the
front edge of the splayed oasings, then an ordinary mitre at 45° would have
been all that was necessary.

Fig. 4. A and B. A represents a seotion through the nosing of a hori-

zontal window bottom, and B shows the true shape of the splayed janib-lining,

so that the two would mitre together at the front edge. This arrangement is

used when the woodwork is not allowed to project in front of the plaster, a
small scotia being taken out of the plaster to make a finish between the plaster

and the wooden linings.

Draw a section of the window bottom as Bhown at A, also the required bevel

tor the side as shown at B, diode the nosing at A into any number of parts, 1, 2,

3, &o., as shown by the lines both cross and length-wise, then divide the jamb
the same, and erect perpendiculars until they cut the corresponding lines in B,

the intersection uf these lines determines points in the ourve for the jamb edge.

Exercises.

1. Let the soffit be inclined at 60° to the horizontal plane, and the jambs
at 45°, to the window frame. Show the true shape of the front edge of the
soffit, similar to the edge of the jamb, Fig. 4.

2. If the soffit be at 60°, and jambs 45°, show both side and edge outs

for soffit and jambs.

Note. The edge cuts are to be applied when the timber is square at the

edge, see Fig. 3, 3a.

3. Let the plan of the angle be 60°, see Fig. 3, the two sides sloping at

45°. Show both side bevels and mitre cut for such an angle ; also if one side

be nailed over the other give the edge bevel.

4. Draw the plan of an hexagonal box, sides inclined at 45°, show bevels

for side and edge, for mitreing, and alBO for nailing one over the other.

The bevels explained in Fig. 1, apply to the angles for a knife box, when
the sides and ends are inclined ; and to any ordinary splayed work.





CUTS FOK OBLIQUE WORK.

Fig. 1. Shows a plan elevation and section, to a small scale, of the

jamb linings given on the last page ; this has been repeated to show the edge

cuts for the soffit and jamb linings.

To obtain the necessary, or true angles (the bevels to be applied before the

edges are canted), draw enlarged sections as shown at B, S and T.

To determine the edge cut for the top of the jamb to fit under the soffit,

draw the enlarged section through the jamb as shown at B, also the

enlarged section through the soffit, as shown at T. It is clear that the head
or top end of the jamb is cut off by the soffit ; this is a plane inclined 60°.

Having drawn the enlarged sections of the jamb and soffit, take a line

(as A E) square across the jamb.

This is to represent the timber whilst the edges are square.

Draw from A to a, and from E to e. This is an imaginary elevation of the

edge when cut off at A E ; a and e shore the extreme lengths of the two arrises

where they terminate under the soffit. Develope the edge from eto e', and the

required bevel is shown at B.

To show the edge cut of the soffit, i.e. when it is cut against the jamb, as

shown at the top left hand corner in elevation. Draw a part of the soffit as

shown at S. The soffit is cut to fit the jamb which is inclined 45°.

The Jamb B that was used for the other may be used for this. Suppose
the edge to be square as shown at C O, project these to cut the plan of the

jamb lining at o' and o', develope the edge, from c' to c", and the angle R
shows the required edge-cut.

In general the soffit runs over the jambs, the top ends being trenched into the

soffit.

Fig. 2. Shows a plan and elevation of a small box with canted Bides,

the pitoh being 45°.

The plan and elevation are projected in the usual way ; the side to the left

is shown lapping over the other two, and that on the right is mitred at the

angles.

One of the four pieces is developed, to show the side or flat cuts j on the

opposite side the edge is developed to show the mitre out.

Note. When the edges are square and the pitch 15°, the side and mitre cuts

are the same. The method shown, ansicers for any pitch.

To obtain the bevel for the edge-cut, so that one side may lap over the

other, as is the case when the coiners of a knife box are dovetailed together.

Draw the enlarged section through one side, and part plan of the corner.

The drawing shows that the edges are square and the arrises level. Draw a
horizontal line from the point 1 in the enlarged section, and from the point

where this cuts out at 2, drop a perpendicular to the corresponding point 2' in

plan
;
join 2' to the edge on the mitre line, and the etched portion shows the

cross grain. Develope the edge, by drawing from 2' to 2" and the required

bevel is shown by the angle M.

Fig, 3. Shows the plan and elevation of a triangular bos, one side

lapped over the other two, and one corner mitred.

The projections of the box and the bevels for the cuts are obtained in the

same manner as those for Fig. 2. See enlarged section, part plan, and
developed edge.

Fig. 4. Shows part plan and elevation of a hexagonal box, one side

lopped over two of the others, and one of the six sides developed to show the
side cut.

The projection of the plan, (So., is obtained similar to Fig. 2, and need not

be repeated.

For the necessary bevels, see enlarged section through one side, part
plan, mitre-cut, and developed edge.

No bottoms are shown, these not being necessary to find the bevels.

The sides developed are not lettered, as this part will be understood.

It will be seen on looking at the plan of any of the boxes, that the length of
each piece, both edge and ride it shown ; hence when a correct plan is obtained,
the required bevels may be found by developing the edge or side, as explained in
the last chapter.

In all the examples for determining bevels, the student is earnestly requested to make models.





WINDOW LININGS— continued.

Fig. 1. Represents half front elevation and part i

splayed jamb linings, with a segmental head, the
"

cylinder level at the crown.
When the linings are narrow the head may be cut out of a solid piece,

but as a rule they are thin, bent to the necessary curve upon a oylinder,

and blocked on the outside to keep them to the proper ourve.
In oases of this olass it is necessary to determine the true shape of the

jamb, to get the depth of trenob.
In elevation it is shown at a' d', a" d", this is the ordinary projection,

a" being the springing, the back-edge d' is continued until it outs the soffit

in d", the jambs being fplayed at an angle of 45°.

To determine the true shape of the jamb, the full length of the front-

edge is shown by the line a' a", this line is shown developed a", a"'. To
determine the cu.-ve from a'" to d", take a few points in plan 1 and 2, erect
perpendiculars lo cut the soffit in points 1' 2', and develop these points as
follows, with d as centre and radius d a, turn this parallel to the vertical

plane, from the same centre turn points 1 and 2 parallel as well. Erect per-

pendiculars as shown by the dotted lines, and from points 1' and 2' draw
the horizontal lines to out the developed points in 1" and 2", draw the
ourve through these points a'" 1", 2" to d" and the true shape of the jamb
is obtained.

It will be seen that had a line been drawn from a'" to d" then it would
have left the casing short in the oentre.

The thickness of the jamb and soffit is not shown.
When the jamb is trenched into the soffit it is let into it deep enough

at the sides to allow a straight out across the top eod of the jamb, and of
course this admits of a straight cut through the head or soffit. To curve
the jamb head as shown, and make a trench in the soffit for the same would
be to add a serious amount of labour to the work, which would be out of

sight when the casings were put together.

Fig. 2. Shows a front elevation and plan of a pair of splayed
casings with jamb linings, and soffit at the same angle ; the head being a
semi-cirole.

The plan of the casings is bhown at a b c d, and a section is shown
through A B.

Fig. 3. To determine the true shape of the head, produce the line

f z (see section) to o in the springing line C D, then with f o as radius

describe the aro C D'. Make the length of this arc equal to the semi-oirole

CAD Fig. 2; having divided the semi-oircle Pig. 2, into any number of

equal parts, set these parts along the line, from 1 to 14 draw from C and D'

to the centre o, then from the section take the line o z, and from the centre

o Pig. 3, draw the aro E' F'. C D' E' F' is the true shape of the veneer for

the soffit. Note. C D and C D' are equal in length.

In linings of this description the head and jambs are joined at the

springing line. If the head be a segment of a circle, thon the springing
lino must be determined by projectors from the plan and seotion ; and for

length of radius to determine the shape of the soffit, the line Tz as in Fig.

2, would have to be produced until it cut the horizontal line through the

centre from which the segment had been drawn.
The jambs are usually tongued into the window bottom, and trenohed

into the head, except in oasiogs like Fig. 2, in which oase they are grooved
and a loose tongue put in, the whole being glued and sorewed together. If

the linings are of sufficient thickness then handrail bolts make the best

fastenings, but they are generally too thin to admit of any but common

When jambs and soffits are framed, it is a general rule to make the
stiles on the jambs, to correspond with the front and baok of the soffit.

Exercises.

1. The axis of a right cone is 4", the diameter of the base is 3", Bhow
the development of the surface.

2. Given a sphere 3" in diameter, supposing it to be divided into eight
equal parts by planes passing through its centre.

Show the development of one of the curved surfaoes.
3. Draw a vertical section through Fig. 1.

4. The jambs and soffit of a window are to be IV thick and framed,
the jambs at 45° and the soffit at 60% the stiles 3". (Add tongue and
necessary bevel.) Show the width of stiles on the soffit to correspond with
the stiles on the jambs.

If a small mould has to be planted in the panels of the Boffit, explain
how an ordinary mitre board may be used to mitre the moulds on.





FRAMED AND SPLAYED CASINGS.

Fig. 1. Shows a front elevation, la shows a horizontal section or
plan, and on the right a vertical section of a splayed and framed window
casing is shown.

In the previous plate the linings were taken as plain, but they are
sometimes wanted framed, and then the size of timber required for the
stiles, has to be determined, (i.e.) for the soffit stiles.

In the front elevation Pig. 1, are shown the edge and face of the casings
without grooves and tongues, the last so as not to confuse the drawing by
unnecessary lines.

The section shows the necessary thickness of plank a b from which to

get the front stile, b c being the width of mould or template to mark on the
plank for cutting out at the band saw ; e, f, g, h, shows the size of timber
for the small stile, i.e., the one next the frame. After these have been cut

The grooves have to be made by a router, or quirk cutter, if not done
by machinery. The panels require to be shaped, in order to do this
apply the method used for determining the soffit in last chapter. These
have been made to appear very narrow in order to show as clearly as possible
the quantity of timber required for the stiles.

The above method for determining the size of a circular stile or rail is

used, when a horizontal bottom rail for a skylight is required, the plan being
a cirole, and seotion a triangle ; or for a horizontal bar running round a
similar light, or dome.

Enclose the bar, stile or rail, in a square or rectangle as the case
requires, as shown in section Pig. 1, and then the quantity of timber required
is shown in the section.

Fig. 2. Shows a front elevation of a circle on circle, or double
oinle.

The present is for a oircular headed frame in a oiroular wall.

Fig. 3. To determine the face mould as shown, divide the outside
cirole Pig. 2, into any number of equal parts as 1, 2, 3, &c, and erect

perpendiculars al, a2, a3, &o. Draw the lino B in plan, and ereot perpen-
diculars through the line B, the same height as as, a7, a6, Fig. 2. Trace
the curve through these last points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8, and make perpen-
diculars the same length as those on the front elevation, the ourve through
these points is the bottom edge of the face mould, having drawn this line, the
template or faoe mould is complete.

Fig. 4. To determine the shape of the veneer to mark on the top

side of the head, draw a line as b b, these spaces must be equal to the devel-

opment of the outside Pig. 2, numbered 1 to 8 ; having marked these spaoes

at b b b, &c, Pig. 4 ; erect perpendiculars from b b, Ac, b 8, being equal to

b 8 Fig. 3, draw in the curve through the points as shown at Fig. 4 and the

template or veneer for marking the top side is obtained. The veneer for

the underside of the head may be obtained in the same manner.

The Bketohes have been exaggerated to show as clearly as possible the

principle.

The frames are jointed in the centre when small, but large frames often

require jointing at two or more places besides the springing.

If a bar be run round parallel to the frame, it is known as a marginal

bar, and when radial bars are put in from the frame to the marginal bar,

these radial bars are called cod bars.

1. The plan of a skylight is a cirole ; and a vertical seotion a semi-oircle.

Show the size of timber required for a horizontal bar, the ordinary bars

being 3" x 14" rebated and moulded.

2. In Fig. 1, put a rail in the oentre of the soffit, and determine the

shape of the necessary panels.

3. Show a radial, and marginal bar in a similar window to the one

shown, and determine the shape of the radial or cod bar.

i. Show the Bize of timber, amd necessary bevels for jointing the

frame in the centre Fig. 2. The two sides would be similar to two hips, ami
jointed in the same way, i.e., before they were cut to the curve.





CIRCLE UPON CIRCLE.—ConMnwA

the

Fig. 1 ABCDi. the plan, and E ' F the elevat on circle. In this
the ,,la of the elerat take a at the c s of the
bsi iplan. In the cas s to fit a

Id be the most coi if i can be s :u :'ili;v;] for th.ii

ele i circle of th( brick or stone arch would be taken at the inside

To draw the moulds, draw the chord lines A J, D J, and the parallels
K L and L M tangent to the outside of the frame, take the points 1' 2' 3' 4'

on the elevation E' F\ and project these on the line I I at n o p q, and mark
off on the left side the same distances, measuring from the centre line at

r s t u, draw througli these points to the centre the plan is struck from,
intersecting the chord lines A J, D J, and the parallels K L, L M, in 1 1, 2 2,

3 3, 4 4. For the outside face mould, draw perpendiculars with K L from the
points 1 23 4 and L, making L F'=G F', 4 4' = 4', 3 3'=0 3', 2 2' =: 2',

and 1 1' = 1' ; trace the curve from E' to F' through the points, and make
the mould parallel, draw the dotted line from E on A J perpendicular with
K L to v, draw from v to F', this gives the edge of the plank ; draw the line

on the face mould parallel with v F\ draw the perpendicular from J meeting
v F' in w, with w as centre and w F' as radius draw the small arc, draw
tangent to the arc and parallel with L F' to meet K L, draw from the inter-

section to J, this gives the bevel for the edge of the plank.

For the inside face mould, draw the perpendiculars with A J from the
points 12 3 4 and J, making J F' = G F, Ac, and trace curve through the

points, making the mould parallel, draw the perpendicular from L, making
x y = L P, measuring from A J produced draw E y, thiB gives the edge of

the plank, draw the line on the face mould parallel with E y.

Fig. 2. Is one half of the plan redrawn to obtain the soffit mould.
Draw the perpendicular to E from O, measure off on this the distances

1', O 2', O 3'. O 4', and G F, taken from the elevation Fig. 1. Then from
1 with radius E' I', taken from elevation Fig. 1, draw the small arc at n',

make 1' n'= O n, then with n' as centre and radius 1' 2', Fig. 1, draw the

small arc at o', making 2' o' := O o, then from o' with 2' 3', Fig. 1, as

radius, draw the small arc at p'
T
make ?>' p' = O p, then from p' with radius

3' 4'. Fig. 1, draw the arc at q', make 1' q' — O q, then from q' with radius
4' F', Fig. 1, draw the arc at I', make F' I' — O !, measure off on 1' n' the

distances from n to the outside curve, from n to the inside curve, and from
n to 1. this is repeated on the other lines, trace the curves through the points,

cut the mould out to the outside curve and to the dotted line, this line is

held to the inside arris when applied to the stuff und pricked through the line

for the infide curve.

Fig. 3. Is a sketch of one side of the head cut out to the face moulds,
the lines on the face mould being transferred to the stuff on both sides, the

lines on the soffit drawn from each one, the distances are taken from the

plan for each line, and the curves traced through them, this must be

repeated on the top side, this would do away with the soffit mould, Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Is a sketch of the cuneoid, the head in this case being formed
by the intersection of a vertical hollow cylinder with this solid.

In applying the face moulds, the joint at the springing is cut square
through from the face nf the plank, and the bevel a E applied across the

joint, and the lines on the face mould must be kept parallel with the edge of

the plank, and at the distances shown at Fig. 1.





CIRCLE UPON CIRCLR.-Cnnfinurf.
Fig. 1. Is the plan ami elevation of a circular-headed sash, circular in

plan, the moulds for the head can be obtained same as those for Fig. 4,

page 95. It ia usual to show a parallel width on the outside of the
sash, there being radial bars, it is necessary to show this width in elevation ;

the outBide of the head is a semi-circle in elevation ; take the points 1' 2' 3' 4'

5' on it, and project them on to the outside of the sash in plan at 1 2 3 4 5.

Fig. 2. Produce the springing line to the right and set off on it the
distances 12 3 4 5, and to the outside edge of the stile taken from the plan,
project these up to meet the horizontals from the points in elevation, Fig. 1,

at 1" 2" 3" 4" 5", trace the curve through the intersections, draw the parallel

curve at a distance equal to width from rebate to edge of stile where this curve
cuts the perpendicular

; draw horizontals to meet the projectors in the
elevation, Fig. 1, trace the curve through the intersections. The elevation of

the line from b', Fig. 1 is drawn in the same manner.

Draw the elevation from d' on outside edge of arch bar, make this

a semi-circle. Draw the centre hues of radial bars from where these
cut the line through b' at e' k' and the centre line from d' at f 1', draw
projectors to meet the outside of sash in plan at e f k I, draw from
bed k f I, to the centre the plan is drawn from, cutting the inside
of the sash at i g j n h m project i j up to the springing line and g n
h m up to meet the horizontals from e' f k' I' at g' h' n' m', trace the curve
for the inside of head through i' g' n' o' and centre line on inside edge of arch
bar through j' h' m', both centre lines coming to the same point at the crown.

To draw face moulds for the radial bars draw the tangent line to sash in

plan from 1 to y, take points in e' f at 3' 4' 5', project these down to the

tangent line, draw lines at right angles to e' f through e' g' 3' 4' 5' f" h', set off

on these lines the distances measured from the tangent line to the corresponding
points on the inside and outside of sash in plan, and measured from the line

e' P for tho face mould. Repeat this at the second bar.

It will be noticed that the elevation of the head is taken as if the

moulded portion had been cut away, it being assumed that the rebate

and mould are worked to the same depth ; that would give the correct

shoulder line at that end of the face mould, the elevation of the arch
bar is taken through the centre, half the thickness of fillet between

rebates must be taken off that shoulder, also on the moulded edge

if there is a fillet left on the bar as shown in the present case. Cut the

bars out to the face mould square through the stuff, allowing on the ends for

the tenons, it will not be necessary to slide the mould on them so they can
be cut out the same thickness as the ordinary bars.

Fig. 3. Is the arch bar re-drawn ; draw an elevation of the bar on the

dotted line making the centre line a semi-circle ; take points in this elevation,

project them into the dotted line, draw through eaeh point to the centre the

plan is drawn from, cutting tho chord line p q and the tangent line r s, draw
the face moulds as shown taking the heights from the elevation. These are

for the arch bar in one piece and jointed at the springing, for this sash it

should be jointed at the crown, and the shank ends allowed to run down to

the meeting bars, the face moulds then would be a repetition of Fig. 4.

page 95.

Fig. 4. Is an elevation showing the usual way these frames are con-

structed, the head being square, inside the spandril pieces are filled in over

the top sash, the head and pulley stiles are rebated to receive them ; the out-

side casings are carried round the usual width and projection.

Fig. 5 Shows part of the head and pulley stile, P, when the head has

to be circular, draw the development of the head on a piece of stuff long

enough to make the pulley stiles as well as the head, work the pulley stiles up
to the springing on the inside and up to the holes for the pulleys on the out-

side. Trench the head and bend it on a cylinder, C, made same as an
ordinary centre, cut a piece of stuff, M, to the plan in between the casings

long enough to pass through the holes for the pulleys with a couple of tenons
Bhouldered to the width between the pulley stiles. Insert wedges W between
the piece M and the bottom of the cylinder as shown, taking care to get the

headwell down on the cylinder and the springing lines equal with those on the

cylinder ; glue in the pieces 8, as shown. When the glue is hard, wedge
the pulley stiles, into the sill ; remove the cylinder and cut the head out to

the development. To work this, notch a straight edge out at one end to the

thickness of the casings ; this notch is kept on the sill working off tb« head
until the straightedge touches the piece M, that is shown passing through
the pulley holes, keep the straight-edge parallel with the pulley stiles.

Fig. 6. Is a section shewing another method of jointing up the head
above the springing,
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CIRCLE UPON CIRCLE.-Conttnuei.

Fig. 1. A B C D is the plan, and E F G the elevation ol a eiroular-
headed frame, oiroular in plan, the head to be in tliree pieces. The joints
may be arranged at pleasure exoept that they muBt be at equal distances from
the springing line E G, whioh is also used as a ground line.

In the present case the inside semi-circle in elevation is divided into three
equal parts in the points a' a', these are points on the outside of the frame
whioh gives the depth required for the centre pieoe, draw the chord line a' a',

parallel with E G, project a' a' down to a a on the outside aro in plan ; draw
from a a to the oentre the plan is drawn from, these are the plans of the
jointB on the under side of the centre piece, draw H 1 parallel with E G
tangent to the outside arc, where the lines from a a cut the inside aro at b b
draw the projectors up to b' b', draw from the centre O' through b' a tem-
porary joint line to C' {this line is covered by the line at present shown), from
C draw the projector to c in plan, draw the chord line o c parallel with
E G, the distance between the lines H I and c c is the thickness required for
the centre piece. Where the line c c cuts the lines from a a at d d draw the
projectors up to the line a' a' at d' d', then from o' draw through d' the line
d' c' these are the joint lines on the inside of the centre piece, produoe d a to

meet H I, from the intersection draw the projectors up to meet a' a' produced
and through the intersection draw the dotted lines e' e' parallel with d' c\
this gives the full length of the face mould on the outside; draw the joint
lines d' c' d' c' on the face mould, and between these lines is the face mould
for the inside.

To draw the face mould for the side pieces, first determine the horizontal
traces of the planes of the joints. If we take O' aB being in the horizontal
plane and the lines O' d' c' being on the inside faoe of the centre piece, then
O in plan will be one point in the horizontal trace of both planes, draw H T
H T through O parallel with d a, d a, draw the chord lines from A through b
to meet H T at f, also from D through b to f, then take the points in the
elevation as 1' 1' 2' 2', &o. and project them down to meet the chord line A b,

them, on the perpendicular from b set off the height j j from b to j whioh is

the height from the springing line to the chord line a' a', draw J k from f
through j, this gives the joint line on the face mould, also the line A k is the
joint line at the springing, the line from n to o at right angles with A b, and
the line o P parallel with j k gives the edge of the plank and the distance the
faoe mould must be kept from the edge when applied to the inside. For the
bevel acrosB the edge of tho plank at the joint, with the centre piece draw C p
tangent to the outside arc and parallel with D f, draw the lines f f, b j, k k at

right angles with D f and set off on b J produoed the height J j i

from the line C r draw j k and f j, from r draw r 8 parallel with f J, draw
from j with J s as radius the small arc, then tangent to the aio and parallel

with j j draw the line meeting G r in t, draw from t to b and in the angle is

the bevel ; in this case the line from t to b falls on the plan of the joint line.

Between D f and C r is the thickness for the side pieces.

Fig. 2. Is the soffit mould ; draw H I, mark off on it 6 7 = k I taken

from the elevation Fig. 1, 7 8 = I m, 8 9 = m b, 9 10 = b y, 10 11 == y z
and from each point draw lines at right angles with H I, from 6 Bet off 6 n k
taken from the plan Fig. 1 and the intermediate points up to 11 O, cut the
mould out to the curved Hue from n to 11 and to the line from k to o, this edge
of the mould is held to the inside edge of the stuff and mark along the outside

edge pricking through the line through b, in as many points as is thought
necessary.

Fig 3. Is a sketch of the centre piece with the face mould applied, the

line on the face mould is held parallel with the edge of the plank the same
distance from it as it is from the chord line a' a', Fig. 1, the bevel at b', Fig. 1

is applied on the inside face and the bevel at d, Fig. 1, is applied across the
edge, the joints must be made before the inside or belly piece is cut out.

Fig. 4. Is a sketch of the piece for the right side, with the bevels at P
and t applied, the end C D is cut square with the face of the plank not as
shown on the sketch which had to be distorted to show the bevels as near
their true angles as possible, the bevel at w, Fig. 1, is applied across the end
O D, this gives the point the face mould must be held to on the outside,

taking care that the line on the face mould is kept parallel with the edge of

the plank.

To obtain the position the two must be held together when jointed, refer

to the plan, Fig. 1, where the chord lines A b and c intersect at x this point
is projected up to the joint line c' d' at x', this gives one point which is

marked on Fig 3, at x', then again at the plan Fig. 1 take off the distance d b a
along tho plan of the joint and mark them off on the bottom edge of the joint

Fig. 3, draw the line from b to x' and the line from a to b' on the joint where
they intersect is the point where b', Fig. 4, is held and the edge b'/C, Fig. 4
is held to the line b X' if tried up before the underside is out out ; the point J,

Fig. 4, is held to b, Fig. 3. For the position of the joint bolt with x' as
centre, Figs. 3 and 4, and radius about half the width of the frame, draw the
small arc, at Fig. 3 where a b' and b x' intersect as centre and about half tho
depth of the frame as radius, draw the intersecting arc, at Fig. 4 with b' as

centre and same radius, draw the intersecting arc, the intersection* will be
the centre of the joint bolt.





BRACKETING.

When very large plaster cornices are introduced, instead of filling up the

angle with coarse mortar, and then running the cornice for the finish, rough
pieces of timber known as brackets IV' thick, or so, cut tc an outline similar

to the required cornice, arc fixed 1:2' inches apart, lathed, then plastered and
moulded.

Fig. 1. Shows the plan of a room which requires bracketing for the

cornice, A, n n shows an intersection at a right angle, B, m m shows a very

Eliarp angle.

A Eection of a bracket is given, see A B, the common brackets are shown

When a room, passage, <v.c, only requires to be done on opposite sides, it is

a very 6imple matter, as the brackets are all alike ; but when two adjacent or

all the sides have to be prepared, then the angle bracket is necessary.

The two shown at A and marked n, n, and the two at B, marked m, m,
are internal angles, but one for an external angle might be required, as at a

chimney breast, &c.

Fig. 2. In order to economise space, the section of the common
bracket has been transferred to A B.

r any line, line p p, making the same angle as the planFig. 3.

these points to the i

heights equal to the heights of the first points, at 2, 3, 1, join these and the

true shape of the angle bracket is determined.

Fig. 4. Shows the bracket for the acute angle (B, m m) draw any

line parallel to the intersection, and a second line at a distance from the first

equal to the depth of the bracket; erect perpendiculars and set otf the necessary

heights, this gives the required points, join them and the desired Bhape for the

brackets is obtained.

The points are numbered 1, 2, 3 4, 5, also p, x, and y
• By looking at the plan it will be seen that a sharp angle is formed, the

anf'e bracket being usually made by nailing two thin pieces together. In

older to get the necessary or true bevel on these, so that the laths when laid

across the ordinary brackets and into the angle may have a level surface to

nail the laths against, the same method may be used as for backing a hip, bat
when several inclinations have to be made in the Bame piece, and a pattern

got out for it, all that is necessary is to move the pattern until it reaches the

extreme point, and mark a second line, which shows the amount necessary to

In this example the pattern requires sliding from x to x', see projectors

from the plan, then the shade-lined piece shows the amount to be taken off.

It must be borne in mind that the thickness of the piece to be bevelled by
this process must be carefully drawn in plan, and at the proper angle, any
deviation from one, or both, of these conditions will make it impossible to

work the bevelling by the method just described.

A dotted line from x' is shown parallel to the top edge X y, this

shows the amount necessary to be taken off the top side of the brackets, if it

had been required to back that side. From x to x' shows the piece to be
taken off the end in order that it may fit the angle.

Fig. 5. Shows how to reduce or enlarge a bracket similar to a given

one, let a a a, &c, be the given one, and let it be required to enlarge it to o,

draw the lines from the corner through a a, &c, and through the angular
points and produce them, draw from c a line parallel to a a, and all the

others similarly, and the enlarged bracket is determined.

If to reduce to b, then draw parallel lines to the first ; and a correspon-

dingly reduced bracket will be obtained.

Exercises.

1. If a similar bracket be required for the corner of an octagon plan,
determine the angle bracket.

2. Show the necessary amount of bevel for the angle bracket n n Fig. 1.

3. Determine the size of the small brackets o, o ; next to the acute
angle B.

i. Show by your drawing that in two angles, one a right-angle and the
other for the angle of an octagon, (the brackets being the same thickness)
that in order to obtain the backing the templet must bo moved as far again
or double the distance, for the first, as for the seoond. Scale, &c, at pleasure,





BRACKETING, ENLARGING and DIMINISHING MOULDS.

Fig. Shows a right section of a bracket, the profile being a

Fig. la. Draw a line to represent the angle or intersecting line as

o to 1, and from the first points draw in the lines 2, 2, dx , then from the

points on the angle line, erect perpendiculars and make the line 2, 2 for the

angle the same length as at Fig. 1. Draw in the curved line through the

points, this gives the necessary outline for the angle bracket.

Fig. 2. Represents a side view or section of a cornice. In these it is

often necessary to enlarge or diminish the cornice, keeping all the members in

the siime proportion.

Fig. 3. Let it be required to enlarge as shown; draw the perpen-

dicular line 1 to 8 Fig. 2, and set out from point 1 a line of the same length

(hat the cornice has to be in depth, this line must be drawn from the top

corner marked 1 until it cuts a horizontal line through point 8 to b, then the

horizontal lines through each of the other points meeting the extended line,

determine the necessary increase for each member. To get the desired

increase of projection, draw a line from 8 to cut the wall or face line in the

point a, the distance a to 8 being the required projection that the enlarged

cornice must have.

Drop perpendiculars from the various members upon the line as abed,
these spaces show the required enlargement of each member.

Having obtained these and the required perpendiculars, set them off at

any convenient place as at Fig. 3, draw projectors through a, b, =, &o.

Set off the necessary depths found on the inclined line 1 to 8, Fig. 2, draw

through these points until they out the corresponding lines from 8 to a, &c,

then a line drawn through these intersections gives the required outline for

the enlarged mould.

To reduce a cornice, &c.

First take the perpendicular from 1 to 8, Fig. 2, and on this line draw an
equilateral triangle, the apex being at o, at the necessary distance from the

apex, draw a line of the required length as seen at n n, Fig. 2. From the

perpendicular line first drawn, on which the real depth of each member of the
cornice has been projected, from the various points as 1, 2, 3, dc, draw to

the apex o, and where these lines cut the new base n n, Bhow on that line the

necessary reduced sizes of each of the members.

Fig. 4. Represents the cornice so reduced, the projection over the

wall or framing shown by the line z, is obtained in a similar manner to the

reduced depth on the line n n.

From the foregoing it will be seen that angle brackets are merely enlarged

ordinary brackets, the enlargement being in one direction only ; a moment's
reflection will convince anyone that the perpendiculars are all the same for a

common or an angle bracket, the extended lengths being the horizontal

portions parallel to the ceiling line.

Exercises.

1. Draw Fig. 5 to three times the size, and considering the bracket so

drawn as the external bracket for the corner of a hexagon, determine the

common brackets.

2. Let Fig. 5 represent the angle bracket for an internal angle of 30",

draw a corresponding common bracket.

3. Show the necessary lines for reducing the projections of Fig. 2, so that

the reduced size may be Fig. 4.

4. Show how far the mould for backing the angle rib, Fig. 1, wonld
require sliding along. Show the piece to be taken off by section lines, the"

angle to be a right-angle, and the thickness of each piece 1)".
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ANGLE AND RAKING MOULDS.

When moulds meet at other than a right angle it is necessary to deter-

mine the corresponding angle mould.

Fig. 1. Represents the plan of an angle requiring a bar to intersect

with a moulded head ; the mould being the same as that shown on the

stile A.

The present case is a very common arrangement for shop fronts, but the

angle that they make may be varied to suit circumstances.

The pattern of the mould is arbitrary ; and unlike ordinary windows the

glass is put in from the inside, and secured with putty or beads.

Having the common section at A, Fig. 1, to determine the angle bar B,

divide the common mould A into a number of parts as shown by the points

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The moulded part for the angle bar must be the same from 1

to 5 as the common one at A, make the front edge square and set off spaces

equal to those on the common bar, project lines from the points 1, &c. to

cut the mould in the various points shown by the dotted lines, draw lines

parallel to the front side until they cut lines from points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, on the

angle bar parallel to the mitre line, and the intersection of these lines deter-

mine points in the mould for the angle bar.

Fig. 2. The sills and heads are usually mitred at the angle, and a

hardwood double dove-tailed piece let in across the joint as shown at

abed.
To fix the angle bar to the sill and head it has a Bmall stump tenon

and a sorew if not too expensivo then a bolt and nut is used, the nut being

let in from the glass rebate so as not to mar the apppearance of the mould.

Fig. 3. Shows a section through the sill.

Fig. 4. Raking moulds. Let the return mould at the bottom be the

one given and let it be required t i determine the section of the

as shown by the thick outlines ; erect perpendiculars as at the point marked
5, and draw the horizontal line on which are marked spaces, figured 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

from those points drop perpendiculars to cut the outline of the mould, next
draw a line square to the pitch of the pediment, in the present instance it

begins from the point marked 5. With point 5 as centre and radius 5, 1,

&c, describe arcs as seen, and from the points thus determined, drop per-

pendiculars from points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 cutting lines from the corresponding

numbers, as 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, and the true section of the mould is obtained.

These last lines are taken parallel to the pitch of the pediment.

If the true section had been given, then to determine the other it would
have simply been reversing the process.

Fig. 5. Shows a pediment head over a door or window, where a
similar mould to Fig. 4 is used.

Fig. 6. Shows a segmental head for a pediment, a true section of

the mould is shown by dotted lines. In determining a true section of this

class, it is necessary to take a plane passing through the centre of the circle

from which the segment was drawn.

To determine the return for the end, apply the same method that was
described for a pediment head when pitched like a roof.

Exercises.

1. In Fig. 1 finish the angle bar (i.e.,) draw the other half.

2. Let the angle bar be chamfered instead of moulded, and determine
the bevel on the bottom to fit the sill. The sootion of the sill being the

same as Fig. 3.

3. Determine the return end for the mould, see Fig. 6.

4. Let Fig. 7 represent a section through a moulded ridge for a small
skylight (half-size) and the pitch of the roof 45° as shown. Determine the
true Bhape of the moulded bars, so that they may intersect with the ridge
into which they have to be mitred.





RAKING MOULDS-conlmufdT

For Billiard rooms, &c, lighted from the roof, itisnot unusual to have the
bars, ridge, hips, &-c, moulded so that they may all mitre together at the
junctions. In addition to the above a bedmould is shown planted on the curb,
the former intersecting with the common bars, and also with the hips in the
angles. $

Such an arrangement is expensive, the moulds being of different shape J if

only one light has to be made, tho moulds are worked by hand, as it would be
too expensive to have irons made for the machine. In this the great difficulty

is to get the true shape of each piece.

Fig. 1. Represents a vertical section or elevation.

Fig. 2. Shows the plan.

Fig. 3. Shows the construction for determining the backing for the

hips. The last two are line diagrams.

Fig. 4. Shows the true shape of the ridge.

Fig. 5. Shows the true shape of a bar.

Fig. 6. Shows the true shape of the bedmould.

Fig. 7. Shows part of the curb.

Fig. 8. Is Fig. 5 transferred for convenience.

Fig. 9. Shows the true shape of tho hip.

Let the plan, elevation, shape of bar, size of ridge, and pitch of roof be

given, to determine the necessary raking moulds as shown.

Draw in the bar (Fig. 5) full size, and divide the moulded portion into any

number of parts, say 1 to 5, drop perpendiculars from the pitch through these

points, and where they cut through the mould draw in the lines marked a, b

c d &c, parallel to the pitch of the roof, and produce these both ways until

thev cut the ridge at the top and the bedmould at the bottom. On the ridge

set off the space o to 5 equal to half the thickness of the bar, and the spaces

1 2 &c equal to those on the bar, draw perpendiculars from points 1, 2, 3,

Ao 'on the ridge, until they cut the corresponding points on the lines a, b, 0,

&a where these lines intersect are the necessary pointB in the mould for the

ridge. Draw in the curved line through the points, and the true s

ridge is determined.
For the true shape of the bedmould, (Fig. 6) treat it the

of the ridge.

Fig. 8 shows an outline of the bar (Fig. 5), it is not necessary to re-draw
this, as the spaces between the lines a, b, c, ,£c., may be copied from Fig. 5.

On the top of the hips set off the necessary spaces 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and from these
points draw lines perpendicular to cut lines parallel to M, and where these
lines meet determine, points in the mould for the hip. Sometimes a small
fillet is left on the bar so that it is level with the underside of the ridge and
hips ; this and the pattern of the bar are purely matters of opinion. When
the skylight is very large it may be necessary to increase the depth of the
hips and ridge, this may be done by moulding a piece on the hips and ridge

to correspond with the moulded bar, and make the hips and ridge deeper and
thicker, the extra depth and thickness being moulded so as to mitre.

Fig. 9 is the true shape of the hip, and its form is determined in the same
manner as the ridge. In order to draw the two lines M and N see Fig. 3.

Let c b d represent the plan of the curb, o d the plan of a hip, o e the plan
of the ridge. Draw any line square to the plan of the hip, the line c b is

square to the hip o d, then on the line c b from o, set up the height o a,

this is the rise of the roof, join a to d, this is the true length and inclination

of the hip, draw o x at right angles to a d, and make o z equal in length to
o x, then o x is the depth, square off the hip at point o, and cutting out a c,

join z to b and c, and the backing of the hip is obtained. (This has been
more fully explained in a previous chapter.)

These lights usually surmount a roof slated below, in which case the curb
is deep enough to receive the spars, &c, in addition to a small drip off tho
glass. If vertical sides be used and glazed, then it is called a lantern light.

Exercises.

1. Determine the true length of the bars.

2. Draw a plan of the underside of a hip at one corner, and tha
bedmould (Fig. 6) intersecting it ; also one bar.

3. Let Fig. 6 represent a ridge, and deduce a common bar from It.

4. Let the bar be 3" x 1J", the ridge 9" x 3", and hips to correspond.
Draw the mould for the ridge and hip3. Scale, (to., at pleasure





INTERSECTION OF STRAIGHT AND CURYED MOULDS.

Fig. 1. Represents the head of a frame square with the stile, and
having a quadrant in the angle. The quadrant c represents a bar moulded
to the same pattern as the head and stile, and intersecting with them. In

cases of this class the line of intersection is curved, Draw the lines on the

head and stile, also those on the bar c to represent the members of the

mould, and where these meet show the necessary points in the line of inter-

section, having obtained these points, sketch in the curve through them, and
the line of intersection is complete.

When the top side of a lockrail is a segment, or a semi-circle, then the

above rule applies for determining the intersection of the moulds ; an
arrangement of this class gives a great amount of labour. In cases like the

above, if the intersecting line be straight the moulds will not be exactly alike,

though they may be so near as to deceive the eye.

Fig. 2. Is an elevation of a vestibule glass door and side lights ; the

door being worked on centres and known as a swing door. The head and
posts may be moulded as desired, the posts run up to the head, the transome
being cut in between them.

When glass is used for the top panel, it is usual to reduce the stiles

above the lockrail, and mould this part like a sash. The stile may be

reduced according to taste, but sufficient must be left to give the necessary

strength to the door.

Fig. 3. Having given the lockrail andstile both above and below, either

plain or moulded as shown, proceed as follows to determine the bevel for the

shoulders on the lockrail, draw both top and bottom side to meet the stile,

also a line on the stile and lockrail to represent tho depth of mould meeting

at a, join a to b, and the necessary bevel or shoulder line is determined.

When the sinking for glass and depth of mould aro the same, it must be

remembered that tho shoulder on tho glass side is only the same bevel as

the front side ; the sinking may be more, or less, any difference must be

allowed for, when marking the shoulder line.

In the bottom of the door the ordinary muntin is omitted, and the glass

panel in the top often has a marginal bar. The fanlight is filled in with

glass to match the top part of the door, and side lights. The latter are

occasionally made in three heights, a strong piece being put across level

with the top of the lockrail.

The panels may be moulded to any desired pattern.

Fig. 4. Is an enlarged detail showing how the joint between the

transome and post is made and secured. The figure represents a vertical

section through tho joint, the tenon being ih: usual thickness and dovetailed

as shown. Whilst tho sloping part is kept close, by the wedges x, x, the

heading joints are slightly open, this allows the shoulders to bear solid on

the post. It must be observed that the amount of slope on either b or o
cannot exceed the piece taken out of the post a, for wedges, or the tenons
cannot be got in. A handrail bolt makes a good joint, but the above is

simple, cheap, and effective.

Fig. 5. Is a horizontal section through one side of a swing door, (as
shown at Fig. 2.)

To determine the position of the centre 0, so that the door may open
square as shown by the dotted lines ; from the face of the post at a b' set off

half the thickness of the door, and in the centre at o, is the necessary point

;

then with o as centre, and o a or b as radius, draw the curve, this is the
necessary round for the door edge. In order to have a little clearance in the
door post, take a less radius as o a, then with o as centre, o a or O b as
radius, draw in the second arc, this allows ample space.

Fig. 6. Shows what is known as a rule joint, a being fixed, and b
a loose piece, c shows the two at right-angles to each other. The centre of

the hinge is let in a little below tho level, so that the joint will not be open
when the two are at right-angles to each other. This joint is used when it

is desired to give a neater finish than the square edges, for such as tables,

window shutters, &c.

•Fig. 7. Is the plan of a small door with a capping, Ao., on the top.

This class of door is used in low framing for banks, counting-houses, &o.,

the object being to give the top the appearance of an unbroken surface when
tho door is shut. If the hinge oould project far enough inside, then a square
joint might be used, the front edge of the door only being bevelled.

The knuckle of the hinge in this case has its oentre in the edge of the door.

From the oentre o with a b as radius draw the aro b a, the distance from a
to y must not be loss than y o or x o, otherwise the door will not open
square, the space a f merely gives clearance. The dotted lines a' b' c' m n
show the door when open. The shaded portion shows the fixed piece of

oapping on the frame.

Fig. 8. Shows a section through the top of the small door (Fig. 7.)

capping, eto.

1. Show both front and back joint or bevel for the lockrail, when the

mould is i" and the glass J". (See Fig. 3.)

2. Show the necessary round on tho front edge of tho door. (See

.5.)

should be cut in Fig. 7, also the neceShow where thi

bevel on the front edge.

4. In Fig. 1. Let the mould on the stile and head be given, ar

intersecting line a straight one. Show the section of the bar. Scale

at pleasure.
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SINGEING COMMON DOORS.

When doors are rebated into frames in the ordinary way, and hinged

to one edge, the opposite edge requires to be bevelled ; if a door be thin say
1", and 3' wide the bevel is always imperceptible.

It is only when the door is thiok and narrow, and the bevel begins to

show itself, or when the doors are folded and rebated. In suoh as Figs.

2, 4 and 5 it is absolutely neoessary to determine the bevel.

Fig, 1 . Represents a common door and frame, a being the frame,

the usual depth of rebate being $", and the oentre of the knuckle in the joint

as shown at c. To determine the neoessary bevel for the edge, draw from
c the diagonal c d, and on c d plaoe a square, or draw d e at right-angles

to c d, and the necessary amount of bevel is determined. In the present

oase the frame is shown with a corresponding bevel ; when this is not done, a

hollow corner is left at d, this is not observed when the door is shut, as the

joint at e may be as close in one case as the other.

Fig. 2. Is a horizontal seotion through a pair of folding doors, re-

bated at the joint in the centre. In order that the first door may open
freely, it is necessary to bevel the edge ; the door to the right shown by
lighter shading is the one to open first. Let c be the centre of motion {i.e.,

the oentre of the knuckle of the hinge)'draw a line from c to a then draw a b
at right-angles to it, and the bevel for half the thickness is determined. For
the other half, draw the line o b, and draw b d, square to c b.this is muoh
less than the first half ; sometimes the bevel is made the same as for the first.

If and had been removed from the faoe of the frame the bevel for the
edge must be inoreased in order to allow the door to open clear of! a block or

plinth. In no oase can both doors be opened at the same time, beoause the

distances from c to a plus c to a is greater than the di£tance from c to c.

Fig, 3. Is the plan of a door hinged at c, the seotion being a
segment of a oircle ; if a line be drawn from o to a, and a line o d at right-

angles to a c, the neoessary clearance is obtained.

In some cases a neater finish is obtained by making the joint radiate to

the oentre, as shown by dotted lines.

Fig. 4, Is given to show what the joints would be like, when a
circular door is made to fold, and the oentres of the hinges are at c, c, the

door on the right opens first. Draw from c to a, and then a line a o drawn
at right-angles to a 0, gives the necessary bevel ; for the other, proceed in

the same way, join o to b and draw b d square to o b, and the requisite

bevel is determined.

Fig. 5. Shows the bevels required for a similar door when hinged to

open towards the oentre of the oircle, the same letters are used as for Fig. 4,

and need not be repeated. The above are not drawn to scale, and are out of

proportion, in order to Bhow the method of bevelling.

Fig. 6. Illustrates the methods of hingeing a flap to open over a

spaoe from x to y, this is done by projeoting the centre of the hinge to o,

which is equal to half the spaoe to be opened over. The pieoe a is fixed,

and b is a loose piece or shutter, shown open by dotted lines ; when the

knuckle of the hinge is projeoted in this manner it is oalled a parliamentary
hinge.

The same may be obtained by hingeing a stile equal to the depth it has

to turn back from x to y, and then hingeing the shutter to this, which gives

an extra joint.

Fig. 7. Shows a jibdoor, the plinth being continued aoross the door.

Let o be the centre of motion, draw the line c a, and set 08 a b equal

to c a, so that the door may open square, draw b d square to o b, then with

c as oentre and radius d, draw the quadrant of the oircle shown at d e,

this spaoe is left open, to allow room for the plinth to turn in when the door

is being opened. The pieoe of plinth fixed on the door is shown darker than

the pieoe on the wall.

Exercises,

1. In Fig. 2, project the knuokle of the hinge half the thiokness of the

door, and show the joint at the oentre.

2. Show how you would form the joint, keeping the hinge out of sight.

3. Use a loose stile to obtain the same result as in Fig. G.

4. Show the bevel for the front edge of the door in Fig. 7, and explain

why the plinth need not be bevelled at the same angle as the door edge.





BEYELS FOR HIPS AND JACK RAFTERS.

Fig. 1. Represents part elevation and plan of a small roof, one end

being hipped.

To determine the length and inclination of the hip, a c or b c. In the

present case the pitch is taken at 45° for both Bides and end, the plans of the

angles at a and b being right-angles, (the hips are as a matter of fact the samo
length ;) take the length in plan a c, and set this length oti from d to f in ele-

vation, draw t o perpendicular, o being the same height as the ridge, join o

to d, then o d is the length and inclination of the hip. and the bevel at A is

the side or plumb cut for the top end of the hip ; B is the bevel for the foot.

It will be noticed that the hip is much flatter than the common roof,

whilst a is level or at the eaves, o is at the same level as the ridge, having a

rise equal to a common spar, in order that it may be in the same plane not only

as the side but also as the end. When a roof is inclined for both sides and

end, the pointed gable is done away with, the roof is said to be hipped ; a line

l 1 intersection being formed where the sloping side and the end meet.

This line of intersection a c is the plan of the hip, and being common to

both end and side it is the only line that is wholly in both planes, as it is both

in the plane of the end and also that of the side.

Fig. 2. Represents a section of the wall plate and spar or common
rafter, when the spar terminates at the edge of the wall plate. If the spars be

cut out as at o they are said to be birdsmouthed.

Fig. 3. Shows the spar projecting over the wall plate, the spar being

shown by the outline a b, c d, to the same pitch as the roof above. When the

=par projects in this manner it is desirable to reduce the portion of the hip that

projects over the wall plate to correspond in depth with the ordinary spar at a b,

which is a line common to both. From points a and b draw the dotted lines

a e and b f. these lines are drawn to the true inclination of the hip, (and

obtained as at Fig. 1.) then o p is the real depth of the portion projecting over

the angle. This depth varies according to the pitch of the roof. It will bo

found that o p is greater than the depth of a common spar, because the perpen-

dicular a b, being common to both, ihe hip is much flatter than the common
roof or spar, therefore the depth is greater.

Fig. 4. Shows a section, and plan, part hip, and three spars- First

let it be required to determine the true length of the spars lb, 2c, 3d, (these

are known as jack rafters, being so named when the common rafter is cut

a"ainst a hip, valley, or between a hip and a valley,) from the points b, c, d,

where they cut against the hip in plan, erect perpendiculars until they cnt the

top of the ePar 'n Pomts b'i c'> d 'i 'hen a b' is the length of the

shortest spar a c' the second and a d the third, the length is measured from
the top edge of the spar, (the bevel for the boltom must be allowed for.) This
is based upon an elementary problem in geometry previously explained, viz..

that any line or plain figure drawn upon a plane parallel to itself is shown its

full length or size.

The plumb or side cut is shown at B, and the edge cut at A, to find this

in the plan with a as centre, and any length a d' as radius, turn a d' hori-

zontal, and determine d" in plan, join a to d" and the true length of the hip to

d is obtained and the side bevel A for the spar is determined. If the long edge
of each spar be projected as shown, then the same length will be obtained as
was the case by projecting into elevation, the lengths in plan are shown 3d",
2c", lb". The edge cut may be determined by projecting the width of spar

into elevation, and developing the edge as shown at a d', e f, in order to show
this clearly, a good width should be taken in plan, and the same used for the
top edge. In plan the distance from o to c has been used as the thickness of

the spar, then project c and d in elevation, from c' draw c e at right-angles to

a d\ and equal to tho thickness used in plan, draw the line d' e, this deter,

mines the required edge cut, and is the same as the bevel A shown in plan.

The full top edge is also shown, but is not necessary. By comparing them it

will be found that the angle A in plan and A in elevation are both alike. The
bevel may be found by either method, whichever is most convenient.

Fig. 5. A and B shows the plans of the hips mitred together and cut

by the line C D as by a ridge, king-post, &c. The edges are taken square, draw
the line a b, then all that is required is to find the true shape of the triangle

a b c ; a b shows the true width of the hip, it only remains, therefore, to find

the true length of the line o c, draw a part of the elevation as shown at E, pro-

ject o c, and o' c', is the elevation of o c, make c y, equal to X c\ then o y is

the true length, and mark it off from o to f, join a f, and b f, and the true

shape is obtained. The bevel that fits against C D is similarly determined,
The side cut of the hips ia shown at A Fig. 1.

Exercises.

1. The plan of a roof is an equilateral triangle, draw it and determine the

cuts for spars and hips.

2. In Fig. 4 show the full elevation of the hip, that is, its edges as far as

the broken line.

3. Show the true shape of a hole made in the roof by a vertical oiioular

pole 6" in diameter.

4. If the roof be boarded with 1" boards, show the edge and side cuU <A

the boards, at the hips.





BEVELS FOR ROOFS-conftnuud.

Fig.1r I g. 1 . ShowB a seotional elevation and plan of a hipped roof, angle
tie, wall plate and purlin. First draw the plan of the wall plate, angle tie,

do., as shown ; the top edge is left square, and the end is out square in plan
as shown at o p. To get the elevation, draw the line o'a at the required
inclination, and a line from p in plan to p' in elevation. This is on the same
level as o' ; from p' in elevation draw the dotted lines parallel to o'a; this

oompletes the top edge of the hip. To draw the bottom edge, let the purlin

and rafter correspond in depth to the depth of hip, so that the common
rafters and hip may be level on the top side, and the purlin and hip on the
bottom. The purlin is seen in oross section, and a line parallel to the
bottom edge of the purlin (which is also parallel to the top edgs of the hip)

is drawn ; this represents the bottom side of the hip, its full side being from
a to c ; c to d shows the bottom edge. The purlin is shown in elevation as

it would appear when projected into the vertical plane, the dotted section

showing where it would out against the further side of the hip.

To draw the plan of the angle tie so that the bottom edge of the hip may
be level with the underside of the angle tie and form a good abutment. In
the present case the wall plate and angle tie are the same thiokness and
shown level top and bottom, half-lapped, and dovetailed together. (The
angle tie is often kept higher but the same rule applies.) As they are to be

level, produoe the line c to the underside of the wall plate at n, drop a line

from n in elevation to n in plan, on the near Bide of the hip, then draw the
angle tie at right angles to the plan of the hip, set off the width, and the
position, &o., of the angle tie is determined. If the angle tie be kept nearer
the oorner than this rule indicates, the bottom edge would run below it, but
If kept further from the angle it reduces the depth of abutment.

Fig. 2. Shows how the hip is cut to fit the wall plate and angle
tie. The plan has been removed from Fig. 1, in order to make room for the

Beotion. Let the angle tie, wall plates, and hip rafter be drawn as at Fig. 1.

In order to show the necessary cuts, draw a section upon a vertical

plane, this is taken parallel to the plan of the hip on x y. Draw the wall

plate and the angle tie as seen in sectional elevation Fig. 2, and make the

perpendicular heights n m, the same as n ml'ig. 1, then o is in a line with the

top of the wall plate, join m o, and the pitoh and depth of the hip is

obtained when a line through n is drawn parallel to m o. For the depth of

the hip end over the wall plate makeo z Fig. 2,equalto oz Pig. 1, thendraw
a line from z parallel to m o until it cuts the wall plate; this gives the depth
or end of hip. In order to determine the true 6hape of the underside to fit

the angle, find the true shape of the triangle a o b near A, see plan, pro-

jeot these points to the top side of the hip, and develope these upon the top

edge, square a or b upon the opposite edge, o being in the centre, this is the

true shape from whioh the bevels are taken, the shaded portion aobed,
shows the underside out to fit the angle tie and wall plate.

The reason for showing these outs developed upon the top edge, whenin
reality they are for the bottom edge, is for convenience.

Whatever be the thickness of hip used in plan, the same thickness must
be used when developing the edge. If a hip outs into the angle, i.e., if no
angle tie and dragon piece be used, then the bevels are the same as those
last determined, and parallel to them.

Fig. 3. Shows how to determine the true depth of hip when it has
to be level top and bottom both with the spare and purlin as just described.

At any convenient place draw the perpendioular m n Fig. 3, equal to m n
Fig. 1, determine the pitch of the hip and draw lines through m and n at

the true inclination of the hip, the distance between those parallels shows
the required depth of hip.

Exercises.

2. Let the wall plate and angle tie be 3" thick, and 1" notohed out of

eaoh, show how much further this will remove the angle tie from the oorner,

keeping both hip and tie level on the underside, as shown at n, Fig. 2.

3. The plans of two hips form a right angle, the surface of the end is

45°, and the points measured along the wall plate 12 feet apart, show the

true shape of the surfaoe of the roof.

4. A square brick chimney shaft rises through the roof ; a diagonal

being parallel to the ridge, show the development of the roof surface. Scale

and other conditions at pleasure.



ELEVATION



HIP, ANGLE TIE AND DRAGON PIECE

rig. 1- Shows a section and plan of a hipped corner, where an angle
tie and dragon piece are used. The hip is not shown in plan as it would
tend to confuse the drawing. The pitch of the roof is taken at 45°. The foot
of the hip is prepared in the same way as the foot of a principal rafter; the angle
',ie is 6" x 4", and notched upon the wall-plate ; in the corner the dragon piece is
notched out to get a solid bearing, see drawing, if the wall-plate be flush
with the outside of the wall, the angle tie cannot be notched over as shown.
The projections are clearly siiown, and will be understood by referring to the

Fig. 2. Is an enlarge! section showing the joint between the angle tie
and dragon piece, this is the same kind of joint as is used for securing a
trimmer and trimming joist together, and fully described when treating on the
single floor.

Fig. 3. Shows how to find the cuts for the edge of hips when they are
backed

;
i.e., used in dressed ruofs, when one half lies in the plane of the side

and the other in the plane of the end. Let a and b represent the points where
the hips spring from, and c, the point where they meet in plan, H, the pitch
of the roof; set the distance m n along m c to o. join a o and b o, these last
lines represent the true length of the hips, and the angle A is the mitre line
for the edges. The length m n is turned down upon m c, produced by using m
as a centre, and m n as radius, (see the arc n o). This is an easy and correct
method for determining the length of hips, valleys, Ac, but when skylights
ave to lie frame!, it is necessary to develops the ends or sides in this or a

fimilar manner, in order to get the true shape and bevels. The plumb or side
cut is found by determining the true pitch of the hip.

Fig. 4. a, b, d. e. represents the wall-plates, a c and c b the plan of
the hips, c f the ridge, the end a b c being much quicker pitched than the sides.
When the hips are left square on the edge, it is necessary to keep
the hip to one 8 de, in order that the edges of the hip may be at the
proper places for receiving the top end of the spars. To find the right position
inr fulfilling the above conditions, let a, b, e, Fig. 4a, represent the outside
edte, 't th.- wall-plates, and v w the thickness of the hip, a line as o n at 1

rhjht angles to the plan of the hip must cut the two wall-plates one in each j

edge of the hip, o n is equal to v w, and any line at right-angles to the side is

horizontal, and as the wall-plates are perfectly level the two points o and n,

one on each wall-plate, will represent two points in the hip, one on each edge

;

draw through o and n lines parallel to the plan of the hip (a c Fig. 4), these

denote the position of the hip.

To determine the cut for the piece projecting over the wall p'*te, where it

fits against it at o, a, n (see Fig. 4a), join o n and make a m at right angles to

it, then find the true length of a m. Let a' m' at X represent the pitch of

the side and project a and m from the plan to a' m' at x, then a m is the plan

of a line a' m' its elevation, determine its true length, (by any of the methods
already explained) ; make m a" equal to the true length, join a" to a and n,

and the necessary bevels are determined.
The pitch of the roof plays an important part, but all that is necessary

Fig. 5. abed, shows the plan of a square finial or king-post; A,

B, C, D, the plans of four hips cut against the corners. To determine the

bevels for the edge of the hip A where it fits the angle, the two sides cut the

finial at o and p, find the true shape of the triangle o a p, proceed as at Fig. 4a,

q a is the plan, q' a' the elevation of a line, mark its true length on the

line q a produced to a", join a" to o and p, and the necessary bevels are

obtained ; the other three are the same, and the plumb or side cut obtained in

the usual way. If the finial had been turned until the square had been at

right-angles to the plan, then the edge cut would have been square, and only

the piumb cut to determine.

Exercises.

1. If the sides of the roof (Fig. 4), be inclined 45", determine the pitch of

2. Determine the true length of the line a m, a' m' Fig. 4a.

3. Let the hips in Fig. 4 be 9" deep and 3" thick, inclination of roof 43",

suppose the hips to be let into the king a little, show the piercing made io

the kingpost ; one side will be sufficient.

4. Show the hacking for the hips in Fig. 4, i.e. the profile angle between
the plane of the end and side. Scale and other conditions at pleasure.





HEXAGONAL AND VALLEY ROOFS.

Fig. 1. Shews the elevation and plan of an hexagonal roof hipped to

o point The Game principle applies to this as to a square plan. To find the
Hue shape of a side as a b v. turn the eide a' v' shown in elevation into

the plan, (see dotted lines/ this is the length of the sides measured along a
centre line ae n v, set off this length from n to v", make it equal to a' V

;
join

v" to a and b and the true shape of the sides is determined. If the hips ar6

backed the line tor mitreing them together is also determined ; see angle a v"
n. If the root is to be sparred in the ordinary way, it likewise Bhows the

edge cut for the jack rafters. To find the true or profile angle, known as the

backing of a hip, take a cut through the hip square to the plan, and elevation,

End the true length of a hip say c v, make v v'" equal to the height, join Vw
to C, and the true length and inclination of the hips are shown ; from any point

as o take o z square to the pitch of the hip and from o mark a point on c v
equal to the distance o z, join this point to b and d, and the true angle or

backing is shown. (See sectioned part.)

Fig. 2. Shows the plan of the hips (from Fig. 1) mitred together
;

draw the line o m square to the side of the hip, and find the true length of the

line m n, or o n, B is the edge cut for the hips, A being the plan. The full

length of m n, oro n may be found by any of the methods already explained.

The plumb or eide cut is shown at la, see angle v v'" c.

Fig. 3. Shows the ridges, wall-plales, and valley rafter, for two roofs

of different pitches. The plan of the intersection is found by drawing a line

from where the ridges meet, to the outside point where the wall-plates inter-

sect ; let the wall-plates be parallel to the ridges. The plan of a valley is

found the same as the plan of a hip for different pitches, and is such that

a line drawn square across the plan of the valley will cut each ridge in the

edges of the valley, (See points 1 and 2.)

Two spars or jack rafters are shown, one on each roof ; the flat roof is in-

clined at 30°, the pitch of the small roof is found by making the rise from the

ffall-plate to the ridgo, the same as the large roof. To find the side ont for the

short spar, Bee E, take perpendiculars from the points 3 and 4 in the plan until

ihey cut the pitch at E ; make the width equal to the width used in the plan,

square across from 4 until it cuts the opposite edge in point 5, join points 3
*ud 5 and the edge cut is complete.

The edge cut for the other spar is obtained by the lame method, square 3
over to 5, join points 4 and 5. (see F.)

C shows the valley bottom prepared for die lead when the gutter boards
are mitred, the boards being about 7" wide and 1" thick-' ""he above method
is not in favour with plumbers, because it has a sharp corner in the bottom.
This is remedied as far ag possible as follows, let the top edge of the valley be
kept sufficiently above the rafters, to receive the thickness of boards used in
the valley ; then a flat space in the centre of the gutter is formed equal to the
thickness of the valley-rafter, see D, where a section of the valley, spars and
boards, is shown. In this two corners are formed but they are much more
obtuse than the one at C.

To determine the true shape of the angle, the Bame rule applies as the one
used for the backing of hips. If hip or valley tiles be required this would give

the true Bhape.

In order that the valley boards may be level with the edge of the valley,

the spars or jack rafters must be kept below the edge of the valley, to allow
for the thickness of gutter boards. G and H show how this is obtained. Let
the one at H represent the roof at 30°, showing spar, wall-plate, and valley
board. Then to determine the necessary notch in the spar for the quick pitched
roof, draw the wall-plate on the same level, and from the corner of the first

erect a perpendicular cutting through at G, then make the point in each the
same height above the angle, as 6 and 6'. From the point 6' G, draw the pitch

of the roof, depth of board and spar, the ^nth of noi^hjng is shown, The
cuts for the valley rafter are on the next piaij.

Exercises.

fig. S, the1. Shnr how to determine the plan of the valley similar

thickness may be taken at 4".

2. Remove the hip A Fig. 2, and draw an elevation of the other hip upon
a vertical plane parallel to the line o n.

3. If the roof Fig. 3 be boarded parallel to the ridge and eaves, show
both side and edge cuts for the boards on the small roof cutting against the

valley rafter.

4. Show the development of a valley tile as above, 7" each side from the
angle, the top and bottom edges to be in line with the regular courses ot tiles.





YALLEY RAFTER, AND A GROINED ROOF.

Fig. 1. Is a plan of the valley rafter &e. shown on the last plate, and
reproduced to show the cuts for the valley ends. The ridges, wall-plates,

and plan of vafray rafter are marked and will be fully understood by a
reference to the plate. For the valley the section is taken at the side a b
and projected upon a plane parallel to it (see side of valley), the rise is taken
from Fig. 1, 1 and 2, and set upon a b from 2' to 1, join 1 to a corresponding
point 1 through a corner of the wall-plate, then the pitch and length of the

valley are seen. The plumb cut, notching on the wall-plate, and depth are
shown on the side elevation, the piece sectioned at the top end of the hip is

where it cuts against the ridge. To find the necessary bevels, develope the
edge, and project each point upon it as shown. For the top end it will be
seen that the centre of the valley does not run into the corner ; this is owing
to the two different pitches, set off the same distances shown in plan c, c,

make x c on the edge equal to x c in plan, join o c and o 1, and the bevels

for the top end to fit against the ridges are determined. To make the bottom
end clip the wall-plate the points are taken exactly the same way, each point
being projected from the plan, for the inside the points are 1, o, 3, and for

the outside they are 2, o, 4, the points o and o inside and outside are not
the same distance from the edge; the length of projection over the wall-
plate is arbitrary, and is shown cut short for convenience.

The same figures are used for the edge that were used in plan, and the
bevels clearly shown.

Fig. 2. Shows how to obtain the profile angle for the valley, similar
to the backing of a hip, R, R represent the ridges, W, W the wall-plates,
v the plan of the valley rafter ; at any point o in m n draw the line a b
square to m n, and produce the two wall-plates to meet this line, see dotted
line W a and W b, make n p square to m n, and equal to the rise of the
roof, join p to m, and the length and inclination of the valley is shown.
From o draw o z square to p m, and turn the line o z upon m n from o to

x, and to that point join a and b, and the true shape of the angle is

obtained. If valley boards are to mitre or fit against the side, this method
of determining the bevels will be found to answer well, the small piece
shown in section requires turning round.

Fig. 3. Shows a plan of a groined roof, the plan being a square,

as used for turrets, Ac A seotion is shown, and the hips in plan but not
projected into elevation, the section shows two common rafters.

These roofs are usually coverod with boards then lead or zinc for a

On the :

of a hip is shown, the heights are taken from the section" and f.gured 1, 2,*3,

Ac, the centre of one of the hips in plan is taken as the spiinging line for

the rib ; this will be easily understood by referring to the figure, the portion
sectioned is where they mitre together at the top. \)n the left-hand side of

the plan a spar or common rafter X is shown projected into elevation,

which shows its true length, the shaded part indicates where it cuts againBt

the hip, this shows the plumb or side -<rut for a spar at that point. To get
the edge cut: join points 1 and 2 by a line, and draw a line parallel to this

line and at a distance from it equal to the thickness used in plan, from point
1 draw the line 1 to 3 square until it cuts the opposite side of the top edge,

join 2 to 3 and the edge cut is determined. After marking the plumb line,

let the other be squared over and a line drawn on the other side, join those by
a line as 1 to 3, and the bevel may be dispensed with ; care must be taken that
whatever thickness X, or the plan may show, it must be carefully copied, to

get the correct bevel. Only one rafter at X has been shown, but the length

' ™>;1 bevels for the others are obtained i

The development of one-eighth of the covering is shown, this gives the

length and curve for the board ends to mitre on the hip. The covering has
been divided into six widths numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, Ac, see plan and section

;

the full stretch out in section has been brought into plan, it will be seen
that all boards are shown full length in plan, and only require to have their

proper widths set of! from the elevation or section. A reference to the

drawing will make this plain.

Fig. 4, Shows an enlarged plan of one corner, a c represents the

thickness of hip, when the hips have been cut out square to a' c', in order to

get the backing, the templet must be pushed forward from c' to c and from
a' to a, mark this with your templet upon the side, it will show the amount
to be taken off. This principle was explained when treating on angle

brackets.

1. Show how to obtain the bevels for a valley rafter, both roofs
having the same pitch.

2. Show how you would obtain the same angle or backing as Fig. 2,

by usingjhe wall-plates as _ridges, and ridges as wall-plates.

Project the hip in Fig. 3, i.e., show the

4. Show how you would obtain an approximate bev
the boards (Fig. 3), they may be taken at 1" thick.

for the edge of





BEVELS OR CUTS FOR A PURLIN.

When hips and valleys are very long, they are often met by one or more
pnrlins, according to the length of spar required.

Fig. 1. Shows a section and plan of a roof, where the pnrlins are cut

against the hip, the section of the purlin has its corners numbered 1,2,3, 4, and
is at right-angles to the pitch of the roof. From the section in the vertical

plane, let fall projectors on the plan between the two hips, these lines between

the hips numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, show the true length along each corner of the purlin,

according to the scale used, a short piece of purlin is shown on each side, which
would run to a principal, wall, hip, valley, &a. When a purlin is shown in this

manner, the necessary bevels are not seen in plan or elevation (they must be

found), while the full length of each edge is clearly shown in plan, the width of

edge and side are foreshortened and require to be developed.

Fig. 2. In order to show this more clearly, an enlarged section, and
plan of one end has been drawn. Three corners of the purlin, are marked a,

b c, and projected upon x y, this line X y represents the plan of the hip
;

the plan of the edge is shown by two parallel straight lines a a and b b and
the plan of the side b c by b b and c c. From the manner in which tbe purlin

is placed it will be seen that the edge of 5" is represented by two lines further

apart than the side which is 7". The edge is cut off by the hip at a and b, a
representing the longest corner and b the shortest. To find the bevel develope the

edge, i.e., set off from the edge b b a width equal to the thickness a b shown
in section, draw from a the lines a a' to cut the edge developed, join a' to b
and the edge bevel is determined. See bevel E. To determine the side bevel

proceed in the same way, b is the longest edge and the shortest, develops

the side from the edge b b, i.e., draw a line parallel to b b at a distance from

it equal to the side b c in section, draw o to c'in plan.join c' to b and the side bevel

iB obtained. See bevel F. In the finding of these bevels it will be seen that

when the first plan of the purlin is drawn, it is projected upon a plane parallel

to the purlin, hence all corners are seen their full length.

Then it is only a matter of developing the edge and side, these are shown
developed about the edge b b, this being most convenient. The plan in Fig. 1

is distorted to show where the hips and ridge meet.

Spars are usually nailed on the pnrlins S3 I

notch the spar a little and let it clip the purlin :

from sliding, without depending wholly on the nau.
When purlins are arranged perpendicularly, as at B, a small piece is

notched out of the spar to give a solid bearing. The true bevel for the edge of

purlins placed in this manner is seen in plan, and the side cut is square from
the edge.

Fig. 3. Shows an ordinary case of a small roof rising above the eaves

of the main roof which it intersects. The eaves or wall-plates, ridge, hips, and
valleys are clearly shown, the roofs being covered with 1" boards, which are
shown in front elevation on the main roof. Let it be required to develope the
sides and end of the small roof. It will be seen by the elevation that the sides

are inclined 45°, then from the ridge in plan set off the line 4", 3" parallel to it

and at a distance equal to the length of sloping side as b' 3' in elevation, join a to
4" and b to 3" and the true shape of the side is determined. For the develop-
ment of the end make 3 and b" 2 and b" equal to b 3", then the triangle 2 b"
3 is the development of the end.

The line a 4" is the length of a valley, and the line b 3" is the length of a

All bevels, side cuts, lengths, &c, for the boards are determined, and may
be taken from the developments.

In framing skylights for conservatories, &c, these developments are
necessary, in order to get the bevels for valleys into the bottom and top rail,

bevels and length of bars between the hip and bottom rail, &o., &a.

Exercises.

3. Determine the inclination of the main roof, also the front of the small
one.

4. If a purlin cuts against a valley, the method of determining the bevels
both side and edge is the same as for a hip.

Show a purlin in the main and small roof, and outs for the same.





FRAMED SKYLIGHTS, AND A VENTILATOR.

When treating on raking, angle mouldings, &o. earlier on, plan,

elevation and section were given, showing how to determine the necessav
y

moulds so that the hip, ridge, &c, might all mitre together.

Fig. 1. The present plate shows a section | full size through top and
bottom rail of a framed skylight 3" thick

;
(part plan being shown at A,) B

shows how the hips are mitred together. In section the ridge is shown, this

is formed by mitreing the two top rails together. This may be finished with
a roll, cresting, &c, to any pattern. It is best to groove the glass in as
shown, and not rebate for it, the bottom rail is thinner to let the glass

run over, and is likewise kept down a little for the lead flashing or to let out
the condensed water.

In the present case a curb is shown grooved into the bottom rail ; if the
ridge and hips be mitred as shown, it is advisable to put a cross tongue in
the joint, as it keeps the joint level. The same mould is used for the bars
as is used for top rails and the hip stiles, no raking moulds being required.

The hips and ridgo may each be made in a solid piece to the required shape,
and the ordinary mould will be all that is necessary. The development of

the end and sides, also the determining the length of bars, has been
explained before.

This class of sky-lights is used over areas, staircases, hoists, &o., some-
times the curb is framed, and louvre-boards put in for ventilation.

Fig. 2. Shows a triangular louvre frame for a ventilator on a slate

roof, these are used for stables, schools, churches, &c, in order to let out the

heated air as it rises. It will be seen at a glance that such a frame with
louvre, &c, like this is full of bevels.

Fig. 3. Is an enlarged view of Fig. 2 ; a, b, o, being the inside of the

frame, or sides into which the louvres are trenched ; the section shows that

the sill for the frame rests upon the spar, the slates finish against the sill,

and a lead-flashing that passes over the width of the sill, is turned out upon
the slates for a distance of at least 3". A roll is shown at the apex.

The inclination of louvre-board and the distance apart vary with cir-

oumstances, but they ought to be so that rain would not be blown in during

To show as much as is necessary and not to confuse the drawings, only

one louvre-board is shown in the front elevation, the louvre-board being

shown out ofl in a line with the front of the framing, and inside.

The sides a b and a c are grooved into the sill at the bottom end and
mitred together at the top. In order to determine the true shape of the
sides, develope the side, and from point 1 where the back of the sill cut3
the side, square over from 1 on the front to 1 on the back edge, join 1 to i,

and the bevel M to fit on the sill is determined.
To determine the groove in the sill, from point 2 draw the line 2 3

square to the edge, point 3 is at-aT distance from the top edge of the sill equal
to the width of the sill, I i.e.,) the top side of which has been developed; join

X to 3 and the bevel N for the trench is obtained, note the length of the lines

X 3 and b 4 must be equal. To determine tbe trench in the side for the

louvre end (5, 6, 7, 8, show the louvre in elevation), from point 5 where the
louvre runs out on the back edge, square over to point 9, join 9 to 7 and
the bevel for the trench is obtained, and shown at 0. To find the bevel for

the side cut of the louvre, develope the front or topside of the louvre-board

as shown, draw a line parallel to 7 and 8, and at a distance from it equal to

the width, shown by a line passing through point 10, draw a perpen-
dicular from point 6 to cut the developed edge, which cuts it in point 10,

join 8 to 10, and the side bevel P is obtained ; note lines 7 and 9, 8 and 10,

must be equal in length. When developing the side care must be taken to

use the same width that is shown in section.

Fig, 4. To determine the bevel for the edge of the louvro, draw a
small piece a b of the louvre-board full size, project a and b into elevation

as at d o, then o sIiowb the long corner and d the short one. Develope the

edge a b, make a o in elevation equal to a b in section, from d draw d o

perpendicular to a o or b b, and where it cuts the developed edge in e, draw
from e to o, and the bevel for tho edge is determined. The face of the

ventilator will be perpendicular as seen in section. Only one louvre-board

&c, has been developed, because the bevels are all the same.

Exercises.

1. On tha ridge of Fig. 1, placo a 2" roll, and draw a corresponding one
for the hip.

2. Explain why tho lines b i and o 3, Fig. 3, are the same length

;

also the lines 7 9 and 8 10.

3. Draw the plan of the triangular frame, and develope one side.

4. Let the sides of the triangular louvre frame be boarded, the joints

being parallel to the ridge ; deterrnino the side and edge cuts of the boards

to fit against .he main roof. The boards may be taken at 1" thick.





Fig. 2. Shows pla

'onala of the square ba

VENTILATORS continued.—

Fig. 1. Shows part elevation, plan, and part section of a small square
ventilator on the top of a roof. These are used for stables, schools, &o.

They are generally formed by square vertical posts, the bottom and top
rails being framed into them ; the louvre-boards about 1" thick and at an
angle of not less than 45°, the top is generally hipped, and often made quite
an ornamental feature in schools, churches, &o.

In Pig. 1, the trunk part is a square, see plan, the sides being parallel

and at right-angles to the ridge. When placed in this manner, the elevation
would appear as shewn at Fig. 1, and the other view would be as shown in
section ; all bevels may be obtained from these projections.

If the ventilators be very small then the louvre-boards do not begin
until the ridge, the small spandrels being filled in with boards, and flashed
with lead.

I B part elevation of a similar ventilator, the
i square base being parallel, and at right-angles to the ridge.

In order to project the elevation from the plan, draw a section through
the roof square to the ridge line, Bhowing the pitch of the roof as at C, then
in elevation set from the ridge line, z o, equal to o a at C. Join a o, and
the elevation of one half is complete "see B," on the right-hand side a
development is shown, this is necessary to obtain the bevels for the ends of

the sill against the post, also to show what the true bevel of the side is so

that the sill may be parallel to the roof. It will be seen that a and b are

two points at the same level
;
produce the ridge, and from the angle at z,

make z b equal to the side o b in plan, join o b in elevation and the

necessary bevel for the side is obtained. This will bo easily understood as

the line z o shows the extra lengt of post required to pierce the roof, a
being the shortest corner of the short post, and o the longest corner of the

long post, then by developing the side the true bevel is shown.

Fig. 3 Shows a plan and elevation of an hexagonal ventilating turret

;

a diameter of the hexagon being parallel to the ridge. (See plan). In
elevation one side is projected in the usual way, the right-hand side shows
a development or true shape ; and when made after this style the turret

rests on the roof.

The projection of the elevation from the plan is obtained in exactly the
same way as the square one. Having given the pitch of the roof, show a
small section as at D, project the angles a, o, b into this, and let v represent

the ridge, then from the ridge in elevation make v o equal to v o at D i the

distance of a, below the ridge is taken from the section, join a o and the
points where it pierces the roof are determined. The side on the right-hand
is .developed upon the centre line, make this equal in width to a side as

B, make b the same level as a, join o b and the necessary bevel for the

side is secured. The height of these is of no consequence so far as the bevels

are concerned. This method of developing applies to all canted sides, as

dormers, &c, on roofs. One bay at B shows the posts parallel to the diagonal

but this is not often done, as it gives a great deal extra labour in putting in

the louvres and forming the shoulders. No louvre-boards are shown, as

they will be understood.
When these ventilators are very large, four of the angle-posts are projectod

down through the roof, and trimmed into heavy timbers from principal to

principal, &o.

Fig. 4. Shows a circular louvre frame, usually placed in gables of

schools, &c.
The frame is shown in section, and part of the top in plan.

It will be seen that the ends of the louvre-boards are curved where they
pierce the frame, this is shown developed on the left-hand side. The top-

side of the louvre-board is shown, the short edge at A and the long edge at

B. To find the curve take any number of points, as 1, 2, 3, &o. in section,

and projeot these into elevation to cut the frame, then develope the top

side, and raise perpendiculars at each point on the frame (see points on the

left), then a curved line through these points is the lino of intersection on
the louvre.

They are generally cut through as shown on the right, the method of

finding the side and edge bevels, applies as already explained, the objection

to the curve being its great expense. Note the curve on the end varies in

each louvre.

Only one louvre is shown, and this is cut off in a line with the frame ; in

practioe they projeot at least 1" in front of the frame.

Exercise:

1. In Fig. 2 show the trench in the sill or bottom rail, and the side and
edge cuts for the louvre-boards. Pitch of roof 45°

; pitch of louvre-boards 60°.

2. Show the bevel on the edge of the sill to fit the roof. (In Fig. 3).

3. Show the bevels on the sill to fit the posts, in the side marked B,

Fig. 3.

4. Determine the necessary bevels for the louvres in the bay mArke*1

B Fig. 3. Pitch of louvre 45°.





DORMER WINDOW & CUTS FOR YALLEYS
Fig. 1. Shows a front elevation of a semicircular headed dormer in a

elate roof, the dormer is shown boarded and covered with lead, and plastered

in the inside. A section through the centre is ehown, and the true shape of

the curb developed. In the present ca»e the curb is fixed on the 6pars and
bevelled to the necessary angle for the boards on the outside, and on the

inside for the laths.

To develop the curb, draw any centre line parallel to the pitoh of the roof

and set oft the distance, as a e, 8 a, same width of curb in elevation
;
project

the points v C from the section, and draw the ellipses for the inside and
outside of the curb. To obtain the necessary bevel for boards to lie on

the curb, from O in section project to O in the development. Keep the

shank end of templet parallel to the side, and slide the templet from v to O,
mark the timber, and cut out to these lines. The bevel for the under side

for a bed for the laths is obtiined the same way. Joint at O C, and the

surplus arrises or bevelled edge being taken off (see etched part), the curb

is ready to fix.

The bead for the inside arris is obtained similar to this.

A vertical section through the head and sill and a horizontal section

through one Bide, to a large scale, are shown.

Fig. 2. Shows a case where a semicircular headed window rises at the

crown above the ceiling line a a. This occurs in churches at times, in the

galleries. If a very cheap thing is required, then it is just bevelled out into

the ceiling, the sides being vertioal.

A front elevation and section are shown of a very oommon finish. From
the crown O the bevel runs out at C on the ceiling.

Fig. 3. Shows to a larger scale how to obtain the curb for the arris

where the coved head dies out in the ceiling. Make A A = to the width a a,

Pig. 2, D' O equal to d o, Fig. 2, and D C equal to the distance taken from

the section. Divide D' O into any number of equal parts in the points

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 ; divide the distance D C into the same number of parts, and
project from A to a, 1 to 1', 2 to 2', and so on to 5'

; draw the curve through

these points, repeat this for the other side, and the true shape of the arris to

the cove made in the ceiling will be formed.

Fig. 4. Shows a plan and front elevation of a small gable roof requiring

a couple of valleys.

See euti far Vallrr/i

Fig. 6. Shows a plan of the valleys and purlii

i section and project the purlin into the plan from points 1, 2, 3

large scale. Draw
ints 1, 2, 3, and 4

;

from any point x draw the plan of the valleys, and draw the elevation of the
valleys, as seen in section. The bottom side of the valleyB is shown by the

lines 6, 4, 8 and ; the top edge is shown by the line through point 5', and
the other arris is parallel to it at the distance O from the top edge. The
method of projecting this was fully explained before.

To obtain the necessary bevals for the head of the valleys to fit the purlin,

draw a side elevation of a valley to the correct pitch as shown. Make the
depth 5' to 6' equal to o to 6 from the section. This gives the plumb cut.

Make 5' to 3' equal to the same space in section. This gives the depth of the
side of the valley to fit on the purlin to answer the depth of the 3" spar.

Make 3' to 8' equal to the depth O, see section, and produce this parallel to

the top edge. This shows the depth on the opposite side of the valley to fit

on the purlin. To obtain the side cut produce the valley to where it cuts out
at e on the bottom edge of the purlin, erect the perpendicular e to e', join e'

to 3', and the side out to fit under the purlin is determined ; see the angle S.
To obtain the edge cut, develop the edge, and from O in section, project this

to O' in plan, draw O', O" from this last point square over to cut the developed
edge in r, join r to e', and the edge bevel is shown at E. The dotted portion
is the end of valley to fit against the pnrlin.

3 the bottom

To obtain the cut to fit the wall at the bottom of the valley, a o is th«
wall line, draw a b and find the length of the line b o, this is shown at b e,
make b n equal to b e, join a to n, and the edge cut is obtained. This part
has been explained in a previous chapter.

Fig. 6. This shows the end elevation of the hip after it is cut to fit the
purlin, and before it is mitred. Make M' equal to M, and N' equal to N ;

these are taken from the side elevation of the valley. The dark portion
shows the piece cut back to fit the purlin. TIub cutting should be done
before the mitreing and plumb cats are made.

This method may be UBed for finding the backing for hips and valleys.

If the student prefers, he may find the backing for the valley by the
method Bhown in previous chapters, but it will give the same result.





STAIRS.

Stairs are a series of steps leading from one Hoor to another in a building,
each step includes tread and riser, the tread is the horizontal part, the riser the
vertical part, the raking pieces which support the ends ol the steps are called
strings. The one next the wall, the wall-string or notch board ; the other the outside,
front, or well-string. When the steps are narrower at one end than the other,
they are termed winders. The spaces wider than a step in front of doors or where
there is a change in the direction, Ac, are called landings, the succession of
steps between one landing and another are termed a flight.

Planning and proportioning of stairs are generally matters for the Architect.
It is not often that the joiner is called upon to choose the situation and make
his own plan. Varied circumstances preclude any definite rules in planning,
but they should be spacious, well-lighted, easy of access, and easy to ascend.
There are many different methods of constructing stairs, depending on the
character and use of the building.

Fig. 1. Shows the plan and sectional elevation of what is termed a
doglegged or close newelled stair, the outer string of the upper flight being in
the same perpendicular plane as the lower one, both are tenoned and
housed into the same perpendicular post callod a newel, as seen at the landing
L in section. Newels are also placed at the foot of the stairs, and at the top
or landing, to receive the rail. Newels sometimes extend from floor to
floor and even up to the roof, generally they are sufficiently long to receive
the strings and handrails with pendants underneath as seen at N.N.N.

Referring to the plan, the landing shown at L is what is termed a half
space or level landing, the joists are framed as shown by the dotted lines.

Had the landing been divided into two, by a riser placed from newel to wall at
W, they would be quarter space landings ; if it is necessary to.introduce winders
their narrow ends are housed into the newel.

Fig. 2. Is another plan of a newelled stair, the newels being separated

by a short flight forming a rectangular well. Sometimes they are both on the
same landing, with a short length of rail and balusters between them, these are
known as open newelled stairs.

Fig. 3. Is the plan and sectional elevation of a stair with continued rail,

the strings are joined by a curve in plan, that portion of the string that stands
perpendicular over the curve in plan is termed the well, and the strings being
continued in a curve are termed wreathed strings, and the stairs geometrical.

In this plan a half space landing is introduced with the joists and carriages

shown by dotted lineB. Carri:^ ^ or spring-trees, are pieces framed to the land-

ings, so that the back edge of each step will rest on them, they are usually
about 54" x 3" and to these are nailed the rough brackets. Referring to the
section, it will be seen that a second trimmer is introduced to receive the carriage
for the top flight.

Fig. 4. Is an enlarged section showing the trimmers and the joint with
the carriage and trimmer.

In the old method of framing landings, the front trimmer or apron-piece

was kept down to receive the carriages for the top flight, and the joiBts were
cogged on to the trimmer, and allowed to run under the risers where the top

flight begins, and to the back of the riser where the bottom flight lands. In
many cases this caused the landing framing to be too deep, so that it is now
almost superseded by the method shown.

Sufficient headway is an important condition in the planning of stairs,and at

Fig. 3. is shown what Nicholson advises should bo done to secure it.

Describe an aro of a circle with a G' radius and the bottom edge of the

trimmer as a centre, the nosing line must be kept clear off this to give

ample head room. It will be evident by this method that stairs of a quick
pitch would have an esoess of head room measuring perpendicularly, whereas
in stairs with a wide tread and small riser it would scarcely give sufficient.

Take as an example, stairs with 12" tread and 5;" riser, this method wonld give
6' 7" perpendicular height, measured from the nosing as shown in the section

Fig. 3, where a height of 6' 8" is taken, through the point a line parallel to

the nosing line is drawn, the trimmer should be clear off this line.'*

Easy ascent depends on the proportion between tread and riser. It is a
well-known maxim that a broad step should be of less height than a narrow one.

Generally a step with 12" tread and 5J" riser is assumed as a guide to other

dimensions. The two multiplied together equals G6, which is taken as a constant

for the proportion, thus an 11" tread should have a 6" riser and so on ; this is

not often a mattor of ohoice, but it may serve as a guide to guard against excess.





On this plate ate shown methods of constructing the different parts of

Fig- 1. 'Shows the joints between tread and riser T, T, being the
front and baok of the treads, and R the riser, the portion projecting at N is

the nosing.

_
When a mould S is placed underneath it is a moulded nosing, the projection

varies but is generally about the same as the thickness of tread. The tread
is grooved on the underside for the mould, to the required projection, the
top side is grooved for the tongue on the lower edge of the riBer, at a distanoe
from the front edge equal to tho projection and the width of tread given by
the pitch board. The mould is glued and driven tight into the groove, the
riser is then fitted to and kept at right-angles with the tread, glued, screwed,
and blocked as 6hown, the riser is then gauged to depth given by the pitch
board and the depth of the tongue, the step is then cleaned off and fitted
into the notch boards.

Fig. 2. Shows part of a close string, in this case the string is

trenched for the ends of the steps, this is termed housing.
S, S, S, is the 6tring in section and elevation with two steps in

seotion ; T, T are the treads ; K, R, the risers ; W, W the wedges which
secure the ends of the stepB in the grooves. In stairs with close strings,

bracketed carriages are generally used, under each step are fitted brackets
as seen at B, C, these brackets are 21" or 3" thick and are glued and
screwed under each step about 12" apart ; each bracket is well secured

Fig. 3. Shows part of a cut and bracketed string, in this case
string is cut to fit under each step, the tread and riser ' "

string, the tread projects the thickness of the bracket £

lines at B. But that portion of the riser that com
reduced to the thickness of the bracket, and mitred at

and where the stiffening blocks are fixed the risers are reduced for them as
shown]at A, these blocks are stump tenoned underneath the tread, and screwed
to the back edge of the tread of the next step. At C the bracket is mitrod
to the end of the riser, the nosing shown as it appears when finished. At D
the bracket is removed showing the iron baluster screwed to the block shown
at A, and the ordinary baluster dovetailed into the end of the tread. At E
part of the string S is removed showing the carriage and rough brackets
with the end grain upwards, fitted underneath the tread and nailed to the
carriages, glued, and blocked to the tread and riser. At F is seen the joint
with the carriage and trimmer.

The ornamental brackots at the ends of the steps are generally made an
inch longer than the width of the tread, given by the pitch board, so that
the end of the bracket and the springing of the next succeeding one may bo
in the same perpendicular, and the nosing on the end of the steps mitred
and returned round them into the string as shown a> B.

Fig. 4. Shows part of a out and mitred string, in this the string is

cut to fit under tho tread and to mitre with the riser, the tread does not
project over the string with the exception of the nosing which is mitred to

the return nosing on the end of the step, in other respeots the construction
is the same as Fig 3.

Fig. 5. Shows a riser prepared for a bull nosed step, the blook is pre-

pared acoording to plan in three pieces glued together, the grain being
oiossed, the blook is reduced at E and F for the riser as shown.

A sufficient length of the riser is reduced to a veneer and out to form a
hook at E and allowing for wedge3 at F, when done the riser and blook are

glued and screwed at E, the block and veneer being glued the block is brought
round, the veneer being firmly pressed to the riser, then the wedges are
driven at F, when sufficiently tight they are screwed together at G.

Fig. 6. Shows a section of a staved well, glued up in convenient
widths hollowed out to the required plan, tho joints are grooved and cross

tongued, before being fixed in its place all the joints should be well screwed
at the back. This kind of well is not considered so good as a veneered well,





STAIRS—Continued.

In setting cut stairs, a careful measurement of the staircase is made, the
height from floor to floor and the position of trimmers &c, taken with a rod.
From these dimensions a plao and section is drawn to a scale ; 1J" to the
foot, being most convenient, the treads and risers are divided to suit the plan
and section, and set cut en staffs and the pitch board made to the tread and

Fig. 1. Shews part plan of a stair with winders in cue quarter, and a
quarter space landing.

Fig. 2. Is the notch board for the top winders, to set this out tho
winders must be set out full size, with the notch boards and depth of

hcusing. A staff is laid on the plan, in line with the face of the notch
board ; the face of the other notch board, and the point where rises 14 and
15 cut into the notch board arc marked on it. Then on the notch board a
line is drawn at a convenient angle with the edge, and on this line the distance
from the face of the notch board to riser 1-4 is marked from the staff, then the
pitch board is applied with the tread side to the line and to the mark made,
draw the riser line, the pitch board is then turned round on the other side of

the riser line and the next tread line drawn ; on this line produced, the dis-

tance between risers 14 and 15 is marked, and tho same operation is gone
through with the landing step. A wedged shaped lath for the housing is held
to the lines and the housings marked.

Fig. 3. Shows the notch board for the lower portion. A gauge or

fence is made to the required depth from tho top edge, the long edge of the
pitch board is held to the fence as shown, and the tread and riser lines marked,
then the pitch board and fence are moved forward, until the other end of the

long edge of the pitch board touches the line of riser or tread, as the case

may be, and the nest tread and riser lines drawn, this must be repeated with
all the straight steps.

For the first winder the tread line is produced, the distance between
risers 12 and 13 marked on it. After the distances are taken the setting

out is the same as for Fig. 2. At the face of the notch boards, lines are

drawn at right-angles to the tread lines, one of them being marked for a
groove and the other for a tongue as shown.

Fig. 4. Shows the outside string for the lower portion, a gauge is

made to the depth of the carriage and soffit, and the pitch board is applied

an for Fig. 3, the string is then cut out to the lines. Templets are made for

Fig. 5. Shows tho riser for a round ended step, the block is prepared
as shown, the other part of the construction is the same as for a bull nosed
step.

Fig. 6- Shows the riser for a curtail step, in this oase it is best to
draw the scroll for the handrail first. (The balusters regulating the size of
block as shown.) With point 1 as the first centre, and radius three times the
width of rail, the first quadrant is drawn, make 1 2, two-thirds the width of
rail, and with the reduced radius draw the second quadrant, make 2 3, at
right-angles with it, and with three-fourths of 1 2, for the third quadrant, draw
3 4, at right-angles with 2 3, join 1 3, from 2 draw a line at right-angles I

3, to i the line from 3
' 45 toi

right-angle

radius and the reduction c

i point 4, for the fourth ctiure, at right-angle

; 5, which is the fifth centre, and so on ; lines

t the cross lines give the centres. The first

. be • ze of scroll.

I at Fig.Fig. 7. Shows the development for a veneered well for i

1, the stretch out of the inside is obtained as shown, by
equilateral triangle on the diameter, the two sides produced to meet the line

drawn tangent to the circle and parallel to the diameter, the distance between
the intersection is the stretch out of the semi-circle and the lines S, S are
the springing lines.

In practice it is best to make a templet to the inside of the well, with the
springing and tho direction of the riser lines drawn thereon, then revolve the
templet along the line, marking off each riser line, and perpendiculars from
these points will give the riser lines in the development. Commencing at the
first winder, the horizontal line drawn, gives the underside of tread of the last

straight step, then mark off the height of rise, and another horizontal line

drawn gives underside of the first winder, this is repeated until the whole
are drawn, with two straight steps top and bottom ; mark the same depth of

string at top and bottom as Fig 4, draw tho underside of the string and the
distance between the parallel linos W, W shows width of stuff required.

Fig. 8. Shows the cylinder which has beeu made to fit tho well.

The springing linos on the veneer are kept to those on the oylinder, the well
is fixed to the cylinder and blocks are fitted to the voneer and glued on, when
hard they are levelled off and canvass glued on the back ; after they trt dry
the well is taken off and cut to the lines.





HANDRAILING.

The upper portion of the fence formed on the outside of the stairs is the
handrail, to assist in ascent and descent of the stairs, and also for
protection, it is evident the rail should follow the line of nosings, and at a
height of 2' 9" to the top side of the rail from the tread at the nosing, measured
perpendicularly in line with the face of the riser.

In the construction of handrails the chief difficulty is in the wreaths,
where the rail is of double curvature, simple curveB in either plan or elevation
will cause no difficulty.

Fig. 1. Shows the plan of a rail for a level landing stairs, with the
risers landing and starting in the springing, the radius of the centre line of

rail, half the width of tread.

Having the plan and centre line drawn, thewreath being in two pieces, and
one face mould answering for both pieces, to draw the face mould, first

draw the joint line C D, then draw the tangent lines, A B being the centre
line produced, and B D, at right-angles with the joint lire, A B being equal to
half the width of tread, the rail in coming up over this distance would rise the
height of half a riser, causing the line B D to be horizontal ; where one of the
tangent-lines is horizontal it is at once used as the directing ordinate, then
produce B D, and parallel with it draw lines from each side of the rail at D,
and from the springing at A, draw X Y at right-angles to B C, and place the
pitch board as shown against the riser line. Draw the underside of rail, set off

half the depth of rail and draw the centre line, where it cuts the line from B D,
will be the centre of the section on the landing, draw the section as shown and
through the top corner draw V T from where the lines projected from the plan
cut this line, draw lines at right-angles, on each of these lines mark off the
corresponding distances in plan, measuring from X Y. Through the points
draw A' B', C D', and A'C B' D', C D\ is the major axis line, and C A' the
minor, the lincB on each side of D' give the semi-major axis for the inside and
outside curves for the mould, and on the minor the width of mould is the same
as in the plan.

Draw the curves with trammel or string and pins, the shank may be made
any convenient length.

Referring to the section at the line V T, it will be seen that if the arrises of

the rail were required on, the dotted line through the bottom corner would give
the least thickness that the rail could be got out of, and the dotted lines at

right-angles to V T the width at the wide end. It will be seen that if the rail

Fig, 2. Having cut the wreath out square to tbe size of face nrouH,
allowing extra width at the wide end if required, the piece is planed true and
the mould applied, and the tangent lines drawn on as shown by the dotted
lines. The joints are made square to these lines, mark the centre of the piece
at each end, with a bevel set to the long edge and riser side of the pitch board,
draw the line through the centre, square over a line on each face from this line
as shown, this gives the new tangent-lines and the distance the mould has to
slide, the tangent. lines on the face mould are held to these lines, then mark for
the stuff to be cut off, apply the mould on the other side and tack it on, work-
ing off the superfluous stuff to the lines and edge of the mould.

The figure represents the wreath worked into cylindrical form and ready for
squaring, and the shaded portions show the slabs that have to come off. In
practice this wreath is not easy to mould owing to the rise biyondthe springing
on the inside.

Fig. 3. Shows a better wreath. Draw the square section of the rail,

and through the top corner draw the top side of rail for the lower portion, and
through the bottom corner draw the underside of the top portion, draw lines to
the depth of the rail, and from the intersection of the two undersides draw the
horizontal line, and mark half the width of tread on it, measuring from the
intersection. Through the point draw the perpendicular which gives the
position of the risers landing, and starting, in this case they are in the springing
of the well, project lines drawn from the springing and the section, to complete
the plan; the face mould is drawn the same as Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Shows the wreath piece cut out and worked into cylindrical
form ready for squaring, the face mould being applied the same as in Fig. 2,
the face mould gives the line for squaring the top off, and a better curve i

obtained. It will be seen at Fig. 3 that the shank is not in /.he centre of the
stuff, the shaded portion shows the slab to come off one side.

Fig. 5. Shows the face mould for a large well with the risers in the
springing, project lines from the plan and draw the section at the proper
height above the landing, draw the line from the underside of the section to
meet the underside of rail coming up. Draw the line from the joint to corner
of the section, this gives the inclination of the plank, and the parallel line on
the top side the thickness ; the bevel at X gives the butt joint, and the bevel at Y
for sliding the mould. The face mould is drawn the same as Fig. 1.





EANDRAlLING-confinued.

Writers on handrailing generally assume that the wreath is part of a

hollow cylinder or such other solid, whose base is the plan of the rail; it

is convenient to consider it such, for over the plan the rail must stand, and
will be contained between the vertical sides of this solid, but wreaths being

made from planks of wood, it will be evident, that the principle of handrailing

depends on finding the section of a cylinder, or other solid when cut by a

plane, determined in such position, in respect to the cylinder, or other solid,

that the wreath will be contained between this plane and another parallel

plane, with the least possible distance between them. The true form of the

section is the face mould, and the parallel planes, the two faces of the plani.

The two best methods of finding the section of a cylinder are as follows, (a/

when three points are given, (bj the tangent system by Robt. Riddle, from

whose book these few examples are deduced, and to his work the reader iB

referred for a further elucidation of the subject. By this system, the section is

obtained by determining a plane to contain two lines that are tangent to the

centre line of rail, given by their plans and development. These two lines

will also be contained by two vertical tangent planes to the centre line of rail,

those tangent planes being two faces of a prism.

Fig. 1. The quadrant B D is the centreline of rail, A B, A D, are the

tangent lines, the other two the springing lines B C and C D, which are atright.

angles to the tangent lines, and meeting in the centre C, from where the centre

line of rail is drawn. Then A, B, C, D is the plan of a square prism, two of

its faces are tangent to the centre line, the other two are at right-angles to the

tangent faces, and their intersection is the axis of the cylinder containing

the centre line of rail ; with the side A D. as a ground line draw an elevation

of that face A D, E H. d/lw the line H I as the elevation of the line A D,

and the pitch at which that face of the prism is cut, with A as centre, turn

A B into the vertical plane ; draw B' I which is the elevation of A B, and the

pitch that the face is cut by. To determine the horizontal trace of the cutting

plane that contains these two lines, produce H I to meet the ground line which

is one point in the H T, and B being in the horizontal plane is another point,

draw H T through these points. Having the horizontal trace H T and the

plan D and elevation H of a point, that the plane passes through, the

inclination and section can be readily obtained. At right-angles to H T draw

X2, Y2 through the centre C, by doing this the line that shows the true

inclination will also contain the major axis of the elliptical section. Parallel

to H T, draw lines from A C D, and on the line from D set up the height 3, 3'

taken from H D. then draw the line through 1, 3' which is the true inclination

of the plane, from 1, 2', C, 3', draw lines at right angles to 1 3', then make
1 B" equal to 1 B, 2' A' equal to 2 A, C minor to C minor, 3' D' to 3 D, join

A', B". C, D', this is the section of the prism, and to be correct A' B" must
equal B' 1, and A' D', H I. To draw the section of the cylinder continue the
centre line of rail to meet X2 Y2 at 4, draw i V parallel to 3 3'. then from C
to 4' is the semi-major axis, the semi-minor being drawn, draw the semi-
ellipse which will pasB through B" and D'.

Fig. 2. Is a perspective view of the prism to assist the reader to

follow what is done at Pig. 1, in order to obtain the necessary bevels,

that is the angles the cutting plane makes with the vertical faces of the prism,
A, B, C, D is the bottom face, and E, F, G, H the top face, and B I, H I, the
pitches the two faces are cut by. Produce the upper pitch to meet the ground
line or A D produced, through this point and B, draw the horizontal trace, to find

the angle between the plane and this face, with A as centre draw a circle tangent to
the pitch line and to cut the perpendicular A E, draw the line from the inter-

section to B, and in the angle is seen the bevel, B and D both being the same
distance from A, see D, Fig. 1. Beferring again to Fig. 2 it will

be seen there is a second horizontal plane containing the top face of the prism
and the pitch B I produced to meet the edge, F E produced is a point in

the horizontal trace in that plane,and the dotted line through H is the horizontal
trace, then with E as centre draw the circle tangent B I, and cutting the
perpendicular A E draw the line from the intersection to H and in the angle
is seen the bevel between the plane and this face ; it will be seen that the bevel is

found the same as at Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Shows the tangents making an obtuse angle.

Fig. 4. Shows the tangents making an aoute angle, the construction
and lettering being the same as for Fig. 1, with the exception that both bevels
are found on one horizontal plane. The bevels are found on the principle of
finding the inclination of an oblique plane to the vertical plane of projection,
given in all books on solid geometry.

Fig. 5. sketch of the block given i

clearly how the bevel for the lower pitch is obtained.

plan at Fig. 4, to show mora





HINDRAILING—continued.

Fig 1. Is the plan of a rail for a level landing, the risers landing and
starting in the springing of the well, draw the centre line of rail and the joint
line C D, draw the tangent lines A B, and E F, which are the centre lines of

the straight parts produced, the line A E is drawn at right-angles to the joint
line C D, and with the springing lines B C and C F forming two squares.

To draw the development of these tangent lines, with A as centre turn A B
round, and with E as centre turn E F round, erect perpendiculars from B, A, D,
E, F, then place the pitch board with the riser to the perpendicular springing
line at B, and draw the underside of rail from where this cuts the perpendicular,
draw the horizontal line (marked landing) where it cuts the perpendicular, from
F set up the height of a riser. Place the pitch board P as shown and draw the
underside of rail for the top portion, set off half the depth of rail at both top and
bottom and draw the centre tinea, where they cut the perpendiculars from B and

here they i

, through tr

this pitch cuts the perpendicular from D draw the horizontal line. The distance
between these horizontal lines gives the height the rail rises in coming up from
B to D, and from D to F. In this system the heights are taken from spring
line to spring line, the shank ends are the tangent lines produced, which may be
made any length.

To draw the bevels, with G as a centre on the horizontal line draw the circle

tangent to the centre line and to cut the perpendicular from E, and from the
intersection draw the line to H, and in the angles is seen the bevel for the
shank end, then with I as centre draw the circle tangent to the pitch across the
well and turn it round to cut the perpendicular above I, from the intersection
draw the line to F, and in the angle ie seen the bevel for the centre joint, set off

half the width of rail on the horizontaljlines and project them up to the bevels,

measuring along the top edge of the bevel gives half the width of face mould
at the end the bevel is for.

Fig. 2. ia the face mould, the square A B C D, being drawn the same as
Fig. 1. Having drawn the centre line, the next is to determine the horizontal

trace or directing ordinate, for all ordinates must be parallel to this line.

It will be seen that the centre line at Fig. 1 is drawn through the per-

lendicular A, A', to meet the horizontal line at T, then A" T, is the distance

measured on A B produced at Fig. 2, that gives the point in the H T or directing

ordinate, and D being in the horizontal plane is another point in the trace, then
draw H T or ordinate, and draw X Y at right angles with it and through the
centre C, then parallel with H T draw lines from A B C, on the line from B
set up the height 3 3' taken from Fig. 1, draw the line through 1. 3', draw lines

from 1,2', C\ 3' at right angles to 1 3f
, on these line c niaik off the distances

taken from the plan and measuring from X Y, 1 D\ J A' C M' 3' B', join
D' A', and make the joint at D' square with this line, join A' B', and pro-

duce it to any convenient length, make the joint square witli A' B', set off the
width on each side taken from the bevel for the shank S at Fig. 1, draw lines

from D' to C and through B' to C\ which is the springing line.

To draw the curves for the inside and outside of the rail, continuo the
centre line from B to 4 in X Y, then set off half the width of the rail on each
side of 4, project these to meet 1 3 as shown by the dotted lines, these two
points give the semi-major axis for both curves measured from C, C M is the
minor axis, set off half the width of rail on each side of M. tins gives the semi-
minor axis for both curves. Draw the curves with a trammel or string and pins,

which to be correct must pass through the points on the line C B' and the tangent
lines on the face mould B' A' and A' D'must be the same length as B' A, A'

D', in the development Fig. 1.

In practice, as soon as the lino 1 3' is drawn with all the points on it, the
face mould is drawu ou a thin piece of stuff with a gauge line run on at a (On-
venient distance from the edge, this gauge line represents the line 1 3', all the
points on 1 3 are marked on the edge of the board and squared over on the face,
and the distances marked from the gauge iine and the face mould drawn same as
Fig. 2, then cut it out to the lines and square over on the other side the tangent,
spring, and minor axis lines.

Fig. 3. Shows the wreath cut out square through the plank, planed true
and the mould applied, the tangent lines T T pricked off and the joints marked.
The joints are made square to these lines, square over the lines on the ends,
mark the centre of the stuff on these lines, then with tho bevel for each end
draw the lines B B through the centre of the stuff; square over these lines on
the face on both sides as seen by tlu; dotted lines on the top side.

Fig. 4. Shows the face mould in position with the tangent lines held to
the corresponding line on the wreath, the etched part shows the amount to be
taken off.





HANDRAIUNG-Confmurf.

Fig. 1. Is the plan of a rail for a quarter space landing, the risers
landing and starting beingplaced in the springing of tho well. The radius of the
oentre line of rail being equal to half a tread, the pitch beard gives the incli-

nation of both tangents. If a square block be cut with two of its adjacent
sides to the same pitch, it will be seen that a line joining the two opposite
corners is horizontal, this being known, it is unnecessary to unfold the
tangents.

Fig. 2. Draw a square A, B, C, D, same as the square A, B, C, D,
at Pig. 1, draw one diagonal, which is the directing ordinate, draw the line
X Y at right-angles with it, and draw lines from D and B parallel to tho ordinate.
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the rail in coming up from springing
to springing will rise the height of one riser. Again at Fig. 2, on tho line
from D set up the height of one riser, draw the line from 1 through C,
a second line is drawn parallel with the first, this line would represent
the gauge line on the 6tufl for tho face mould, square over the lines on the
stuff, from 1, C 3\ on these lines mark off the distances taken from the plan
1, B' C M A, and 3 D, and through the points draw the tangent lines A B',

A' D', and B' C, C D' the springing lines, produce the tangent lines any
convenient length and make the joint lines square with them.

To draw the bevel, place the pitch board" on the side A D of the square
with its tread side to the line, and draw the pitch through A which is the
inclination of the tangents, then with D as centre draw the circle tangent to

the pitch and cutting the side C D produced, draw the line from the inter-

section to A, and in the angle is seen tho bevol for both ends. Set off half

the width of rail on D A, project it up to the bevel, this gives on the top edgo
half the width of face mould at each end, set off this width on each side of

the tangent-lineB A' B', A' D', and draw parallel lines through the points to

the springing-lines C' B', C D'. To draw the curves turn the centre line

round to meet X Y at O, on each side of O set off half the width of rail,

project these on to the line 1 3' which gives the semi-major axis for eaoh
curve. On each side of M on the minor axis line set oil half thewidthof rail,

these give tho semi-minor axis for each curve, draw the curves which must
pass through the points on the springing lines on each side of B' and

Fig. 3. Is the wreath worked into cylindrical form and the lines on
ready for squaring. To draw the lines on the stuff, a thin piece is

made to tho size of the rail before being

through tho centre both ways, the one through the depth is held "to the line

drawn across the end or joint with the bevel, and the other kept to the centre
of the stuff, mark the top and bottom which gives the shaded portions to

oome off. The line through tha centre is squared over on each side as far as
the springing lines at S S, the minor axis line is drawn across the stuff

parallel with the springing lines, mark the centre of the stuff on this line,

and with o as a centre, and the compasses set to half the depth of the rail,

draw the two arcs as shown. The outside of the wreath is marked in the

In squaring the wreath, the slabs at B and T aro worked off square with
the joint as far as the springing lines, then eased round tangent to the arcs
of circles, the two opposite slabs being worked off parallel to the depth
of the rail.

Before being squared the height must be tested, the wreath is put in the
vice or bench screw, and the sides and springing lines set perpendicular to a
board planed true and laid on the bench top. With one end of a rod on the
board, mark the point where the centre line cuts the springing line at S,
then move the rod round to the other point S still keeping the end on the
board, and mark tho point, if the distance between tho two points on the rod
equals the " height" at Fig. 2 the wreath can be squared, if not the centre
lines must be raised or lowered to suit.

Fig. 4. Is the plan and stretchout of the tangents for another
quarter space landing.the centre lino being struok with a smaller radius than
Fig. 1. The tangents are unfolded and the centre line drawn at the top and
bottom portions as shown, the centre line A' D' is produoed past A' which is

the point where the centre line of the lower portions must meet it, it will
be seen that if the centre line of the lower portion had been produced, it

would cut the perpendicular below A', then the pitch must be altered, to
lengthen as few balusters as possible, this must be done from about the
centre of the last step as shown by the pitch-board, draw the line B' A' as
shown. Bisect the angle, draw the joint-line to meet the bisecting-line,
which is the centre the ramp is struck from.

Fig. 5. Shows tho face mould for Fig. i, obtained in the same way
as those for Fig. 1 on the last page.

Fig. 6. Shows how the usual thickness allowed for the wreath is

obtained, when there is a different bevel for eaoh end, the one with the more
acute angle is used.





HAND-RAILING—continued.

Fig. 1. Is the plan of centre line of rail for a well with six winders,

as shown, two of them being in the springing at each side. Draw the tan-

gent lines, the joint line C D, and the springing lines B C, C F, forming two

Fig. 2. Is the stretch out or development of tho tangent lines. To
draw this let the line L M be the edge of the drawing board, with a bevel

set to a convenient angle, the end of tho winder and riser would give the

pitch, draw the line B' B", then parallel with B' B" draw A' A" at a distance

equal to the side B A of the square at Fig. 1, and the same with D' D",

E' E" and F' F". Place the pitch board with its riser side to the line B' B",

as shown, and draw tho last straight step, from tho top of tho riser draw the

lino at right-angles to B' B", for the first winder, this being the development
of the tangents, the width of each winder is taken from where they cut the

tangont lines at Fig. 1. Then on the first winder, from B' B" mark oil the

distance B to R 12, Fig. 1, and through tho point draw R 12', with the pitch

board mark off the height of a riser, and through the point draw the line at

right-angles to A' X" for the socond winder, from A' X" mark off the distance

A to R 13, Fig. 1, and through tho point draw R 13' the height of a riser,

and draw the line at right-angles to D' D", for the third winder.

Keferring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that riser 14 passes through the point

D, then R 14' is on the line D' D", mark tho height of a riser, and draw the

line at right-angles for tho next winder, tho drawing for tho top winders up
to R 17', is just a repetition of what has been done for the others. Then
from R 17' draw the next straight step, and from the top edge of the pitch

board top and bottom, set of! half tho depth of the rail and draw the

centre line as shown, it will be seen that if the centre lino at the top had been
continued straight to meet E' E" tho rail would bo too high over winder 16,

then the rail must be lowered at F' but not moro than half its depth. From
the centre lino at about tho centre of the stop, draw the pitch to E' as shown

;

draw the pitch A' E' nearly parallel with tho winders, in this case it is con-

tinued down to meet the centre line at the bottom, if this should make the

rail too high at winder 13, thon tho pitch must bo lowered at A', and A' B'

drawn to another pitch, where the pitches meet the centre lines at top and
bottom, bisect tho angles, and draw the joint lines square with the pitches,

and to meet tho bisecting lines which gives the oontres tho ramps aro struck
from, the joints should be kept clear off tho springing linos B' B" and F' F".
The ramps may be made any length, tho centre linos must bo marked on
the templets and the face of tho risers 10 and 12 as shown, and transferred
to tho ramps, the lengths of the straight rail can bo got from thoso riser
lines, and all can be jointed with accuracy.

Fig. 3. Is the face mould for the lower portion, the drawing being
similar in every respect to what has already brcn described, the height is

taken from where the pitch or raking tangent cuts the springing line B' B"
Fig, 2, to the lino drawn at right-angles to D' D" through tho joint, tho
pitches being the same, the bevel answers for both ends, where the lino from
B' cuts A' A" at N, with N as centre, draw the circle tangent to tho pitch and
cutting A' A", from the intersection draw the lino to B', and in the angle is

seen the bovcl. Tho straight portion of the face mould from B' to joint
Fig. 3 is mado the same as B' to joint at Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Is the face mould for the top portion, to find tho height
where the pitch cuts the springing lino F' F" Fig. 2, draw the line F' F" at
right-angles to D" then to the line drawn at right-anglos to D 'D", through
the joint is tho height ; where tho line through tho joint cuts E' F' at o, with
o as centre draw a circlo tangent to tho pitch, and cutting tho line E' E",

from the intersection draw the lino to D' and in the angle is seen tho bevel
for the shank end ; where the lino F' D" cuts E' E" as centre draw a circlo

tangent to the lower pitch and cutting tho lino E' E", from the intersection

draw the line to D", and in tho angle is seen tho bevol for tho centre joint,

make F joint Fig. 4 same as F joint Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Shows a simple method of finding tho bovols, and one whioh
answers in every case. Let L M, be the edge of the drawing board, squaro
over the lino C M, mako C M equal to the radius of the centre line of rail.

Then at Fig. 4, with C as a centre, draw an arc tangent to the line E' D', then
with C, Fig. 5, as a centre and the samo radius, draw tho arc cutting tho

edge of tho board, as shown ; draw from the intersection to C, and in the
angle is tho bevel for that end of the wreath. Again at Fig. 4 with C as a
oentre, draw an arc tangont to tho lino E' F', and repeat at Fig. 5 for the
bevel for that end of the wreath. These bevels can be tested with those at

Fig. 2, and they will be found to be exactly the same.
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HAHDBAILIH8—Continued.

This chapter is devoted to a wrsath at b, quarter spaec landing, the

risers, landing, and starting placed with no regard to the falling line of rail.

Fig. 1. Is the plan of the wreath showing the risers and tangents.

Fig. 2. Is the development, being a repetition of what has been done
in previous chapters, it will be seen that the centre lines of the straight

rails (if produced) would net meet en the perpendicular A', then there are

three ways this wreath may be worked out by the tangent system. First,

with the wreath in one piece and to form its own casings,* to do this settle

en the position of the joints J J, {the shorter the shank ends the less

thickness will be required for the wreath), from J J draw the pitch across

the well, the point where this line cuts the perpendiculars B' and D' gives

the height.

Fig. 3 The pitches of the wreatb being equal, the face mould is drawn
same as those in previous plates.

Fig. 4. I? an Iscmetrical sketch of the wreath worked into cylin-

drical form. Cut out the wieath a little wider than the faco mould, square

through the plank, plane one face true and apply the face mould, marking
the joints and transferring tne tangent lines to the stuff, those are

represented by the dotted lines. At first the joints are made square to those

lines and to the face cf the wreath, square the lines over the ends as far as

the centre C, then with the bevel shown at Fig. 2 draw lines across the ends

through C, from those lines draw lines square from the end on each faoa of

the wreath, the tangent lines on the face mould are held to these when
marking and working the wreath into cylindrical form. When the face

mould is in its position on the wreath (when worked), draw lines across each

side of the wieath from the springing and minor axis lines as shown, draw
the line through C square with the line drawn with the bevel, from this line

draw square from the end the centre line J S on the side of the wreath.

Referring again tc Fig. 2, it will be seen the centre lino of the straight rail

meets the perpendicular springing line D' at T, then make ft thin piece of

stuff to the exact shape of the triangle J S T, apply this to the wreath at

Fig. 4, with the side J S to J S, and S T to the springing line, draw the line

J T, which is the new centre line, the joint is then mode square to this line

and the side of the wreath, this will be repeated at the other end. Then test

the height and square the wreath, the shank ends must be worked off as far

as necessary parallel tc the new centre line J T. Should it bo necessary to

have tho shank ends the exact length shown at Fig. 2, the tangent lines on

the face mould, B' J and D' J, Fig, 3, would be made to T J instead of S J

Fig. 2. to allow T J on the wreath Fig. 4 to be tho same length as T J Fig.2,

this would be immaterial in jcining up to straight rails, as tho springing

lines arc drawn across the underside cf the wreath and the lengths aro taken

Fig. 5. Is the development for the wreath to be in one piece with
the easing on the straight rail at the top, the faco mould is not drawn, being
similar to '.hose already explained.

Fig. 6. Is tho development for tho wreath to be in two pieces,
re-draw the plan same as Fig. 1, draw the joint line C D, and draw B E
tangent to the centre line and at right angles -.o C D. Produce the centre
lines past A and F to meet B and E, with B and E as centres turn the
springing and riser lines round, project them up parallel with C D, draw tho
landing line at right angles to C D, place the pitch board at R 7, draw the
pitch and centre line, at R 3 set up one riser above the landing, then draw
the pitch and centre line. From where the centre lines cut the perpen-
diculars B' and E', draw the pitch in the centre of the wreath, and where this

cuts the perpendicular D' gives one point in the height, and the joint is

drawn through the intersection, and where the centre lines cut the perpendicu-
lars A' and F' gives the other points in the heights, as shown by the
horizontal lines.

Fig. 7. Is tho face mould, re-draw the centre line with its tangents
A B and B D, produce A 3 so T, making 3 T same is B' T, Fig. G, draw
the ordinate T D, draw X Y at right angles to T D through the centre C,
draw projections from A and B. and on T D produced, set up the height H taken
from Fig. G, from where the projector from A cuts X Y draw the pitch of

rallel with this draw the line through C, where tho lines from T D,
\ cut this line draw lines at right angles. Measure on these the
.A, 2 B, and 3 D, join .V B' D', make tho joint square with B' D\

i the lino from C set off the radii

nd outside of the rail for tho minor axis, turn the centre line

round to meet X Y at 0, set off half the width of rail on each 6ide, project

these down to meat the pitch line for the major axis, and draw the curves.

Fig. 3. Shows the bevels, let L M be the edge of a board, square over

a line, measure off on this the radius of the centre line of rail C A, then
with C, Fig. 7, as centre, draw an arc tangent to A' B', then from C draw
the arc cutting L M, draw from the intersection to C, and in the angle is tho

bevel for the shank end, set off half the width of rail on A C, project this up
to the top edge of the bevel, take the distance along the top edge of the bevel

and set it off on each side of the tangent A' B', Fig. 7, draw the lines parallel

with A' B to meet the springing line, the elliptic curves must pass through
these points. The shank end can be made any length, for tho bevel at the

other end, the aro must bo drawn tangent to B' D', Fig. 7, and repeated as
shown.

plank, pa
B, and .

of the





H4NDRAILISC-Continued.

In the system of liandrailing known as the section ol a cylinder thrcngh
three given points, or the face mould plane through three points, the section
Is determined through an imaginary solid containing on its surface the centre
ine of rail, and its base being defined by the plan of the centre line.

Fig. 1. Is the plan and development of the centre line of a rail for a
well with two quarter space landings, the risers being placed in the springing
at each side of the well. To draw the development of the centre line, draw
the equilateral triangle on the diameter of the centre line, produce the two
sides to cut the line drawn tangent to the centre line and parallel with the
diameter, between the intersections is the stretch-out or development, and
the perpendicular lines S S are the springing lines. Place the pitch board
with its riser side to the line S at R 7', draw the line along the top edge
where it cuts the springing line, draw the first-landing at right-angles to the
springing line. On the line projected from the centre of the well mark off

the height of a riser and draw the second landing, on the springing line mark
eff the height of a riser and draw the horizontal line, place the pitch board
with its tread side to this line and the point to the springing line, and draw
the line along the top edge for the underside of rail, from the top edge of the
pitch board at top and bottom portions set off half the depth of rail, and
draw the centre line to meet the springing lines at S' S', join S' S' and draw
the easings between the two linesat top and bottom.and where the line S' S' cuts

the perpendicular from the centre of the well draw the joint line through
the intersection, also the horizontal line to the left. Draw the joint line at

the shank of the lower portion at right-angles to the centre line, from the
centre of the rail erect the perpendicular 1' 3' to meet the horizontal line

through the centre joint, 1' 3' is the height the bottom portion of the wreath
rises, and also the height of two of the points the section plane must pass
through. The middle resting point may be taken in the centre of the develop-
ment for that portion, if the shank is short, as in this case, but when the
shank is long the middle resting point must be taken in the curve, about one-
third the distance between the springing line and centre joint, in this case
the horizontal line through the centre joint and 3' is divided in two, and the
perpendicular dropped, to meet the easing line from the intersection draw
the horizontal line to meet the perpendicular at 2, which gives the height of

the middle resting point the plane must pass through.
To draw the section these points must be determined in plan. Prom 1' in

the centre of the shank joint draw the horizontal line to the springing line, take
this distance in the compasses and mark the centre line in the plan from
springing to the joint at 1 ; take the distance from the springing line to the
middle point at the easing, and mark the distance from the springing to 2 in
the plan, then 3 at the centre joint in plan gives the third point.

Fig. 2. Re-draw the plan with the points as shown, join 3, 2, and
produce the line to the left, on this line erect perpendiculars from 3 and 2,

make the one from 3 the height of 1' 3' at Fig. 1, and the one from 2 the
height of 1' 2', Fig. 1, draw a line through the points meeting the line join-
ing 2 3, which is one point in the horizontal trace, the point 1 at the centre
of the shank joint is in the horizontal Diane. Draw H T through these

- „ at rigl
'

and each side of

and from 3, at the centre joint on the line from 3, set up the height 1'3'Flg.
above X Y, draw the lines 1 3' which is the pitch line. From where the
ordinates cut this line, draw lines at right-angles, measure off on these lines
from the pitch line, the corresponding points in plan, measured from X Y,
the curves may be drawn with the trammel, turn the centre lino round and
draw the line tangent to it parallel with the ordinates, set off half the width
of rail on each side of this line, project these up to 1 3', and to the major
axis line, which gives the semi-major axis for both curves, the semi-minor
being on the line through C, draw the springing line 1' C, and draw the line
through 3' C The joints are made at right angles to these produced at 1'

and 3' as shown, draw the shaded section, and the line through the bottom
corner shows the thickness for the square rail. In the angle is seen the
bevel to slide the mould by, the dotted line from the top point of the
bevel cutting the line through the bottom corner of the section gives the
whole distance the mould has to slide, bisect this line at M, draw the line on
the face mould through the centre of the rail on the minor axis line

parallel to the major axis and pitch line, apply the face mould to the plank,
and cut the piece square through a little wider than the face mould. Plane
one face true and transfer the minor axis line and the line parallel with the
major axis from the mould to the stuff, square over the minor axis line on
both edges, mark the distance from M to the dotted line at Fig. 2, on one side
of the minor axis line at the top, and on the other at the bottom.

Fig. 4. Shows the face mould in its position when" held to the tan-

gent lines ; this is known as the square cut.

Fig. 5. Shows the mould marked on the top and bottom faces of

the plank, the mould being moved along the line on the underside to the

distance given at Fig. 2. The wreath is cut out to thoso lines ; this is known
as the bevel cut, tho top portion of the wreath is the same as the bottom

;

To make the joint at the shank end it may be necessary to use the short picoe

of falling mould, as at Fig. 1.





CARPENTEY AND JOINERY.
On the opposite page are the Drawings for the Model I submitted to the Examiner i

copy of ttie Voucher and particulars which were forwarded with the Model.

Carpentry and Joinery Honours Stage.

Carpentry and Joinery in 1886. Also a

The model is intended to be used in classes in carpentry and joinery ; it is

to Bhow a few different methods of finishing roofs, but principally the
necessary bevels.

I have introduced as many varieties as the size, &c, would allow. It is

not made to any proportionate scale, as parts have been exaggerated to show
more clearly such parts as the purlins, hips, and stays. The triangular
louvre frame and the square turret are good examples in projection and
developing. The louvre boards are not all shown, as they are understood
from the one given. The spandrails when Bmall may be covered with lead,

of which is Bhown in the

The bevel for the sill to the square turret is the same as the backing for a
hip. The roof to this is not shown, as the bevels for it may be found in the
same way as those for the main roof,

Both the square and triangular frames may be removed by taking out the
eorews.

Plan, elevation, section, and a few of the more important bevels are shown.

The work is entirely my own without any assistance whatever. John
Wilson, joiner, teacher of building construction, geometry, carpentry and
joinery, in the Technical School, Manchester.

For those who wish to follow the bevels, &o., the following brief particulars

will be useful :

—

Fig. 1. Shows a front elevation and seotion of the triangular ventilator.

A is the front elevation, with one side developed, showing the cut for the

bottom to fit the sill, and the trench to receive the end of louvre board. S
shows the side cot to louvre board, and L shows the bevel for the trench in

the sill. B shows a vertical section through the frame, &c, C shows the

pieces developed, these are nailed on the spars to receive the ends of the

boards that form the spandrails.

Fig. 2. A shows the backing for the hip, a small piece being planted on,
in practice this is solid, but was planted on to allow the hips to be left square
on the top side. This shows the peculiar finish to hips when left square.
See front and end elevation. (Also part elevation, Fig. 6) B shows a section
through a spar and board. C shows the side cut for the same. D shows
the thickness of the board exaggerated, and E shows the edge bevel to mitre
the boards. Note.—The boards are mitred on ono hip and lapped on the
other. These are only put on to show the bevels.

Fig. 3. Shows a jack rafter or spar, and part plan of a hip. A shows
the bevel for the plumb cut to spar, and B shows the side cut to the same.

Fig. 4. Shows a front and side view of strut to purlin, section and part
of side elevation are shown, and the top side of the strut is developed to show
the neoessary cut to fit the angle of the purlin.

Fig. 5. Shows the bevels to the strut when placed diagonally. V shows
the bevel for the underside, and T the one for the top side. O shows the
bevel for the bottom. Note : both sides are the same. To show where the
strut dies out on the purlin, take projectors from the front view.

Fig. 6. This is drawn to a large scale to show the bevels to the purlin,

&c. Part plan shows hips, purlin and angle tie. Note : one hip runs into

the angle. The edge of this is developed to show the bevels. A shows the
bevel required to out the hip to fit the angle, the bottom end and the mitering
for the top are to the same bevel. B shows the horizontal out for the foot,

and C shows the plumb cut.

D shows the side cut to purlin, and E shows the edge cut for the same.

A few of the principal sizes are figured on the drawings.

To those who are not very good at projection this will furnish some good
examples in addition to those named. The projection of one of the louvre
boards as X seen in section, and afterwards the one that is shown in side B
should be tried. These should be to a large soale, plan, elevation, and
section should be drawn.
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
_
Instead of giving all the text for the plate, the first and last are given, and also a few examples and exercises from various parts,

believing that you will by this method be able to form a better opinion of the nature and scope of the work.

From page 96.

BBIOK, SEWER, AND STONE STAIRS.

Fig. 1. Shows a seotion of the ovoid or what is generally known as

the egg-shaped sewer. The size and shape of these vary, but the example
is an ordinary specimen, the internal height and width being as 3 : 2. , The
centres from which the different curves are drawn being shown by "small

circles. This class of sewers is used for carrying off the rain-water from
the street, &c, &c. In preparing for these the trench is first dug out to the
necessary width and depth (except where they are very deep, and then they
are tunnelled.) If the soil bo loose it is prevented from falling in by boards
put in against the sides. These are prevented from being pushed in by cross

pieces, sometimes planks, 9" X 3" are placed against the boards. These
planks are parallel with the surface, and th6 cross stays are cut in between
them.

The vertical pieces are poling boards, and the planks referred to are

known as the wailing pieces.

The principal part in a sewer is the bottom or lower half, as the scour
and tendency to leak is greatest near the bottom. In general a terra-cotta

block makes the best, the one shown being rebated, as this prevents a

Btiaight joint between the brickwork and block. The lower half is built of

specially made bricks, which should be hard, smooth, and well burnt, and
laid in good hydraulic mortar; neatly pointed at the joints, and left aa
smooth and even as possible.

The brioks, aly a few of

i. The

When
as with
)-edged

Fig. 8. Shows two steps, and iron balusters for the san
steps are spandrail, or feather-edged for hanging stairs, that
they are built into the wall at one end. This reduces the weight
there is a limited space for head room it is an advantage, and sto

the corners off may be used when they would not pass for the squa
steps shown at Fig. 4.

One of the steps, &oT, is shown in section, the bottom of the balusters ia

prepared for fixing in the stone with lead.

Part plan of one end of a step ia shown. A small part marked a at
the side of each baluster in plan is shown, that is, where the lead would ba
poured in.

The arrangement, do., will be understood by a perusal of the drawings

From page 133.

Fig. 2. Let^ the_ weight be placed at C,

= 8 tons. Reaction at B ;=: -
.WxBC. = 2 tons

from A, the reaction ai

,
WxAC_lC
AB ^ :

It will be seen that the sum of the two, equals the original weight, 10 tens.

These must always equal the original weight ; further, the reaction at A (Fig.

2) xAC= reaction at BxBC.
From page 127.

Exercise 9. Cast iron will resist say 42 tons per square inch in com-
pression. Determine the resistance of a short hollow circular iron oolumn, the

diameters being 6" and 5\" respectively.

Area external circle = 6 3 X -7854 = 36 x -7854= 28-2744 sq. ins. Area internal

circle (5|)
a X -7854 ='(VP X 7854 = 21-6476 sq. ins. Sectional area or the

difference = 28 2744 — 21-6476 = 6-C268 sq. ins. Resistance= 6-6268 x 42 =
278-3256 tons.

From page 128.,

Exercise 18. A square building 20'

roof, the sides are all equally inclined at 27 j

the length of a hip. ,

First find the distance from the eaves to the apex (see table) = 10 x 1-1274 =
11-274 ft. Length of hip equals the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle,

sides 10 ft. and 11-274 ft. Length of hip = y (10- + 11-274") = y(100 -f

- 127-103) — ^227-103 = 15'°? ft -

From page 130.

Exercise 14. Determine the section of a cast-iron girder to carry a

I safe distributed load of nine tons over a 20 feet span.
" "" A tlle sPan tllen

(
stres3 in fianS0S)

50400 lbs. Faotor of safety=3.

Area of bottom flange =-
6

Area of top =1-36 sq. ins.
112000

To find the dimensions of the flanges when the proportions are given.

Say bottom 6:1. 6 X 1-6
; ^= 1-527

;
/lW= 1-836.

Dimensions of bottom flange are 1-236 X 6 = 7-415 and 1-236.

In practice the bottom flange wonld be 73" X li". Top flange. 1 j X
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PLAN.

Plan of Well hole.



CONTENTS.—FIRST SECTION.
PAGES.

8, 9 Scales, and the explanation of snch as £, ^, Jg, 3, §, §, &c. Also, how to divide a given line into any number of equal parts

10, 11 Brickwork. Elevations of English, Flemish, Stretching and Heading.bond ; with plans of two courses, £, 1, 2, 2}, and 3-brick thick

]2
|
13 M Dwarf-walls, showing brick and stone caps in section ; also slate or tile creasings

14
f
15 „ Intersection of main and partition walls, and reveals for door and window openings, showing king closer

16
f
17 (> „ „ walls at right angles ; showing differently arranged closers.

18, 19 „ Door and Window Openings, Arches, straight, and a relieving arch over a wooden lintel ; and the use of wooden pallets

20, 21 „ i, n Segment and other heads, and how to determine length of radius. Offsets, oversailing,

corbeling, &o.

22, 23 Stonework. Sills ; Ashlar ; rubble work, coursed and uncoursed ; and orked up to courses with brick-lining.

24, 25 „ and Ironwork : Gable ends and joints with metal fastenings ; cast and wrought-iron beams, and cantilever

2G, 27 Leadwork. Box and vee gutters, drips, rolls, and cesspool ; stepflaahing to chimneys, &o. ; also a secret gutter.

28, 29 Slating. Duchess and Countess : Sizes, gauge, lap, &c, with proper distance of nail-holes from the tail.

30,31 Woodwork. Single floor, with fireplace : Tusk tenon, herring bone bridging and pugging.

32, 33 „ Double and framed floors, with joints ; alBO joints for floor boards, both heading and cross joints.

34, 35 „ Partitions, showing how to truss them so that all the weight may be thrown on the wall ; enlarged joints.

36, 37 „ Roofs : Couple, collar, and king, with details
;
also the method of drawing to \ and } pitch, when the span is given.

38, 39 „ Queenpost truss ; with enlarged details showing heel strap, &c, &c.

40, 41 „ Iron roof-trusses, and details for the same.

42, 43 „ Doors : Ledged, ledged and braced ; hingeing to either wood or stone.

44, 45 „ „ Ledged, braced and framed ; Bhowing joints, haunches, Ac, to an enlarged soale.

40, 47 ,, „ A four-panelled door, and large details for the same.

48, 49 „ „ A double-margin door, with details for a wall battened and plastered on one side.

50, 51 „ Sashes and frame, with enlarged details through the sill, meeting rails, head, and one side, and how to fix the same.

52, 53 „ Fanlight and casements, to open one way ; also one hinged on centres, showing how to bevel the head, and cut the beads.

54, 55 „ Yorkshire light, French casement, jointing eaehbars ; keyed joints in circular work.

5G, 57 ,i Scarfed and built-up beams ; Halving, lapping, fishing ; scarfes for tension and compression.

58, 59 „ Joints in roofs, both bad and good. Mitred joints, for W.Cs., &o.

60 to 79 Have been compiled from previous examination papers.

80 Syllabus.



CONTENTS.—SECOND SECTION.

82, 83 Damp-proof bnsement walls. Cavities, air drains. Iron ties. Toling boards, wales,

81, 85 Ordinary concrete floors. Pumice concrete. Steel skewback and a section ol a steel c

8G, 87 Brickwork. English bond with Flemish fuce. Acute and obtuse angles.

88, 89 Brick Piors, from onc-and-a-half to six-and-a-half bricks a side.

'JO, 91 Herring-bone bond, diagonal bond, and weatherings to buttresses.

92, 93 Bond to chimney stacks, from two flues to eight flues.

94, 95 Window openings with canted angles ; bond in mullions.

96, 97 Common or flat arch, relieving arch, and Oothic arches.

98, 99 Brick and stone. Bond over opening and finishing to stone heads.

100, 101 Brickwork with stone dressings, showing different heights.

102, 103 Brick sewer ; and stone stairs, showing balusters let into the step.

101,105 Stone Work. Heads to door or window openings.

IOC, 107 Wooden stairs and the principal of isometric projection.

108, 109 Centres for a segment, semi-circle, and a circular arch.

110 to 113 Roof trusses, for large spans and a mansard roof.

114, 115 Skylights, both wood and iron.

110, 117 Double sashes, with details showing how to stiffen the meeting rails.

118, 119 Bos and shatters for windows, with enlarged details.

120, 121 Rivets. Riveting, single, double, &c. Plate, box, and built up girders.

122, 12:i Iron columns and girders, with details showing how to secure them together.

124 to 129 Iron roofs and details ; Trussed girder fur a gantry or traveller, Ac.

130, 131 Cutting up timber.

132 to 136 Notes on timber.

137 to 162 Practical Arithmetic and Graphic Statics.

163 to 172 Exercises for the students.

173 Questions set for the Elementary stage, May 5th, 1883.

174 Answers to ,, „ „ ,,

175 Questions set for the Advanced „ „

176
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CARPENTRY AND J0INE11Y.

The following is an abridged list from several hundreds received during the

last few months.

" Your book supplies a Ions felt want, namely, a work containing a good

technical instruction at a pice which [shall come within tho reaoh of all who
aro desirous of such information."—Joiner, Warwickshire.

"Allow mo to congratulate you for tho neat and instructive way in which

you have got your • Carpentry and Joinery ' and ' Building Construction ' up.

They in the hest books that I have aeon at anything near the price."—
Science Teacher, Yorkshire.

" I consider your book on Carpentry and Joinery an excellent work on

tho subject, and woll-fitted either for the classroom, tho workshop, or the

student at home, and its price, Is. Gd., within tho reach of every artizan." -
science Teacher, Surrey.

" I have examined your work with attention, anil can safely say it is tho

I comp&ot and explicit work of its kind I have ever seen, and a marvel of

cheapness."— B. Sec, Kent.

11 Your ' Carpentry and Joinery ' is tho best book I have met with on the

subject, and lias been very useful to me."—Science and Technical Teacher,

Sussex.

' It is tho best for goneral information I have s -B. Sec, Hants.

" The bonks to hand quite safe. Tho opinion of those they wero for, as

well of myself is, that it is the cheapest work ever put before the public, and
contains all that a joiner in general requires to know."

—

London, S.IV.

" I find your ' Carpentry and Joinery ' a very useful and reliahlo book, and
recommend it on every occasion. Many of the men under me have copies,

aud they all agree that it only requires to be seen to be appreciated."—
General Foreman, London, N.W.

" I have seen your book on lines for the building trade, and fully acknow-
,ion of such a

"Just the thing required for the building trade."

—

B. Sec, Co. Durham.
" Our workmen are so delighted with your book on Carpentry and

Joinery, which they consider the best ever published, that I beg to enclose
l'.O. for four more."—Builders, <tc., Leicestershire.

11 1 can safely My it is tin- eat last to understand I have ever seen, and the

plates aro the most plain."

—

Joiner, South llayling.

" I do not wonder at its being in its tenth thousand, as it is the most
complete and compact book on Carpentry I have over Been." /.'. .Sec.

Devonshire.

" I believe it to be tho best work of the present day, and should be

patronised by every carpentor and joiner who has any ambition for the

craft."—B. Sec, Ireland.

" I am quite certain your book only requires to be known to become
popular."— Joiner, Scotland.

" Contrasting it with others, it appears to be the best and cheapest on
the subject."— Technical Teacher, T.ondmi, AMI'.

" I consider it— and it is the opinion of those who I have shown it Vt—
tho best valuo for money we have ever seen, the information and plates so

good."

—

B. Sec, Oxfordshire.

" It is the most comprehensive on the subject I have scon, and I shall

hauo much pleasure in recommending it to any desirous of becoming a good
workman."— B. Sec, Pimlico.

" I take this occasion to write and thank you lor tho benefit I have
received from tho study of your book. I am (mainly owing to you) foreman
to a large firm of buildtrs, and have been so for the last year, to the entire

satisfaction of my employers. Wishing yon heallh and strength to fight the
battle of sound Technical Education."—Hants.

"I take this opportunity of tendering my congratulations to you upon
your work on Carpentry and Joinery. As a draughtsman of 30 years'

experience, and tcaoher of general drawing, I ought to know something about
the subject. I must Bay that I have never yet seen a book to equal yours. I

teach the method of development, which you are master of, like yourself,
and so do all men who know precisely what is wanted by practical men. I
always recommend your book when opportunity offers."—London.

From the Reviewer to the Building Papers with the largest circulation.

"To earnest students and workmen who wish to qualify themselves for

superior positions, Ac, or to obtain a thorough mastery of the theory as well
as the practice of their calling, we cannot recommend a better set of books
than Mr. Wilson's."



BUILDING CONSTEUOTION.
The following aro extracts of recent complimentary letters from several hundreds. All were unsolicited.

" I desire as a general Foreman to thank you for your patient and
practical efforts to elucidate truth."—Berkshire.

" I am studying your ' Building Construction ' and have heen struck with

the praotical manner in which it is got up as compared with others of its

class."

—

Newcustle-on-Tyne.

"lam delighted with your ' AdvauceJ Building Construction.' It

contains so much sound practical information. "—Joiner*' Foreman, Scotland.

" I am quite charmed with your little book, it is just the work that has
been required for a long time. It is so handy, and the information so easy
to be got at. It only requires to be seen by teachers to be appreciated."

—

Science Teacher, County Durltam.

" I am very pleased indeed with the ' Building Construction,' it ought to

command a great sale. It is a marvol of cheapness, and will be a great boon
to advanced workers."

—

Science Teacher, Warwickshire.

"Please send mo your ' Carpentry and Joinery.' I may say I use your
Elementary work on Building Construction in my soience clasBCS, and I

consider it unequalled by any other work for the purpose at tbe price."—
Headmaster, Northamptonshire.

" Your ' BuildiDg Construction ' book is the best and cheapest I have ever

seen ; the students are very ploased with it.' —Builder and Science Teacher,
Oxfordshire.

We adopt your works and find them

" Kindly send me other 10. I disposed of the 30 you sent me last night

to my junior students. It is a great advantage to have a book such as yours,

which is cheap and yet reliable."—C.E., B. Sc, etc., Scotland.

" It jnst requires to be known to be appreciated. Also the price enables

it to come within reaoh of all students, thereby making class instruction much
'

more easy. In fact, along with its aid and the usual instruction from the

teacher, makes one hour of more value than three otherwise. As to your
' Advanced Building Construction ' its value cannot be too highly praised,

owing to the manner in which so much useful information has been brought
together."—Architect and Science Teacher, Scotland.

" I have much pleasure in enclosing herewith a postal order for the books
you have been good enough to send at my request (for the instruction of my
pupils.) I am sure 'you deserve the thanks of all interested in trail

people in Building Construction."—Surveyor, C.E., etc., Lineolnshii

From the Critic to the Building Paper with the largest circulation.

"Wilson's 'Advanced Building Construction.' We have had occasion

before to notice the excellence and thoroughness of Mr. Wilson's manuals
of instructions, and the clear and yet lucid manner in which he conveys his

information. The above work is no exception to the rule. The system upon
which he works is to lay the foundation of a sound knowledge of the principles

as well as the practice of Building Construction, and lead the workmen to

labour with his head at the same time as witli his hands. The book is

noticeable for the clear language, the simple manner in which the calculations

are worked ont, and the formula explained, and also for the enormous number
of detail drawings to scale. We cannot recommend a better set of books than

Mr. Wilson's."

ing young

iwers to questions E and A stage, May, 1888, post free, 2d. ; Elementary Building Construction, Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 2d. ; Advancod ditto (which

inoludes all the Elementary), 2s. Cd. ; post free, Is. lOd.
;
questions (only) in Carpentry and Joinery for the six years, 1881 to 18S9, price 8d.

;

Graphic Statics and Practical Arithmetic, post free, Is.; all from the Author, JOHN WILSON, Chapel Grove, Urmston, near Manchester.

Note : Advanced Building Construction will shortly bo revised.
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